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How about Japanese? 
French shouldn't be the only 
language taught in elementary 
school, says parent/NEWS A'l l  
Historical writing 
Pioneer Floyd Frank recounts 
more stories of early day events 
Terrace/COMMUNITY B1 
I 
Comox bound, Terrace's 
Midget rep hockey team is 
heading off to the B.C. Winter 
Games/SPORTS A13 
ND,  t tRD 75¢ PLUS 5¢ GST VOL. 7 N0.4I :  
$2b gas plant touted" for Kitimat 
by itself cost several hundred mil- 
lion dollars. 
And three specialized tanker 
ships would have to be built to 
move the liquified natural gas to 
probable markets in Japan and the 
rest of Asia. 
The project would exploit the 
vast untapped reserves of natural 
gas in northeastern B.C., for 
which so far there has been little 
market. 
The plant would cool and corn- 
press' the natural gas into liquid 
form suitable for shipping to Pa- 
cific Rim markets. 
Company director Ray Roth last 
week confirmed Pac Rim LNG is 
in negotiations with both Haisla 
natives and the District of 
Kitimat. 
"It's been very low profile," 
Roth told the Standard. "It's a 
major project which can be of 
tremendous benefit to British 
Columbia." 
Roth refused to release specific 
details of the proposal. 
Bet all indications are the 
volume of natural gas consumed 
would be huge. 
Kitimat councillor Ray Brady 
says the plant would use an 
amount of natural gas equivalent 
to all the natural gas used in the 
rest of B.C. 
"It's big dollars and everything 
has to fall into place," Brady 
said. "It's not just six ducks to 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A CALGARY.based company 
is looking at Kitimat as the poten- 
tial site for a $2 billion liquid nat- 
ural gas (LNG) processing plant. 
The massive proposal by Pac 
Rim LNG is still in the 
preliminary discussion stages, but 
if it goes ahead, it could provide 
up to 200 full-time jobs. 
The construction of the 30-inch 
dedicated gas pipeline from 
Prince George to Kithnat would 
one of the vehicles. It's equipped with two plows and a 
sanding machine. The road maintenance company opera. 
tes around the clock during the winter. 
WHAT'S BIG and yellow and prowls highways in the 
winter? One of Nechako Northcoast's tandem snow plow- 
ing and sanding trucks. That's driver Ross Stenquist with 
Salt, sand and plowing 
work just never ends 
for mechanical work so Sten- 
quist was assigned to help Out. 
It had been snowing all 
night and while the graveyard 
shift had done its part, con- 
tinuing snowfall meant more 
plowing was needed. 
Stenquist's truck this day 
carried a front plow for wing- 
trig snow off to the side, a bel- 
ly plow good for clearing 
slush and a full load of sand. 
"Those old highways trucks 
- -  they were terrible," notes 
Stenqulst in comparing his rig 
lo the smaller orange and 
white highways ministry 
trucks which used to plow the 
roads. 
"We've got a lot nicer 
equipment hen we used to 
have." 
The truck handled the air- 
port hill without any problem, 
something those older trucks 
just couldn't do. 
Snow from the front plow 
arcs off to the side and there's 
lots of noise from the belly 
plow coming into contact with 
the surface below. 
All the while the radio chat- 
ter was of temperatures - -  ". 
2.5, -3.2." Foremen and oper- 
ators keep a close eye on air 
temperature gauges in their 
trucks as sand and salt won't 
work when the weather's too 
cold. 
What everybody wants are 
warmer temperatures so the 
salt and sand break up what 
compact there is. 
It's dark and still snowing 
but not enough for Stenquist 
to have to cut his 80km an 
hour speed. 
"Sometimes it's snowing so 
hard you can hardly see any- 
thing. You have to guess 
where you're going," he says. 
THE BEST part of Ross Sten- 
quist's job is what he leaves 
behind - -  sand, salt and high- 
ways cleared of snow. 
Stenqaist drives one of 
those large, tandem yellow 
plowing and sanding diesel 
trucks belonging to Nechako 
Northcoast, the company 
which does highways 
maintenance in this area. 
The first part of one day 
shift last week had Stenquist 
paUrol Hwy37 south to 
Kitimat. 
The company's Kitimat- 
based truck was in the shop 
reconsider the 37 per cent 
youth rate increase it's 
imposing upon arena and 
swimming pool users. 
Councillors referred the issue 
to its recreation/community 
Cont'd Page A2 
Users protest rec fees 
CITY COUNCIL will that onl~, the rich can afford, to tile members of our club," said 48 of the 59 people who 
"In your haste to cut costs, 
you have decided to make this 
city one of have's and have- 
not's," Mitchell told council. 
Bluebac.k swim club 
president Candice Kerman said 
services committee after angry the increases will put Terrace 
ice and pool users stormed fees far above fees charged in 
council chambers Monday Kitlnmt and Prince Rupert-- 
night to protest he fee hikes, where users sis0 get much 
Julia Mitchell of the Terrace more ice time for their money, 
Skating Club accused council "'A 38-per, cent increase to 
of turning swimming and the youth groups of th is  
skatinz into "elitist activities communily is a direct affront 
she said. 
Councillors agreed to take 
another look at the issue. 
" I f  we get stormed by half 
the city I thifik we should sit 
up and pay heed," councillor 
called his answering machine 
supported the fee increases. 
"'This will be a bit of a bite 
the bullet, year," added 
councillor David Hull. 
Hull noted $50. an hour for 
Ed Graydon said. tee spread out across 30 kids 
But most council mernbers on two teams works~out o 
said they beiieve their initial $1.66 per h0ur per child. 
assesssmen! is correct and that :, 
:they have the support of the 
taxpayers who don't use the 
pool and arena. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel 
t 
"'It's cheaperthan bowling, 
going to movies, it!s chualar 
than a lot of.act~'ittes, he 
said. ~ " : 
line up. It's like 100 ducks to line 
up." 
The proposed site is Eish 
Creek, a Haisla native reserve 
southwest ofKitimat. 
The company would lease the 
reserve land, and the Haisla 
Kithnat. 
"Whether or not it will fly, 
that's another question," Brady 
said. "These are very, very 
preliminary discussions." 
'Tve seen these things come 
and go. There have been a num- 
would get a certain number of bur of proposals over the years." 
guaranteed jobs and possibly an A Petro Canada-headed con- 
equity position in the plant, sortium several years ago called 
Brady said the project would be for a nearly Identical liquid natu- 
too large to fit within the reserve ral gas plant at the Bish Creek 
land and would likely spill onto site. 
Crown land within the District of 
Feds reject 
Kemano b,ll 
By JEFF NAGEL 
B.C. PREMIER Mike 
Harcourt has torpedoed 
Alcan's $1:3-billion hydro- 
electric project at Kemano. 
But what isn't yet known is 
how much the decision to kill 
the .half~bu,i.lt .... Kemano i 
Completion Project wtll chat  
B.C. taxpayers. 
Before the BIC. Utilities 
Commission review of the 
project began two years ago, 
the province received legal 
advice that it would be liable 
• I 
that government which must 
bear responsibility for tile 
repercussions," Tobin said. " ' ! '  
reject out of hand any 
suggestion that the federal 
government should now be 
responsible for compensation ' 
to Alcan,,'., . , :  . . . . .  , 
~ Harcotlrr- rej-ec ted" :t hree '
options put. forward by the 
for hundreds of millions of 
dollars in compensation if it 
cancelled the project. 
Now Harcourt is trying to 
lay most of the responsibility 
for compensating Alcan on 
Ottawa's doorstep.: 
"The federal government 
bypassed an environmental 
assessment of this project -- 
which would have established 
the threat o B.C. fis h stocks, 
part icular ly  our salmon 
fisheries -- and authorized 
commission, to.:protect fish: in" 
the Nechako by increasing 
water flow levels, i 
The  third option, would 
boost the ivolume of. water. 
unacceptable water levelsl in $307 :million, the province 
the 1987 deal," Harcourt old estimalesi Even with the flows 
the Standard Monday~ -agreed : to.  in. .1987, .the 
B.C. also signed that .company. would loSe.nearly 
agreement giving Alcan the $200 million: ~i:~: 
right to divert about half the • Aican would~ h'ave .to at 
remaining water in the Upper '  least riple the price it charges 
Nechako and reduce the river B,C. Hydro for KCP power to 
to as little as 12 per cent of its ~ break even, according to the 
pre-1950 flows, province's analysisi .:~., 
Harcourt, however, argues : If the  company couldn't 
the federal government should break even anyway,/says, 
shoulder most of the cost Harcourt, it's not entitled to  
because it has  overriding .... vast compensation.: 
jurisdiction over fisheries and 
because federal Tory fisheries 
minister Tom Siddon in 1987 
gave the province his 
assurance that there would be 
adequate protection for 
salmon. 
But current federal fisheries 
minister Brian Tobin said 
flowing in the river an average. 
of 45 per cent over 4he: levels: 
set out in the 1987 agreement, 
and -- according to :the 
commission's report::,-~would: 
have given '~reasonable 
confidence" that:i, the:, fish 
stocks would be protected,.i, 
All three: options would. 
have reduced the amountof 
water A lcan could use: . to  
generate power, resulting in 
operating losses over 50 years, 
ranging from $267 million.t0 
"'1 think this is the prude~!. ' 
and most,honest way iogo;! .  
he ~ said: =On envir0nm'ental 
and economic gr0undsl :We 
decided that, a /dec is ive  
decision was  in ~the best . 
interestS'0f British ColUmbia,,'.. 
Ottawa won,t pick up the bill. If Ottawa doesn't: follow 
"'That IS a decision of the suit, Harcouri iwowed to 
introduce legislation" to block Government of :Brit ish . . . . . . .  




MUNITY COLLEGE is be- 
hind picket lines today as stu- 
dents mount a one-day strike 
to protest possible tuition fee 
increases. 
Those Increases could come 
from a series of changes the 
federal government wants to 
bring to various social and ed- 
ucation programs. 
Some of those programs are 
provided by the prov/ndal 
government hrough lransfer 
payments from the ~ federal 
goverranent. 
Cuts to those, transfer pay- 
merits would affect the 
provincial government's 
ability ~to finance~ its pro -  
grams, 
Students say tuition fee in- 
cresses, coupled with the need 
to borrow mere money to, at- 
tend post Secondary school In- 
stitutions; would reduce the 
number of people getting an 
education. ~ 
The strike is one of a series 
organized by a~ national stu- 
dents group ailed the Cans,. 
dlan Federation of Students. 
The picket lines went up at 
8 a.m. and are sckeduled to 
come down at 4 p.m, i 
Although students aren't In 
class today, other operatlona 
of the college aren't affected, 
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But Takhar said Monday City okays dry kiln night the reduced price is st,II too expensive, for him, 
because the bailding is no use 
to him. He only needs the 
"'Having a dry kiln there 
isn't going to create any 
additional nuisance." George 
said. 
But opposing cotmcillors 
Graydon and Halleck said it 
was time to take a stand for 
the quality of life of ,'t 
neighbourhood. 
"'Ours is not an elitist 
neighbourhood," Halleck said. 
"but it's quiet; comlbrtable, 
and friendly." 
"'My concern is for the long 
term," said Graydon. " I  
believe in development, but 
not at all costs." 
CITY COUNCILLORS 
voted 3-2 Monday night to let 
small sawmill owner Me 
Takhar add a dry kiln to his 
Terrace Precut operation. 
Braun Street residents 
gasped as councillors Val 
George, David Hull and Rich 
McDaniel voted in favour of 
granting the building permit. 
Ed Graydon and Ruth 
Ha l leck  were opposed. 
Councillor Gordon Hull 
declared a conflict of  interest 
and did.not vole because his 
company rents some of 
"rakhar's trucks: 
Residents had opposed the "'This is definitely an 
dry kiln, saying it weald example of development a all 
the council that in January 
1985 amended the definition 
of light industrial zone to 
include a series of uses. 
including "'wood fabrication, 
including but not limited to 
sash and dour. furniture, 
pallets, cabinets; joinery, and 
remanufncturing machine 
shops." 
Takhar proposed the 
amendment and seconded its 
final adoption. 
By June of that year he 
brought h splans to council for 
const ruct ion  of hi," 
remanufaeturing plant. 
Graydon noted that Skeena 
Wood Products -- situated on 
land. 
route and other residents 
presented a 130-name petitiou 
to council opposing the dry 
kiln building permit request. 
Johnstone said the city 
-shouldn't rely on the report it 
received from Urban Systems 
because it was based on 
incorrect assumptions. 
Braun residents contest that 
latter assumption and they 
called on the city to get a 
legal opinion on whether 
either the existing mill or the 
'dry kiln fit the zoning rules. 
Johnstone said the 
residents' only option now -- to 
hire a lawyer -- isn't 
affordable. 
create a precedent and throw costs." ,m acre of light industrial hind i " "  
open thesouth side of Keith Residents fear filrther immediately north of Terrace 
Ave. to saw mills and heavy investment in the site by Precut -- is now listed for sale 
industry. Takhar will make it harder for at $195,000. lima - , -  m mm lm m= i 
"'If this is allowed, that council to draw the line on mm | whole light industrial zone is future industrial development He suggested a purchase of wide open," Foote said. in the area. that location would take the 
"They're just Compounding the "'The chipper and the saws pressure off of requests to have 
mistakes of the past." that we've heard mentioned other property rezoned to light Great  . _1 . . . .  t . . .  , , , ,_=._ , ,o to r i s ts  If N;;IF Al;il;; g; 
George and McDaniel said will b'e before you and it will industrial. = 
the proposed dry kiln isn't continue to leap-frog into the Takhar told council in the 
significantly different from future," resident Charles summer the owner wanted 
what Takhar already has on Johnstone told council, more than $300,000 for the I 
the site.From front route noted Takhar s a t ~ ~ o n  pr perty...~:,, : R o a d S t ~  Package. , i 
Never  • I I ds i I RoadSter is a new specially priced package of coverages available only to : e n Autoplan customers who have ke;)t their 40% Autoplan discount for more than 
. m five years in a row (these coverages are available to all BC motorists from 
Stenquist's been doing this for i!l] i Autoplan at regular prices). : 
25 years, the first 18 for the high- ! ~ : Effective January 1, 1995, eligible customers will be allowed to add the RoadStar 
ways ministry and •the last seven package to their 1994 and 1995 policy. .... 
under privatization. (The $30 annual premium is already specially priced, and is not subject ; As the track passes through a 
snowbelt on the way to Kitimat, to any discount.) -- II 
Stenquist remembers earlier,years ~ The RoadStar package includes: " 
when it snowed a lot more. I 1. Rental Vehicle Policy ': 
"In earlier winters we had to . ~ ~. 
use D-8 cats to clear the snow. ~ =.-,.-.,." '='~'" i 3.2" LossVehiCleof Traveluse Protection Policy I 
We'd plow on the way down to . : i . . 
Kitimat but when we came back, PLOW TRUCK driver Ross Stenquist makes regular stops to 
there was another foot of snow on ensure his equipment is In good working condition. I To buy the specially priced RoadStar package you must qualify and owr~ a private I 
the highway. It's as if we hadn't I Passenger vehicle or light commercial vehicle {GWV 5000 kg, or less) rated in 
done it in the first place." classes 001, 002, 003,004, 005, or 007. i : • i I 
• m'""" "'" 'a'°'m" Wel l  FWater  : ' . l iar  am Um bone|its of Ule RoadStar Package, You carl buy more than I powered vehicles in those days, $100 worth of coverage for only $30, and can realize savings of up to $10per • 
too. Their exhaust pipes would day with the RoadStar rental vehicle coverage alone, " I 
get so hot they'd crack when 
snow would bunch up from un. 1. RoadStar Rental Vehicle Coverage This coverageprovides: ~ i ~ . . ,  ; ........ :1 
derneath.. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . , ..L 'W i • Up'to $1milli0n third Party Legal Liability. .-~ ,:. ,.: ,i : i ' . , .  " ~ - : !  i,iil;".~, 
. . . . . . . . . .  • Accident Benefits . " . : , 
ing was also different back then, Have you ever wondered where • Underinsured Motorist Protection 
says Stenguist. " • Collision Coverage with a $200 deductible . " . .... ":i ....... ' : I "Yougottoitwhenyouhad/////~yourzoellwatercorrtesfrom?,ll .C0mprehensiveCoveragewitha$20Odeductible " .' i .° .: i . . .... 
the time. You'd never get away • Loss of Use to rent another vehicle for up to $25 per day  : : . .  : | 
with that nowadays. The area (total limit $250) : " , .  . • 
around Copper Mountain School. ~' Ground water is found in formations called aquifers. • Loss of revenue to the rental company while their vehicle is being rePaired. : . . . . .  I 
daysS°metimeSto clear."it would take two heavilyAquiferSsaturatedare a stratawithOrwater.layerTheof threethe earth'Stype of CrUStaquifersthatareiS I There is a 30 day maximum time limit for any one renta period andthe insured i II 
Those earlier winters of major surface water, sand & gravel and bedrock. They are found must have awritten rental contract o make a claim, , i . . . .  1 
snowfalls returned last November anywhere from 5 to 5,000 feet from the surface, i 2, RoadStar Vehi©le Travel Prote©tion Poli©y If you are in an accident, Or if : ! I 
in the form of record white stuff The further down the aquifer is the higher the ~:on- I your vehicle is stolen while you are on a trip away from home, this pol cy covers:' • L 1 
and for the first two weeks of De- centration of minerals found in the water. Shallow water ° Additional living expenses such as lodging, meals, phone calls and transporta- 1 
comber. It made for a busy time supplies may recharge too quickly and not have enough i and lots of complaints, time to filter naturally. Shallow water is more susceptible to ' tion expenses (certain limits apply) : r ~ I "The company was doing the outside contamination from runoff. • Towing expenses (up to $100) " " I 
best they could. When it constant- If you are concerned about the quality of your water be I • Expenses to bring a damaged or recoveredstolen vehicle back home - • 
ly snows, you can't be there all sure to have it tested. Contact a government health agent i (upto  $750) " . . . . . . . . .  : . - .  ' I 
the time. I've seen it a lot formore information. • Travel expenses to return home using thd most direct route . . . .  " I 
worse," says Stenquist. (up to $1500 for one or two people; up to $3000 for threeor n]0re) " " I 
He notes that better equipment I • Replacement vehicle expenses up to $500 (borrowed or rented only) " I 
and more regulations about when Vehicle Travel Protection does not cover loss or damage in the Insured person's 
work has to be done makes for I vehicle or medical expenses for injuries from 
cleaner oads when compared to 
past years, l 3. RoadStar Loss of Use If you have an I( 
Stenquist doesn't seem too i Damage coverage(Collision, Comprehensive 
bothered by criticism, saying he substitute transportation while your vehic e . 
and others hear from people only coverage will repay you up to $500 for each 
when they complain. | 
And he says operators pay spe- i Ask your Autoplan broker about other 
eial attention to hills to help out products for motorists who use their F 
large transports and other heavy 
vehicles, L ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~  
On the turnaround run back to 
Terrace, Stenquist encounters the 
IGtimat truck. It's been repaired 1 - - -  
and is plowing the side of the 









iln. PCPN SUN 
0.8 -6,3 TR 2.4 
0,8 -4,9 0.0 
0,9 -1 ,6  0,2 0.0 
-0.6 -3,3 2.4 0.0 
1,6 -2,9 9,0 0,0 
2.2 -1,2 10.2 0.1 
2.6 -0,6 2,5 
LAST yEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
6,3 1.9 4,4 0,1 
6,0 1,9 11.4 0.0 
6,1 -4.5 23,4 0,0 
-4.5 -8,5 29.2 0.0 
-5.6 -8,6 1,0 0.0 
-6,0 -9,3 TR 0.0 
-2,1 -6,3 TR 0.0 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Winter is upon us once again with snowfalls and freezing temperatures. Because of 
bridge decks, they ice up faster and more frequently than roads. 
Reduce your speed to suit conditions, Even with sand and salt, roads may still be 
slippery especially if the temperature changes suddenly. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638. 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1.800-665.5051. 
DALLY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN._ YEAR PRECIP. 
7.2 1965 -20,0 1969 36.6 1972 
7,2 1965 -23,9 1974 30,2 1972 
7.8 1976 -24,4 1974 35.5 1977 
7.8 1976 -20.6 1974 63.2 1974 
5.0 1971 -18,3 1970 60.2 1971 
6.6 1985 -18.9 1972 62.6 1989. 
7.1 1981 -18,3 1962 43.7 1973 
I 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO~ 
CONSTRUCTION SE R',JICES 
/ 
/7 
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
An Environmental Citizenship Message From Environment Canada 
Many of our communities chlorinate their drinking water to kill bacteria, Although chlorination can also form harmful by-products, its benefits are much 
greater than the small risk of health effects from these compounds. 
road. 
Minutes later another plow 
truck flashes by, also heading 
south. In between those two 
vehicles were several large trans- 
ports. 
Stenquist says those drivers, 
after seeing three plow trucks, 
shouldn't have much to complain 
about. 
As he climbs up the hill leading 
to the airport from the south, 
Stenquist radios in that the road's 
in pretty good shape. He can see 
the centre line and the salt is al- 
ready breaking up the compact. 
At the top of the hill Stenquist's 
foreman asks him to turn around 
and make another run. 
Not only is the foreman check- 
ing on the road but soon there- 
after, a highways ministry area 
manager will be making a run and 
filling out performance evalua- 
tion forms. That's also something 
which never happened in the old 
days. 
"In a couple of hours it'll be 
bare and wet - -  ready for the 
next snowfall," says Stenquist as 
he heads back to the maintenance 
yard on Park Ave. 
"It's a never ending job. You 
get it all cleaned up and it snows 
again." 
. . . .  ary ! I D  i ! i 
ii /::i I • 
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News In Brief a ded I by :ity Air travellers on the rise 
MORE PEOPLE flew in and out of the Terrace-Kitimat irport in 
1994 than did in 1993, reports airport manager Datryi Laurent surplus 
THE CITY is dipping into its sur- 
plus to help finance the library 
expansion project. 
. . . . .  City administrator Bob I-Iallsor 
said its going to use approximate- 
:Iv $65,000 to cover $23,000 in 
cost overruns on the project and 
- i  to pay for interior and exterior 
painting and a front counter. 
Those latter two items were on 
the list taken out of an original 
project plan last year to bring the 
i basic construction budget in line 
with the amount dedicated to the 
project. 
i Halls0r noted that the overrun 
isn't a lot when compared to the 
$1.8 million budget and the prob- 
lems that have plagued the pro- 
' j ec t , :  : 
, 'We're more than 50per  cent 
completed and ! don't anticipate 
:any more (over runs)," be said. 
: He added that the contingency 
amount ~ approximately 
$50,000 ~ in the basic construc- 
tion budget has already been 
: eaten up. 
There was a suggestion a local 
service group would volunteer to 
paint the expansion but that offer 
was turned down after deciding 
professionals would be better able 
to do the work within construc- 
. . . . .  • tion timelines. 
*****  
| The city has also cut back from 
[ $35,000 to $25,000 the amount 
i[ al located in its 1995 capital 
i budget o buy shelves for the new 
: section. 
: That works out to one-third of 
i : ~ the estimated $75,000 cost to pro- 
: vide new shelves. 
In  the  meantime the library 
i board is buying for a token $1{30 
old wooden shclvcs from the  
Kitimat library. 
That library doesn't nced them 
anymore because it's moving into 
a brand new facility. 
Library board chairman Dan 
Gilgan said those shelves are ex- 
~peeted next week and will be a 
'temporary measure until new 
metal ones are bought. 
WATER WAS SERVED up fresh from the city's new well last Wednesday by director of engineer- 
ing Stew Christensen. How deep down does the city's new spirit of restraint go? Christensen says 
he got the shirt for 50 cents at the Mills Memorial Hospital thrift store on Lazelle, 
Lip smackin' good 
FRESH CLEAN water straight will provide more than enough. 
from the city's new well on "It  could be very large," 
Hwy16 West got good reviews Christensen said, noting the draw 
from city councillors last week. down hasn't been great. "That 
Director of engineering Stew well has got lots and lots of 
Christensea held the water tasting water." 
at city hall during a public works Indications o far are that it Will 
committee meeting, be able to produce close to 19 
The city doesn't yetknow how ~': millibfi liti'e~'t~erday ~ Christensea 
large the aquifer supplying the ' satd. .... ' :  ~" 
water is, but all indications are it Right now the entire city is con- 
suming just over seven million 
litres. Even on the hottest day of 
the summer last year we never 
used more than 16 million litres, 
he added. 
The city now gets most of its 
water from the Deep Creek reser- 
"ivoir and:'pu~p~"odt~f~the Sk en'~ 
' Ri~er to meet firefightin gz ~ erve~ 
, requ l remen~ wh~]~. " ~'" ]r'e~ u|',, 
p* 
VOlt 
! levels drop in the summer. 
Hewitt Rand 
BLACK KNIGHT 
,o x s21950 o 250 Meg H.D. 4 Meg Ram 2x CD Rom 





1 Meg SVGA Video 
4 Meg Ram 
Fax/Modem 14.4 
Software Bundle 
(only one left) 
ALL OFFICE FURNITURE IN STOCK 20% OFF 
s , ,11 .  
Check out our Selectionl VLE36C. Save $100,00 ~ ~ ~'  
SHARP SHARP =..X~h,~ 
CF19M4 ~15(11 (:)(I) VIEWCAM $9 = Ct(,~ ~ TOPthe( ,. v .,0o,.ve,,0oo0 , . ,  
PHILUPS 53"  . Pidure in picture S~ ,C)S lR  ' $3395.00 . Surround Sound (with ) | [ HOME THEATRE rear speaker outputs 25 w~,s) ~ )1 i 
ELECTRONIC:FUTURES 1
4710 Keith Ave Mall, Terrace: 1 635"7767 
The 1994 figure of 89,249 passengers epresents a three per cent 
increase over the 1993 total of 86,700. 
And that 1993 figure was a 3.8 per cent increase over the 1992 
count. 
Airport manager Darryl Laurent said he was satisfied with the 
1994 figure. 
The airport's record year was 1990 when 104,600 people flew in 
and out. Laurent attributed a lot of that figure to shift changes at AI- 
con's Kemano Completion Project. 
The airport has new terminal facilities, giving it the capacity to 
handle 500 arriving and departing passengers an hour. 
Library head transfers out 
LAST WEEK'S library board meeting was the probably the last one 
for chairman Dan Gilgan. 
He's now B.C. Hydro's area manager but is being transferred to 
the same position in Fort St. John following a major re-organization 
of the provincial crown corporation announced last week. 
Gilgan's been on the library board for nearly four years, the last 
one as chairman, and says he regrets having to leave in the middle 
of its effort o raise $87,00(3' to help finance the expansion project. 
"We now have over $50,000 and the balance of the year to go," 
he said. 
That $87,000 figure is needed to meet the basic construction 
budget of the expansion. Still needed is approximately $75,000 for 
shelves for the new section. 
The library board's annual general meeting is in February. Board 
members will be looking to fill three vacancies, one of which is 
caused by Gilgan's transfer. 
Board members choose a chairman at the conclusion of each an- 
nual general meeting. 
Scott to get union visitors 
IT LOOKS as if Skcena Reform MP Mike Scott has a date next 
week with several union members, 
Norn- Lavallee, president of the Kitimat-Terrace and District 
Labour Council, wants to leam Scott's opinion of proposed changes 
to various social program. 
Lavailee and others held a rally Jan. 13 at the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre, saying the changes are in reality spending cuts that'll 
harm seasonal workers when it comes to unemployment insurance, 
students when it comes to tuition fees and older people when it 
comes to various other social programs. 
Lavallee said he expects to meet with Scott Jan. 31 and may lake 
a few friends along. 
Full time jobs increase 
NEARLY 80,000 full time jobs were created in B.C. last year, says 
Statistics Canada. 
That was enough to reduce the unemployment rate from 9.8 per 
cent in December 1993 to 8.4 per cent in December 1994, the feder- 
al agency added. 
At the same time, the provincial government says the number of 
pal ~z jobs fell b) :3~,UOU. 
.~al empJoy:,ent aftd investment minister Glen Clark noted 
' ~" " ~'~" np!ftyment rate of 8.4 per cent,~,.th¢, that the Dccem~r~ .4  up  '" ' ........ ' ' '" ............... ". . . . . .  
lowest since July 1990:::;ii, i-,: ,,:,,:~. , ,, ..... ~ ,, . . . . .  : . . . . .  ...,!'r" 
COMPUTE 
SWAP MEE,T 
Sat., Feb. 4 th -   Sun., Feb. 5th 
9:00 am - 5:00 pm - 11:00 am - 5:00 pm 
THgS iS AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO BUY.AND SELL USED COMPUTERS, 
ACCESSORIES & SOFTWARE 
(requires original disks and manuals to sell) 
i 
Bring us your stuff between 7 pm and 9 pm 
Friday, Feb. 3rd to the above address for 
tagging and pricing. 
Commissions of 10% for items over $100 in price 
and 20% for items under $100.00 will be charged. 
All proceeds(commissibns) will'be 
donatedto the PaUl &:,Rick King 
oundation and the,r-drwe to get' a 
a second Sheet of ice.. I 
' ~  Electronic Futuresand ~ ~  ! 
W Coppers,do Foods ~ 
I 
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:Cable twists 
"BAD BOYS, bad boys. Whatcha gonna do 
when they come for you." 
That theme song to COPS, one of those reality- 
type shows broadcast by the American FOX 
network, about sums up the latest brouhaha over 
cable ,IV. 
What's involved is a struggle over what a 
government can control, what the cablevision in- 
dustry wants to provide and what people want to 
watch. 
Here's what's going on. The cable TV industry 
for years has had a solid monopoly to provide 
primarily American television shows. It's now 
threatened by new technology whereby individu- 
als can buy tiny satellite receiving dishes and 
pull down whate~,er they want. 
In response, cable TV operators are trying to 
give their customers as many channel options as 
they want both to keep them happy now and to 
protect themselves against future competition. 
Enter the federal government through its Cana- 
dian Radio-television and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC) which regulates television. 
It grudgingly accepts the Canadian public's 
wish to watch whatever shows it wants tO but 
also wants to ensure there is Canadian culture 
and content on cable systems. 
That explains why, on basic cable systems, 
there has to be a majority of Canadian channels. 
And it explains why, on extended cable pack- 
ages, there's a "one for one" rule. Under this 
rule, a cable operator has to carry one Canadian 
channel for every foreign offering. 
All of this is typically Canadian. We have a 
government regulating what it thinks,is good for 
us. We get American footballin exeha!ige for the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet: ................ "' "~" ....... "~' " "~', 
There's no question there should be a basic 
package of Canadian content on cable systems. 
Television is the single most unifying communi- 
cations medium in this country. Cable systems, 
for now, provide television to a great majority of 
Canadians. 
But cable operators must be able to operate in a 
relatively unfettered manner. And governments 
should know by now what business people know 
consumers ultimately drive the marketplace. 
The continued forcing of Canadian culture and 
content on people won't make them want to 
watch it. Using cable TV as the battering ram for 
this will make cable operators vulnerable to 
angry consumers. In the end, everybody will suf- 
fer. 
Cash grab? 
CITY COUNCILLOR David Hull's suggestion 
that Thornhill taxpayers start helping pay for the 
cost of supporting community organizations 
certainly has irritated that rural area. 
But it points out one unalterable fact ~ Thorn- 
hill is inextricably intertwined with Terrace. 
Community organizations serve both Terrace 
and Thornhill so it makes sense that any grant 
received as aid should come from both areas. 
Those who opposed Mr. Hull's idea say it's a 
cash grab on the part of the city. It's not. It's just 
another way of pointing out that the current sys- 
tem of local government must change. 
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VICTORIA  ~ When Gerry 
Fumey called me at home the 
other day, I thought I was in 
for another "Hubert, let me set 
you straight" lalk from my old 
friend. 
You see, the irascible Scott 
who has been mayor of Port 
McNeill for a gazillion years, 
and I haven't exactly seen eye 
to eye on a couple of issues 
lately, including the land use 
plan for Vancouver Island 
which brought about 15,000 
protesters to Victoria last year, 
a feat for which Gerry could 
take much of the credit. 
Alas, Gerry wasn't about to 
blast me out of the water. He 
wanted to run something by 
me and, if possible, enlist my 
support. I listened to him for a 
few minutes and told him that I
,.,had absolutely no problem 
throwing whatever support I 
..... , bould offerbehind his idea. 
Before I go into detail, I 
should mention that Gerry 
never deals in small potatoes. 
His ideas and schemes are ha- 
variably on a scale that is in 
sharp contrast o the little town 
on northern Vancouver Island 
he's served so well for more 
than 20 years. 
His latest project is to oust 
Lucien Bouehard and his Bloc 
Quebecois as the official oppo- 
sition in Ottawa, no less. And 
he's going about it with his 
{ ,,, : 




typical vigor and disregard for 
what other people might think 
insurmountable obstacles. 
Briefly, his proposals call for 
one of two things: Either three 
NDP MPs cross the floor to sit 
as Reform Party members, an 
unlikely scenario, or the 
Reform and NDP form a 
limited coalition on matters of 
national impact and ask the 
governor general to appoint 
them the official opposition. 
The first option would be a 
sure-fire thing, but I can't see 
auy NDP members crossing 
the floor to become Reformers. 
The second, according to a 
lawyer friend of mine who spe- 
cializes in constitutional mat- 
tots, is a little more cumber- 
some, but not impossible to 
implement. 
Gerry told me he got similar 
advice from a constitutional 
expert and with that in mind 
got the ball rolling. To start 
with, the town council of Port 
McNeill voted on and unani- 
mously passed "A  Statement 
o f  National Importance," 
which they urge every other 
municipality to adopt. It is a 
passionate document, from 
which I here quote excerpts: 
"Our country is staring into 
the dark abyss of disintegra- 
tion. By this time next year, 
Canada, as we know it and 
love it, may not exist. This is 
thanks to the efforts of Mr. 
Parizeau in Quebec and Mr. 
Bouchard in Ottawa. 
"As Canadians, we can do 
little about Mr. Parizeau as he 
was elected in a provincial 
election ... however, we can do 
something about Mr. Bouchard 
• He and his party ... are using 
their position, their power, and 
our finances to dismantle the 
institution which they have 
sworn to uphold. This is the 
epitome of deceit and unfair- 
. hess." 
In a separate letter, the Port 
McNeill council urges all 
Reform and NDP members 
place the interest of the coun- 
try before that of their parties. 
"Canada is important to us. 
It should be even more impor- 
tant to all those people who 
have been elected as Members 
ratists 
of Parliament, and whose duty 
to build and serve the institu- 
tion, not help destroy it." 
So you think what hope does 
a small-town mayor have to in- 
fluence politics on that scale7 
Well, you just don't know 
Gerry Furney. 
I first met Gerry some 20 
years back when he had this 
crazy idea of forcing the 
provinci.'l government into 
building a highway linking 
southern Vancouver Island 
with what he insisted on call- 
ing "the forgotten orth." He 
got his highway. 
I can envision Gerry's idea 
catching on with every B.C. 
municipality and then rolling 
east, gathering momentum like 
a giant wave. And then let's 
hear the NDP and the Reform 
Party say no. 
The very notion of having as 
Her Maj~ty's Loyal Opposi- 
tion a party whose only goal i s  
to tear down the institution it is 
supposed to serve is as 
preposterous as it is lamentab- 
ly legal. 
The idea of a limited coali- 
tion makes so much sense that 
one wonders why our 
esteemed Reformers and 
NDPers didn't do it when the 
Bloc first became the official 
opposition. ' I  think Gerry is 
onto something here and I wish 
him luck. 
Ah, those I rairie rinks 
MY GRANDDAUGHTERS 
got their first taste of ice skat- 
ing last weekend and so made 
the fight for a second sheet of 
ice more personal. 
Outfitted in ha,d.me-down 
skates and helmets from older 
cousins, they took to the ice 
with Daddy, one at a time, dur- 
ing Sunday aflernoon's hour- 
long family skate. 
They arrived home exhausted 
from the exertion and the cold, 
but bubbling with excitement 
over the day's experience. 
?rior to their skate they'd 
watched live hockey, players 
dose enough to touch, heard 
the grate of blades on ice and 
the thump of puck against 
boards. 
They also complained about 
one unsupervised youngster 
who was finally shooed offthe 
ice by staff for interfering with 
others' skating enjoyment. 
It's a marvel how many Ter- 
race folk know how to skate 
when you consider the 
shortage of ice time. I suspect 
many of them are imports from 
the prairies or other cold 
climes where ice is far more 
I 
r 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
available. Almost every prairie 
town, regardless of population, 
has an ice rink. 
When I was a kid, the would- 
be Maurice Riehards among 
our fathers flooded the open- 
air rink with water dipped with 
a pail into wooden tanks on 
bobsleds, hauled from a lake 
two miles from town. The 
team slowly circled the rink 
flooding water and an oc- 
casional thumb-sized black 
beetle across the ice from a 
bunghole in the rear of the 
tank. 
Aa I A S#MPI r-- R~I<U 
Flooding began with the first 
major dip in temperature; the 
ice never melted until crocuses 
danced on breeze-brushed 
knolls; Throughout those six 
months the rink was available, 
free, 24-h0urs a day except for 
hockey team practice and the 
occasional weekend game. 
Our rink had no building 
code to conform to, no staff to 
pay at union wages, no heat- 
ing, no lights, no ventilation or 
cooling systems to repair. 
Whenever it snowed, everyone 
with a shovel pitched ha. A 
one-room shack with a gas bar- 
rel for a stove, a couple ben- 
ches, and a four-pane window 
laced with cobwebs served as 
locker room. 
Our school's lone teenage 
truant reported there daily to 
read nickel comic books until 
classes ended at four, 
Because the rink was situated 
beside the school yard, kids 
skated every lunch hour, even 
after school if they lived in 
town. Kids who didn't take 
part in the pick-up hockey 
leamed to escape puck 
skirmishes by darting to the 
tO ~ AH ORAtJ(r~'I ~A#AA/A FROM 
FROM F-LoR/PA, I I COSTA RICA 
B~£AI) FRoM J l CH~.SE FROI,, 
f&..13?u~ 4jRl~S FIOZI4WP, T~A 
AND "FoAIA I F~OM C£YLO~ 
FRoM KOP,~A . ' / , , J  A~D aER~N,I 
m 
nearest fence and hanging 
from the boards like medieval 
zcaiots tortured on a dungeon 
wall. 
Bob Brownridge, son of the 
CNR agent, went on to skate 
three years for the Rovers, a 
farm team of the New "York 
Rangers, coached by Luster 
Patrick. Since our school aver- 
aged an annual emolment of 
forty students, he represented a 
2.5 per cent success rate. 
Terrace schools average an 
enrolment of about 4,000, yet 
have produced only one Jeff 
Sharpies and one Wade 
Flaherty. Given the overbook- 
hag of ice time in this arena, 
the wonder is Jeff and Wade 
found enough practice time to 
succeed at all. 
Gordie Howe and Wayne 
Gretzky perfected their hockey 
skills by practising endless 
houm on a backyard patch of:  
ice. Our temperatures nix that 
possibility. And that's un-. 
fortunate. 
My granddaughters would 
live on skates if riley could, 
just as they spend much of 
summer in their sandbox• 
GE~ [ EVEN LUNCH /H 
4t(I IAEERAIA~OAIAL EVENT:.) J 
"5 
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"The Silent Forest 
T HE wind sets up a 
low moan as it 
pushes through 
the tree tops. 
The loudest sound 
in this forest, it almost 
drowns out the 
occasional clink of 




Anyone walking along this 
section of the Old Remo Road 
Friday, morning would have 
had no idea log skidding was 
going on only a stone's throw 
away. 
Lars Reuse-Hanson marvels 
at the silence. 
He has been around enough 
logging shows to know con- 
stant noise is the rule. 
But machines did all the 
work in those operations. On 
his woodlot, the skidding is 
being done the old way, with 
horses. 
Selective logging was always his plan for this 
piece of land and horse logging an experiment 
be wanted to try out as part of that. 
He could have clear cut the land, of course, 
but would then have had to spend big bucks on 
replanting while knowing there would been no 
return on that investment for 80-90 years. 
And that's a little longer than he expects to 
be around. 
Reese-Hansen has divided the woodlot up 
into 10 sections, each three to four hectares, in- 
tending to go in and selectively cut one a year. 
He figures by the time he does the last one, the 
trees left standing in the first will have grown 
enough to allow a second thinning there. 
Fridayhe Was hauling out what he'd cut from 
a one hectare portion of the first section. The 
felled trees in this 60-70 year old stand are 
pine, aspen and birch. 'T in  taking out most of 
the pine, most of the birch and about half the 
aspen," he explains. 
That will add up to about one third of the 
merchantable volume, or about hree truck 
loads. He's getting $87 per cubic metre from 
Skeena Cellulose for the wood which he ex- 
peels to be about wo-thirds awlogs. 
The thinning will also allow the cedar, hem- 
lock an£ balsam in the under storey to receive 
more light and accelerate heir growth. He cal- 
culates managing the stand in this way will in- 
crease growth by approximately 30 per cent 
compared to leaving it to its own devices. 
"In 10 years I'll probably be able to take out 
another two loads without reducing the total 
volume (on this section)," Reese-Hansen says. 
But he has had to be careful about how he 
opened up the stand. That's because of the clay 
sub-soils. The root systems of the conifers do 
not penetrate he clay so spread out laterally 
and shallow. That makes the trees usceptible 
to blowdown. 
t' Tha s one of the factors he had to take into 
account when selecting the trees to be felled. 
And the cutting itself had to be done carefully, 
That's one of the factors he had to take into 
account when selecting the trees to be felled. 
And the cutting itself had to be done carefully, 
to ensure they did not hit and damage other 
trees as they fell and ease of hauling them out 
on to the skidding trail. "You've got to be 
right on the money every time." 
Provided they don't represent any threat o 
safety, Reese-Hansen has left as many old 
snags as possible to preserve the old growth 
characteristics and provide wildlife habitat. 
The logic is different in the case of an old 
aspen he points to. That's been left because the 
tree is a nitrogen fixer and will be a more effi- 
cient fertilizer than chemicals without he cost, 
he notes. 
His philosophy is simple: "Protect he stand 
and it will look after itself." 
Part:of that protection is ensuring logging 
does not damage the soils or create compaction 
around tree root'systems. That's the primary 
reason the logging was being done in the 
winterwhen the ground was frozen and snow- 
covered. 
And that's where the horse logging had 
proved its worth. Warming weather had lent a 
sense of urgency to the skidding operation but 
Reese-Hansen pointed out the trail had held up 
well despite the frequent passage of a ton-and- 
a-half of horse. "If I was using a machine in 





A TWO itORSE- 
power log skidder, 
Chester (above right) 
and Dick head down 
the trail hauling an- 
other log to the road- 
way that serves as 
the landing on this 
Old Remo woodlot. 
Lars Reese-Hansen 
(left) is selectively 
logging the land on a 
10-year rotation. Be- 
low, team owner 
Mark Chapplow sur- 
veys the 60-70 year 
old stand. All four are 
new to the game but 
Reese-Hansen says 
he's happy with the 




rse logging is a 
case of team work 
MARK CHAPPLOW is a newcomer 
to horse logging. So's his team, 
Chester and Dick. But, rookies or not, 
the trio are working well together. 
However, Chapplow gives the credit 
for that to Glen Kerr of Telkwa, the 
one he bought he team from, and the 
horses themselves. Kerr's prowess 
with these giants is well known to any- 
one who's taken in the heavy horse 
pull at the Skcena Valley Fall Fair. 
The pair are four year old Clydesdale 
geldings. Chester weighs in at 1800 
For  Reese-I-lansen, the whole operation has lbs., Dick's a little lighter. 
had a quality ofleam as you go, 'Tm green at ,'He coached them really well," 
~is'and that kind of tied us up," he admits. On  Chapplow says of Kerr. "They are a 
However, " I 've been really happy with,he good quiet team and willing workers." 
way it 'sworked," As an example of how calm the 
horses are, he recalls an incident a few 
days earlier when a gunshot rang out 
somewhere in the valley. "My brother 
and I must have jumped about 10 feet, 
but these guys didn't even flinch." 
Chapplow bought he team last year 
intending to use them on his small 
farm near Chimdemash. " I t 's  just a 
change of pace," he explains, adding 
he hopes to buy another team some- 
time in the future. 
The horse logging is a sideline, a 
way of keeping the horses in shape 
over the winter. " I t 's  a steep learning 
curve," he admits. 
But treat the horses right and they'll 
return it in kind. "Abuse is counter- 
productive," 11o points out, 
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The Mail Bag 
Gun ownership defended 
Dear  Sir:. 
I have been motivated to write this letter partly by Claudette 
Sandecki's Jan. 11, 1995 "Through Bifocals" column. 
Once again gun owners are subjected to the spewing rhetoric of 
another columnist who is ignorant of existing Canadian law. Had 
she bothered to do some research she would have noted that under 
Bill C-17, Canadians are required to store firearms in a locked con- 
tainer or room or secure them with trigger locks and store ammuni- 
tion separately. 
Unfortunately anti-gun journalists avoid seeking out facts to sub- 
stun,late their propaganda. Instead they choose to exploit victims of 
crime and tragedy to show us how 'bad' guns are. They tell us that 
fewer guns can save lives and that registration of firearms will 
make our country asafer place. They are simpletons. 
Registration has one purpose. Confiscation. If Claudette would 
clean her bifocals and look at history she would see evidence of 
such. The late 1930s saw Hitler register and confiscate private 
firearms in Germany. Do you dare argue that here would have been 
far less Holocaust victims had the Jewish community been armed? 
How about he Muslims in Croatia or the Tutsis in Rwanda? Ask 
them how they feel about gun control. Turn on your T.V. and watch 
news about he Soviet attack on Grozny. The Chetniks will show 
you what you can do with gun control. 
Mrs. Sandecki suggests that he fear of fines (or even perhaps jail) 
will force gun owners to register. Dream on. I for one will not com- 
ply with any further estrictions on my freedom and I will en- 
courage all others to do the same. I do this to protect the very free- 
dom that Mrs. Sandecki enjoys to express her own opinions. 
My views will have me branded as a paranoid 'gun nut' by those 
who disagree. It's time that they pulled their heads out of the sand. 
The battle between good and evil is a human one and will continue 
whether they like it or not. 
Until we have heaven on earth and the need for firearms ceases, I 
reserve the right to defend myself and my family and to ensure the 
future freedom of all our children. 
Fred Straw, .President, 
Terrace Rod & Gun Club, 
Terrace, B.C. 
. - . , - , -  
Don't turn down volunteers 
Dear Sir:. 
So the 'L~rary Paint Offer Gets Gently Denied' does it? (The 
Terrace Standard, January 11, 1995). I must vole6 my disappoint- 
ment with this announcement 
Have we not had enough delays, cost overturn, design deficien- 
cies, and general frustrations with the library expansion? It is my 
understanding that painting, air conditioning, and shelving were 
three of the items that were cut from the proposal to allow the ex- 
pansion to be built within the budgeted allocation. I would have 
thought that he city would jump with glee at an offer to have the 
inte~or painting done voluntarily. 
"Tight eonsUuction time lines?" Imagine that comment from a 
group which dithered over the library project for four years! Hog- 
wash. "The complexity of what's required?" Nonsense. I refuse to 
be!ievethat the painting was too complex for the well,educated and 
successful business people that comprise the Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club. ;~ : "  
"We're going to need that painting done right away?" After four 
years, a week or ten days will make a difference7 I'm sure the 
Rotarians would have banded together to meet any reasonable dead- 
lines. 
What really angered, though, was The Terrace Standard's report 
that said "the city may very well have to find some way of paying 
for the painting." Now, we all know what that meansl Dig deeper 
into your pockets, city of Terrace residents. 
I believe that axpayers' contributions to this city's coffers are al- 
ready more than adequate. 
A few phone calls to determine taxes for cities of a comparable 
size to Terrace provided the following results. In Terrace 1994 
taxes on a $150,000 home were $2,585 while in Courtenay they 
were $1,443, in Kitimat $1,961, in Williams Lake $2,754 and in 
Dawson Creek they were $2,871. Terrace had the highest mill rate, 
except for Williams Lake and Dawson Creekout of 10 cities sur- 
veyed. 
Volunteerism is one of Terrace's greatest attributes. It is my 
opinion that city officials erred in refusing the Skcena Valley 
Rotary Club's offer of assistance to do the library's interior paint- 
ing. 
A group of people in the city volunteered to make a contribution. 
How could we afford to turn it down, either financially or as an act 
of community? : : :~: ~ ~/~i ~ 
Te/Tace, B.C. 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start 
Ice sheet turned down   i:ii i:J: 
THE PLAN for a second sheet of ice is dead. ~ ,:~ 
City council says the plan would cost $4.75 millioni ~d:; i t  ' 
said that is too much money. " - <~:.~- 
Instead, council says a cheaper plan should be drawn~up. It 
is going to pass that idea to the Second Sheet Of Ice Society. 
This is the group that wants to build a second sheet of ice ~. 
One council member, David Hull, thinks a second sheet of 
ice could be built for $2 million. 
Another council member, Rich McDaniel, has an even 
cheaper idea. He says a small town in Manitoba is building a
second sheet of ice for only $1 million. 
That town is building the second sheet beside an arena. And 
it will use the same ice plant. 
Mystery light= ...... 
THERE MAY be a reason why people 
Dense Lake severalweeks ago . . . . .  ~ . 
A Vancouver man who studies tars said the lightsc0uldbe 
from a stur called Vega. ..... :~, : 
But David Dodge says his guess is based on what he was 
I I  told. Iwasn tthere," hesaid, rr ~:  . . . .  
The lights were spotted low over Dense Lakeon Jan. 4, 
Four pe, ople saw the lights, Two were RCMP officers. ~ 
The lights were red; blue and green, They didn't mbve;i ,  
Dodge used a computer to come up with his guess~:~/! i~i '!.,: 




HOME HARDWARE stores here 
and around the northwest are to 
start accepting surplus paint the 
end of February. 
The effort is part of a province- 
wide program to reduce the 
amount of surplus paint either 
being poured down drains or 
chucked away in garbage dumps. 
Paint manufacturers eventually 
hope to establish more than 150 
collection points around the pro- 
vince. 
Although most paint manufac- 
turers are charging 50 cents for 
each can of 4-1itre paint sold, 
Home Hardware isn't charging 
the fee. 
Pa int  collected by Home 
Hardware will fast be shipped to 
a depot in Alberta. 
From there Home Hardware 
brands will be sent o the compa- 
ny's Ontario paint manufacturing 
plant for recycling. 
The company will contract out 
to a waste disposal company to 
handle the other brands. 
Home Hardware Ontario offi- 
cial Tend Milton said the recycled 
paint will be developed into a 
series of basic colours. 
The recycled product will be 
cheaper than the regular variety, 
she added. 
Home Hardware won't be recy- 
cling other brands because ach 
one is made differently. 
Paint going to the waste dis- 
posal company can be used in a 
variety of ways, said Mitten. 
"Some of it could end up State- 
side for use as fuel," she said. 
Home Hardware hasn't set a 
budget for its collection system 
and doesn't yet know how much 
value it'll get out of its recycling 
plans. 
"It's very difficult to predict 
until the system gets up and run- 
ning," said Mitten. 
Home Hardware employees 
from around the area will be con- 
verging in Terrace early next 
month for a training session. 
And while Home Hardware 
puts its plan in place, the Paint 
Care Association wants to have a 
collection conUact in place with 
the regional disldct later this 
year. 
The association's members are 
collecting that 50 cent a can fee 
and will use that to finance the 
depots. 
Association official Jim Matkin 
estimates the budget his year at 
$2 million. 
The association is committed to 
having contracts igned in all of 
the regional district areas by Oc- 
tober, he said. 
"What we'll be doing is paying 
the regional districts to collect 
paint. They can also combine this 
kind of collection program with 
other products if they wish," said 
Matkin. 
The association will leave the 
matter of having fixed depot loca- 
tions or mobile ones up to the 
regional districts. 
To date, the associati6n has 
held individual collection dates 
on the lower mainland and on 
PAINT BUYERS will soon 
have a depot to which they 
can return what they don't use, 
That's Henry StJksma of Home 
Hardware which is setting up 
the depot as part of a 
province-wide plan to recycle 
paint instead of having it being 
poured down drains or taken 
to the dump. 
Vancouver Island. 
Matkin said it's close to signing 
depot contracts with the Capital 
Regional District and the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District. 
The association will try to strike 
deals with municipalities if it fails 
to do so with regional districts. 
And if that doesn't happen, the 
association will set up its own 
depots. 
Want some, free:.paint? 
EVER HAD a painting project 
that just didn't require a full 4. 
lilac can? 
One plan being promoted by the 
Paint Care Association is that of a 
paint exchange. 
It means people who don't need 
paint can drop it off at a depot 
and those who do need it, can 
then pick it up at no charge. 
The idea is modeled after an AI- 
berts program which has set up 
80 such collection and exchange 
depots, says J'im Malkin of the 
Paint Care Association. 
Members of the association are 
charging 50 Cents for each 4-1itre 
can of new paint sold in stores 
and those revenues are being used 
to finance a number of recycling 
ideas. 
"One aspect hat came to light 
is that a fair amount of paint 
being bought is never opened. 
People change their minds or de- 
cide they don't like the colour," 
said Matkin. 
Paint exchanges can also 
benefit non-profit groups who op- 
erate under limited budgets for 
building or renovation projects. 
There's also a financial benefit 
of paint exchange to the Paint 
Care Association. 
' The more paint that's ex- 
changed locally means the less 
that has to be transported else- 
where for recycling or,disposal, 
said Matkin. 
Latex paint agged for recycling 
could be sent to a plant in Wash- 
ington State, alkyd paint is used 
in making cement and other paint 
Out & About 
High.powered locomotives 
NEW powerful ocomotives delivering 4,400 horsepower will 
soon be making their appearance along CN's northern line. 
The first of 23 General Electric locomotives have been 
delivered to CN's railyard in Edmonton. 
Each of the $2 million units weighs 200 tons and will help 
with increasing rail tzaffic. 
CN reports that commodity shipments in I994 were 10 per 
cent higher than they were in I993. 
Plaque given 
McEwan GM has given the Terrace RCMP detachment a plaque 
in recognition of its assistance in last October's Safe Children 
Day. 
The event, held on the last day of Crime Prevention Safety 
Week, saw the RCMP offer residents a fingerprint and photo 
identification clinic for their children. 
Participants in the clinic were also given a video of the televi- 
sion program "Be Careful, Be' Safe - Safe Children" courtesy 
of McEwan GM. 
Nearly 300 children were fingerprinted and photographed. 
Under the 'B' for billiards 
AN UPSCALE BILLIARD hall that plies its patrons with cap- 
pucino, croissants, cheesecake and muffins could be in the cards 
for the old All Seasons Sports location on Lakelse. 
Chalky's Billiards part-owner Allan Rogalsky says his non- 
traditional approach as worked well in Prince George, where 
he operates anon-smoking, non.drinking billiard club. 
"We'Ve got an excellent reputation here in Prince George," 
Rogalsky said, adding the club now has 500 members ince it 
opened in August. "We think Terrace is just a market waiting to 
happen." 
First Rogalsky is asking the city to relax its parking require- 
taunts for the location at 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
Then, if all goes according to plan, he'll complete renovations, 
install 20 high quality billiard tables and be open for March 1. 
The building is 5,000 square feet in size. 
can be burned as fuel. 
The association is committed to 
having a collection depot set up 
in this area by October. 
I l:;:i:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:] 
I 
FRONT BRAKE SPECIAL I 
INCLUDES: . Rotors Turned : Bearings Packed 
• Install Pads System Road Test 
I REAR BRAKE SPECIAL I 
INCLUDES: . Turn Drums Install Shoes 
Pack Bearings : System Road Test 
.99 
PACKAGE Ol-I- -e: 
1 - 8 x 10', 2 - 5 x 7's ~, 8 - Wallet Size (3 x 2)' 
- MinlPics 'Approximate Measeroments 
Package offer features our selection (1 pose) on traditional blue background, 
$2.99 sitting fee per subject (Not included in advertised price). Additional Podmits 
available. Cannot be combined with any oUier offer. 
' FAMILIES WELCOME' ONE OFFER PER SUBJECT(S) 
SAAN 
#300-4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Call for appointment 635-2786 
' :~  " , : ; '  : I .~ ' :  , . I - .  < 
Monday, January 30 :10:30 " ' : • a.m.. 5.00 p.m. 
Tuesday, January 31 10:00 a.rn.. 5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, February 1 10:00 a.m.. 5:00 p.m. 
I Lc  "l l  
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i ~s '11..+,',. ~77b , /"~' 
IT'S LONGER! 
Astro: exteritlr ,1821 mm 
I),(Ige Carax,al|: exterit,r ,1525 mm 
IT'S SAFER! 
Astro: stanclarcl 4.wheel anti.lock brakes 
I)*ld~e Caravall: ABS n()l awdlable as stalidard equilmlent 
IT'S ROOMIER! 
Aslro: seating f.r 8 
Dodge Caravall: scalillM for 7 
IT'S MORE POWERFULt 
Aslro: standard ,I,3L V-6/190 horsepower 
I)(Idge Caravnn: standard 2.51, L,I/1[)0 h¢)rsepower 
Based on con~arabty  equoped vehc les  
Jim McEwan Motors 635-49410     British Columbia's Best Chev. Olds ~ G ~  Dealers 
i 
,t I ~.i 
Local home victim 
of phone "slam" 
BOBBLE PtHLI.JPS got slammed 
and didn't like it. 
Slamming is what happens 
when one long distance phone 
company takes a customer away 
from another without he person's 
knowledge. 
Phillips and her husband fkst 
got the hint there might be a 
problem when a B.C. Tel repre- 
sentative phoned them earlier this 
month to ask why they had 
switched to another company. 
They thought the phone call 
odd because they had never au- 
thorized leaving B.C. Tel. 
But the call made sense just 
days la~er when their son Derek, a 
college student in Kelowna, 
phoned with an interesting story. 
Just before Christmas represen- 
tatives of Unitel, a long distance 
competitor to B.C. Tel, came 
through his college dorm asking 
people to fill out and sign a long 
disl:ance phone survey. 
Derek was asked if he wanted 
information on long distance call- 
ingand then asked to list his three 
most frequently phone long dis- 
lance numbers. 
One of the phone numbers he 
listed belongs to his parents. 
And that's how the Phillips 
household got slammed. 
"When Derek got back after 
Chrislmas there was a package 
from Unitcl for him with in- 
formation and with a Unitel call- 
ing card," said Phillips. 
"Then he talked with another 
person in the dorm who told him 
people whose numbers were put 
down on the survey got 
switched." 
Phillips phoned B.C. Tel in 
mid-January to get switched back 
and to complain about Unitcl. 
She says they were un- 
authorized customers of Unitel 
from mid-December 1994 to Jan. 
17. 
"B.C. Tel said many people 
have been slammed and are 
switching back. Unitel can send 
me all the bills it wants, I 'm not 
paying," she said. 
Phillips was also curious as to 
how people can be switched 
without heir permission. 
B.C. Tel representative Ed 
Clark says that's due to what the 
GOOD LUCK, Unitel Is the message being sent by Bobbie Phil- 
lips. Her home phone service was switched from B.C, Tel to 
Unitel without her permission. She has since switched back but 
won't be paying'any bill Unitel tries to send her. 
Canadian Radio-television and 
Telecommunications Commis- 
sion (CRTC) calls equal access. 
Equal access as defined by the 
CRTC, which regulates phone 
companies, was meant to give 
B.C. Tel competitors a chance to 
gain customers. 
But it also prevented B.C. Tel 
for the lasf three months of 1994 
from asking its customers why 
they wanted to switch. 
"We couldn't aggressively pur- 
sue our customers. All we could 
do was ac~pt he lists of phone 
. . . . . . . . . . .  to us by our com- 
petitors. They would notify us 
and that was it," said Clark. 
B.C. Tel was freed from that 
restriction in January which ex- 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
City showed no compassion 
Dear Sir:. 
So that's how things are done in the 90s??? What a total cop outl I 
refer to the statcment from our city council and mayor on the 
termination of three city employees. 
To only allow the gentlemen 10 minutes notice before 'disposing' 
of them is an utter disgrace. It,is a sad statement from our city that 
they have total disregard for human feelings or dignity. 
I was brought up to "do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you." 
There isn't anyone today that is not aware of resa'aints and cut- 
backs, but to treat fellow workers in such a cold and callous way is 
palpably untenable. [ am positive there were alternative ways to 
handle the situation. 
Unfortunately society today is becoming more and more selfish 
and uncaring. We see it everyday on the news, and around us 
through acts of violence and crime. 
Instead of showing even a little compassion and decency, our city 
council chose an attitude of cruel indifference and insensitivity. 
something we will all remember come election time. 
The elected members that made this decision were elected to 
represent the people of Terrace. Few taxpayers I know would con- 
done such discourteous behaviour. 
To all of those who made the decision to act in such a disgraceful 
manner- shame on you. Was it really necessary? 
Is that how you would want to be treate d if the roles were 
reversed? 
Susan M. Corneau, 
• Terrace, B.C 
Postal facility lacking 
An open letter to: ' : 
Regional Manager 
Canada Pest . . . . .  
Dear Sir:. , 
I wish to add my voice to that of Brenda Silsbe regarding the 
downsizing of the lobby in the Terrace post office. , : 
Maybe you have not had any direct complaints about our 'sardine- 
can' but if you were to stand in the line-up down here you would 
hear constant mutterings between the unhappy customers. The lack 
of space is pathetic. 
You may say that we could use one of the other postal outlets in 
town but some of us have post office boxes for business mail and so 
do not have a choice. 
Whilst I am complaining about his I will also add another com- 
plaint - about he wicket service. Not about your staff but about he 
lack of them. 
I don't know what Canada Post policy is concerning service but in 
most service-oriented businesses more staff would move up to the 
counter once there was a line-up of three or more people. Not here; 
we have to put up with a line-up of six or more people and it is even 
more annoying when one has a meetlng to go to in 20mlnutea or 
SO. 
More than once I have left the line-up because of prior commit- 
mea~ and then had to make a return visit some time later, 
Claire Chesley, 
Terrace, B,C 
You callcilil ~ 
COOL 
Then you called it 
,'a HABIT" 
Now it" s 
",'m ADDICTION" a 
It's time to call it 
QUITS. 
:~  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Bi, x 34009. Station D 
Vancouver. B.C. VOJ 4M2 
Phone: 731-5864 J 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 25, 1995 - A7 
I ~ o r s ,  Vancouver, B.C~ [ 
III Companies , Fam'fly Trusts. Tax Matters III 
James W. Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax 689-1386 
Dr. Paul Tsang 
announces the closure of his dental practice. 
All patient charts and X-rays have been 
transferred to: 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
. . . . . .  4623 Lakelse Ave. 
(Across from the White Spot) 
Phone 635-2552 
We Welcome New Patients 
I 
Pre - I  nventory  
U ! 
i ¸ • • k 
plains the phone call made by it 
to the Phillips household. 
Clark estimates that at least 
3,000 of its customers were 
slammed last year. 
Although Phillips says her son 
read the survey carefully, Clark 
said some competitors may have 
included fine print on various 
forms that can escape areader. 
"~1 We can say is be very 
careful'of what you may be asked 
to sign,'no matter how it's pre- 
sented," he said. 
Phillips said she complained to 
• Unitel but didn't receive n satis- 
factory answer. 
She's now contcmplating:a 
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I n  Br ie f  
City workers, compan!es i 
getting rec fee subsidies 
By MALCOLM BAXTER In addlUon, Skeena Cellulose, who normally wouldn t take ad 
THE CITY subsidy to its corpo- Skeena Sa~,mills, the Nisga'a vantage of city facilities or pro- 
rate recreation program totaled Tribal Council and the Muks- grams to do so. 
: : :  / : i f  i:/¸ i ¸  / : : '  :! iil/ 
" - : :B  ' ; :  
t 'x~'3 / IMPROVING Terrace B C MaJor Credit Oards l 
/ ;°S I 
H~AnD . . . .  , ' Your donation is ' STROKE / AGAINST Marjorle Park ; . . . . .  , I 
:OUNDAnONOF / CANADA'S ' gqa t ta7  taxoeaucllOlO 
B.C.&YUKON j #1 KILLER ,~vu ' , ,u~ 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send you r 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
Tank leaking 
A WATER LEAK from a city 
reservoir at the east end of 
I-Ialliwell is creating a large 
ice buildup in the backyards 
of nearby homes. 
Stew Christeusen, the city's 
director o f  engineering, 
estimated 85,000 litres of 
water a day is escaping from 
the reservoir. 
That's less than half of one 
per cent of the 27 million litre 
holding capacity of the reser- 
voir. 
The city has hired McEIhan- 
ney Engineering to look at the 
problem and prepare a report 
for city council. 
Christensen said one option 
is attempting to find and seal 
any cracks in the reservoir. 
On fulltime 
PARKING TICKETS could 
be flying as thick as the snow 
by February. 
City bylaw enforcer Frank 
Bowsher goes full-time as of 
next week. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
says the. city's contract with 
Bowsher is being increased 
from 21 hours a week to 35 
effective Monday, Jan. 30. 
Bowsher will be sub- 
contracting out the 19 hours 
of animal control work that 
he's also handled up until 
nOW. 
In jail 
A 15-YEAR-OLD New 
Aiyansh youth was sentenced 
to 30 days in jail for posses- 
sion of stolen property last 
week. 
And Kevin Raymond 
Fowler, 18, of Terrace, faces 
charges of breach of probation 
and forcible entry. 
The pair were arrested Jan. 
18 after a North Kalum. 
residence .,was, broken ,into... 
There were also thefts' from 
vehicles. 
$5,240 last year. 
And one quarter of that was to 
cover discounts given to its own 
employees. 
Under the program, employees 
of participating organizations 
and their dependents - - get a 35 
per cent discount on all arena and 
Pool passes and registration fees 
for most recreation program of- 
fered by the city, recreation su- 
perintendent Steve Scott con- 
firmed. 
It does not apply to single ad- 
missions, he added. 
However, the city does recover 
some of that discount. Scott ex- 
plained it bills the organization 
20 per cent of the gross cost or a 
$100 per month administration 
fee, whichever is the greater. 
All city employees and their 
families are entitled to the dis- 
count. 
Kum-Ol Housing Society are par- 
ticlpating in the program, he 
added. 
Scott said the total value of pro- 
grams sold at a discount was 
close to $44,500 last year. 
The 35 per cent discount cost 
the city $15,727 of which 
$10,487 was recovered from the 
employers. 
Subsidizing its own employees 
cost the city $1,361 during the 
same period. 
Methanex of Kdtimat has also 
made arrangements for their em- 
ployees living in Terrace but that 
operates differently. 
Methanex employees and their 
dependents get a 75 per cent dis- 
count but the entire amount is 
charged back to the company so 
there is no cost to the city. 
Scott said the idea behind the 
program is to encourage people 
Ice plan toasted 
THE ORIGINAL $4.75 million 
plan for a second sheet of ice is 
dead. 
City councillors drove the mes- 
sage home Monday night by 
passing a motion that declares the 
1992 drawings prepared by ar- 
chitect Royce Condie "no longer 
be considered a viable proposal." 
The resolution also states that 
the Second Sheet of Ice Society 
be told that council is prepared to 
consider a "more basic utilitarian 
proposal" once the society has 
gathered preliminary information 
fxom other sources. 
Councillor David Hull sug- 
gested that for around $2 million, 
the city can build s basic second 
sheet of ice. 
The key words, says Hull, are 
'second sheet' ~ not 'arena'. 
"There will be no debate about 
where the Ice Capades will be 
held when they come to town, or 
where the final game of a hockey 
tournament will be. Those will be 
in:tlie"are~." '~. 
CouncillGr Ed "Oraydon Says 
council is prepared to find more 
affordable options if  the society 
isn't prepared to do so. 
"The society seems to have 
blinders on," Graydon said. " I f  
they don't want to we'll go get 
our own ProPosals and come 
back." 
And councillor Rich McDaniel 
has already come up with some 
options, including a second sheet 
that's being built by a small tovm 
in Manitoba for only $1 million. 
" I 've got the plans and every- 
thing," MeDaniel said. " It 's  
going to seat 1,100 people and 
it's being built by s community a 
third the size of Terrace." 
He said that second rink is also 
being built alongside an existing 
arena and shares the ice plant of 
the original. 
The same design is also being 
used near Edmonton and at a 
community in Ontario, he said. 
Other second sheets have been 
built recently in Taylor in the 
northeast and in Quesnel for 
'::much less than the $4 or$5  mil- 
lion originally proposed here, he 
added. 
Noting it was mainly depen- 
dents who took advantage of the 
opportunity, he said the discount 
made a big difference with larger 
families. 
" I ' ve  had people tell me they 
couldn't have put four of their 
children into swim lessons at the 
same time without it," he pointed 
out. 
Scott estimated the cost of of. 
luring the discount was recovered 
through the extra revenue genera- 
ted by the additional nsers. 
Scott emphasized there is no 
discount for rental of recreation 
facilities unless it is by the com- 
pany for a function for its em- 
ployees. 
The only occasion that happens 
at present is Skeena Sawmills' 
annual kids Christmas party. The 
company gels a 25 per cent dis- 
count on that rental. 
address and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
pleased to announce the 
I ~ I return of I 
I ~  LEONA KLEIN . I 
I l l ~ ~ e a r s  exper~ nce !9 1 
l ' l ~ r  eon~ Js av~!~: I 
l ~ ~ S t  yCUWlth your HOME I 
SECURITY needs. I 
W h ~ l n g a  new home, orupgrad- I 
ing your ~ a  fora free no-obllga- I 
tion security proposal, I 
CAL, I 
I '~__~1 To~sec b ~ n , ~  comm~c,:,,or,s I 
network on o vision of quolity !o serve you, 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS LTD. 
Are sticker prices of sport/utility vehicles 
getting you down? 
I . . . . . . .  ,~,~,! ,.~_.~._~._ . . . . .  vc,. ........... 
Well. No IongeH 
New 1995 Suzuk i  S idek ick  4 -Door  4X4 
$18,995 
• HIGH OUPUT 1.6L 16 VALVE ENGINE " ON THE FLY 4WD . REAR ANTI-LOCK BRAKES 
SEE THE SUZUKI SIDEKICK AND MANY" MORE EXCITING 
SUZUKI8 AT OUR BRAND NEW LOCATION. 
~UZUKI  4109 Substation Ave. 
. . ; .  . . . . .  Ter(ace, B.C. V8G 3W6 
The'wheels are turning Phone: 635-5717 Fax: 635-1182 Dealer # 6351 
*Price includes Freight. PDI & all other delivery exloenses/licensina & taxes extra. 
N, irs f, y N, nc / 
Profess ional  nail  care for that 




products for a 
more natural 
appearance 





IT'S  I]ME To SETTLE 
LAND CLAIMS 
IN BRITISH COLUHBIA. 
L 
and claims are formal requests made by 
aboriginal people, asking the federal and 
provincial governments to negotiate issues 
about land and resources that have remained 
unresolved for more than 100 years, 
Unlike most of Canada, the first 
European settlers in B.C. negotiat- 
ed ver~ few treaties with First : / .~~:?  
Nations regarding the use of l;md 
The B.C. government has asked the fed- 
and resources, 
Treaties are being negotiated 
now to end land.use uncertainty in
B,C., and because the courts have ~ representatives from business, 
said that treaty negotiations - not environmental, fish and wildlife, 
costly court battles - are the best way to labour and social welfare groups, to directly 
reach fair and lasting solutions, advise negotiators, 
EVERYONE'S INTERESTS WILL And following the provincial govern- 
BE REPRESENTED, ment's recent agreement with municipalities, 
The provincial government will make local governments will be appointing an 
sure everyone's interests are both represented individual from each region to work with 
and protected through open and inclusive negotiators to ensure that community inter. 
treaty negotiations, ests ate fully represented, 
For tnore information about land claims call i -800.880.1022 or write to: 
Ministry of Abo, dglnal Affairs 
908 Pandora Ave,, Victoria, B.C. V8V lX4 
. 
Government ofBritish Columbia 
eral government and First Nations to join 
in opening negotiations to the public and 
ensuring that information is shared as widely 
as possible. 
When land claims negotiations 
are about o begin in your area, 
we will organize community meet- 
ings where you'll have the chance 
to speak directly with negotiators. 
At the same time, we will estab. 
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Council postpones plan 
to chase Thornhill taxes 
large, but the whole thing started 
to look sinister to Thornhiil resi- 
dents when they realized other 
regional district directors - -  from 
as far away as Telegraph Creek, 
Stewart and the Hazeltons 
could outvote Thomhill's lone 
representative and spend Thorn- 
hill tax money any way they 
want. 
Those directors ~ who are 
eager to see Thornhill restructure 
and stand on its own ~ could 
still ram through any measure 
they want. 
But such an initiative won't 
come from the city of Terrace this 
year, says councillor David Hull, 
who came up with the original 
idea. 
The city has given up plans to go 
after Thomhiil lax money ~ for 
this year at least. 
City councillors voted Monday 
night to put the discussion on 
hold until the 1996 budget 
deliberations, a year from now. 
They had planned to go to this 
Saturday's Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district board meeting in 
an effort to get Thornhill and 
other surrounding rural areas to 
pay part of the cost of supporting 
community organizations. 
The city saw it as a way to 
share the $130,000 cost with the 
rural areas much the same way 
those areas already contribute to 
operation of the Terrace arena 
and library. 
The amount of money isn't "The timing isn't good given 
Fish the focus 
the Greater Terrace restructuring 
underway," Hull said. "I don't 
regret bringing the item up. It 
helped raise awareness," 
"But to stir the pot ~ though 
not unnecessarily ~ the damage 
SKEENA FISH stocks will be the Registration begins 8:30 a.m. measures to force mandatory 
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might outweigh the reward." 
With Thomhill only just begin- 
ning to look seriously at restruc- 
turing, he said it's wiser to be 
prudent now. 
But if Thornhili residents resist 
the idea of restructuring and cling 
to the present system, Hull 
predicted the regional district 
board will begin to "tighten the 
screws" on them. "If the outcome is the status 
quo the city will likely vigorously 
pursue it (community grants cosb 
sharing) the following year," 
Hull said. 
More remote directors might 
take an even harder line, he sug- 
gested, and pass extreme 
TERRACE BEAUTIFICATION SOCIETY 
FLOWER CONTAINERS 
AND BOULEVARD MAINTENANCE 
The Terrace Beautification Society invites sealed tenders 
for the maintenance of its flower containers and the mowing 
of City boulevards. An option for annual renewal of the con- 
tract to a maximum of three years, based on satisfactory per- 
formance, will be included in the contract. 
Bid packages will be available from the Parks and 
Recreation office, at the Terrace Arena, from January 30 to 
February 10, 1995, during regular business hours (8:30 a.m. 
- 4:30 p,m,). , 
3215 Eby Street 
. : ~.: Terrace, B.C. 
J [ :i galhand°fDeneb'.the com- thef°CUSwe=ace°f a InntW°'daYnext month.w°rksh°p at Saturday,following day.Feb" The18 andfee is8a'm'$25 thefor buildinganything elseinSpecti°non Thornhill°r iterally__ all : VBa 2X8 ' Before 2:00 p.m. on February 22, 1995. : I renebin theW°Uldsky haVeand WatershedOrganized Committee,bY the theSkeenaFeb, eludes,W° days,lunch$15andfOr re reshments.°ne and in- at the expense of taxpayers there. The S0c ety reserves the right to reject any or aiitendersi' ', west than reports . ,, 18-19 weekend sessions include Sessions end at 5 p.m. both days. i 
)edge sa:d My presentat:ons by federal, provm- The workshop rs the first of I 
On agenda re fish biology, the northwest this year by the com- 
aer of the two current state of stocks and habitat, mittee. / /ua  
would have ex- biodiversity/genedcs, f'tsh culture The Skeena Watershed Com- 
: of twinkling and and spawning channels, mittee includes representatives i l  ~ ~ CLEA~NCE[ I  
rose of the atmo- watershed and stream restoration, from the commercial, sports and 
ight had to travel and community programs uch as native fisheries plus related ~' 
• .xplained. Adopt-a-Stream. government ministries. 
~ ~  ~ O ~ ~ E , ~  It,, [~-~1~ No"  "'-w until the end of January save .::~ : i I:, 
i =i 
: ~ II!llll. 2ieensed ~es'~ anC.~ I[llll[I 
:: GREEK-  ITALIAN- CANADIAN CUISINE O~[  
STEAK, SEAFOOD, PIZZA : f / /  The Ent,.re Store!! 
FULLY LICENSED J '~ l  -Coats & Jackets Dresses ¢d~ ~ ~ . ~ 1 \ ~ \  
Next tzrne you're hungry... With Every, 2 for l l  ~ ~t'~ .Suits • Lingerie • Maternity . ,~ /  ~ ~,~}i 
i .. TRY THE B EST Order of Pizza, ~,~x Plus Much, Much More~ C ~  i 
~'~, . .  ~T.- . . - . - . r ' . .  Lasagna or Spaghetti, I ' f;~ I ~"~ -e  :LW--' i" 
~ ~  Heceive, 
[! ~~TERRACE 1: L ITRE oF  PEPSI  ~ I 3230Kalunn ¢~' 635-3666 
~'=~"- - " -~ *The Best Cheese 
• *Fresh Top Quality Meats 
*Our Quality is Famous, See For Yourself 
,FREE DELIVERY 
WITHIN CITY LIMITS 
5:00 p,m, to 11:00 p.m, 
Pickups 11:00 a,m, to 11:00 p,m, 
FREE 
Until February 15/95 
= P ckup or De ,very On y. 
LUNCH - D INNER TAKEOUT - DEL IVERY 
635-7229 
4606 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
THE TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY PRESENTS... 
I SERE 
DAVI 
David has entertained audiences at: festivals, concerts, 
and clubs across North ~er ica :  and the U,K: Come and 
listen toa soUlfu': ~011eeti0n of: songs that~ ..... weaVe togeth '  
er: pop, gospell and folk rnusiC:wlth captivating results' 
8:00 p.m. 
R,E,M, Lee Theatre 
~i:!~:i!i!ili!i?ii?;i ~i 
Tickets: Adults $15.00 Students/Senlors $10,00 




LUCIEN the Acadian millworker HITS THE ROAD 
Come and work the graveyard shift with Lucien, a compulsive raconteur 
and natural comic as he completes his national tour. 
presented by Theatre Alive ' 
Wednesday, February 8,  1995 at 8 i!i/:i 
i R.E.M. Lee Theatre " 
Tickets  ' ...... ...... * :~ /~:~ I
• • ,.,:, , ,  :~ ,  - ~  
at Sight & Sound in the i:;il : 
Adults- $15 • Students/Seniors .$10  
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COMPOS'rlNG MAY be a workable way of m-using some of the 
"garbage" going into the local landfill, but the Waste Manage- 
ment branch recognizes there are limits to what can be achieved 
by northern communities. FILE PHOTO, 
North gets break 
on trash target 
THE KITIMAT-STIKINE 
regional district will not be able 
to meet the province's target of a 
50 per cent reduction in garbage 
going into its dumps. 
But that's okay with the en- 
vironment ministry, at least for 
now. 
"We've been up front from the 
beginning," said Brace Lennox, 
the district planner handling its 
garbage management plan. 
"We've stated we will make a 
contribution to the overaII provin- 
cial target (but) we're not going 
to meet the 50 per cent figure," 
he explained. 
A 1989 directive from Victoria 
required, regional districts to cut 
in half the amount of garbage 
going into landfill sites by the 
year 2,000. 
It also required a plant outlining 
how that was going to be 
achieved be finalized by the end 
of this year. 
However, waste management 
branch technician Ed Rotmiller 
confirmed the 50 per cent figure 
is not "absolutely carved in 
stone." 
The ministry recognized the 
northwest faced specific dif- 
ficulties, he explained. 
For example, large scale recy- 
cling is economically impractical 
at present because of the dis- 
lances from recycling faeillties 
and the cost of transportation. 
Therefore, the ministry could 
still approve a plan which called 
for less than a 50 per cent reduc- 
tion provided it came as close as 
possible to the target. 
Rotmiller anticipated the reduc- 
tion targeted in the district's plan 
would be "in the high 30s". 
But, he emphasized, getting 
ministry approval for that figure 
wouldn't mean the district could 
then just sit back. 
The plan would have to indude 
a mechanism for continued inves- 
tigation of marl~ets and tracking 
any new developments which 
might make it possible to im- 
prove on the approved figure. 
For example, Rotmiller said, if 
a recycling plant was established 
in Prince George, the regional 
district would be expected to look 
at what changes that made to the 
economics of recycling here and 
adjust its position accordingly. 
"Reduction must remain a 
goal," he stressed. 
Pay as you go 
pave plan eyed 
IF YOU WANT your street 
paved, you may have to pay for it 
yourself. 
City councillors are debating a
system under which most city 
streets would only be paved if 
homeowners there agreed to share 
the cost. 
A local improvement project 
(LIP) goes ahead if either a ma- 
jority of the property owners 
or the owners representing at 
least half the assessed land value 
- -  vote in favour. 
All homeowners on the street 
are then charged a share of the 
project cost based oa frontage 
foot. 
Projects that are voted down 
would be discarded, and the city 
would spend its money on paving 
streets where homeowners have 
voted to share the cost 
Counclllor'David Hull strongly 
supports the Idea because it 
would make the city's money go 
much farther. 
But- councillor Ed Graydon 
predicts the result will be a 
patchwork of pavement on city 
streets. 
"People are going to vote it 
down all over town," Graydon 
said. "You end up with a paved 
block and a dirt one, a paved one 
and a dirt one." 
Exempt from the plan would be 
major arterial and feeder streets, 
which are used by many more 
people and vehicles than more 
residential sUeets. 
Councillors expect LIPs there 
would fall because homeowners 
on the major arteries wouldn't 
vote to repair damage done by in- 
dustrial traffic. Also few houses 
front onto those high-traffic 
streets, making the cost per home 
higher than it would be on other 
streets. 
The next step is to decide which 
streets will be declared 'arterial' 
to be paid for by the city - -  
and which ones will be declared 
'LIP only'. 
The committee asked director 
of engineering Stew Chris(cinch 
to take on that job. 
Council also dusted off an am- 
bitious $2 million-a-year paving 
plan that the last city council shot 
down three years ago, 
Councillor Ruth Halleck sug- 
gested that for "study purposes 'i ,
council take another look at the 
plan ~ which was to commit he 
city to spending $50 million over 
25 years. 
"This is a new baligame here," 
Halleck said. "I think we might 
get some different reaction ow." 
City economic development of- 
fleer Ken Veldman suggested 
council consider a hybrid system, 
blending the LIP-only method 
with a long-term paving plan. 
I f  homeowners paid for the 
largely residential streets through 
LIPs, he said, the city would have 
a much better argument in getting 
industrial and commercial tax- 
payers to agree to a longer term 
paving plan for higher traffic 
streets. 
The tax bill would be much 
lower and industrial users would 
be paying for the roads their 
equipment helps break up 
rather than for pavement hey 
perceive as only boosting residen- 
tial home values. 
Heavy industry and business 
were the main opponents of the 
last big pave plan proposed. 
"It 's direct democracy," said 
Veldman. ((You get your choice 
of what your block looks like." 
He predicted homeowners will 
support he idea if council adopls 
a cotmistent system. 
• 4 D ~ Big Brothers  and 
,i [[" S isters  of  Terrace 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 




 HINA 1995 
May 29 to June 19, 1995 
Shanghai, Wuxi, Suzhou, Xi'an, 
Hohot, Datong an~ Beijing. 
Canada-China Friendship 
Association fully escorted tour 
from Shanghai to Inner Mongolia, 
China. Leaving from Vancouver 
the tour includes all meals 
transportation, tips, visas and 
more English speaking guides 
throughout tour. $3,500 
'~ =~ Canadian from 
~ ~/~ Vancouver. 
(~  '~;V~...,.,n~ For brochure call 
Jean Thomson 
~, , ]  635-3159 or Gloria 
~ MacLeod 382- 
4809 
f -N 
For yea.rs, Pat wanted 
to qt, t smoking... 
Then he got 
COLD FEET. 
-,t,,- BRITISH COLUMBIA - 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J 4M2 
K._ Phone: 731-5864 J 
I 
You are invited to a Forum on Lifelong Learning 
From Timbuktu to Terrace: Global 
Reform of Education and Training 
Featuring Ron Farts, author of Lifelong Learning for the 21st 
Century (199.2) and Major Reforms in Training Systems in 
Five Countries (1994) 
Have the rapid changes in education and technology left 
you feeling like a dinosaur? Have you thought about the 
skills you may need in the future? If so, come and hear 
about changes taking place in education and training all 
over the world (and Terrace too!), 
. 
Keynote Speech by Ron Farts 
-Thursday, January 26, 1995, 7:30 P.M.- 
Skeena Room, Terrace Inn 
Workshop Forum on Lifelong Learning 
- Friday, January 27, 1995 - 
8:00 A.M.- Continental Breakfast 
9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. - Workshop (Lunch Provided) 
Rm. 2001-2002, Northwest Community College 
SPONSORED BYTERRACE COMMUNITY  LEARNING COUNCIL  
For further information, please contact Kenn Whyte at 638-8960 
]-,'gcede taxable 
when widthdrawn 
(SOl) ) All income that you receive 
from a RRIF is taxable. If you 
receive a minimum payout of the 
17`RIF. then each payment that you 
receive will nolbe subject o any 
taxation ;It source unless you wish it 
to he. 
When you rile your quarterly 
remillances to .the government you 
must declare this RRIF income and 
pay tile appropriate ax on' it at that 
time. 
Some companies.will give you 
the option of taxation at source of 
your RRIF paymenls at a rate 
dclermincd hy you. Tax slips are 
issued to you every yeur. 
If you are 65 or older and you arc 
receiving inconle from a RRIF, the 
first $ I .(l(}0 a year of 17,17,11: inconle 
alh)ws you to claim pension tax 
credits on your federal and Quebec 
income-taxe r turns.. 
What Mppens In your RRIF at 
death dcpends on whelhcr you have 
a surviving spouse. First, assume 
Ihal you tie nol have ;I surviving 
SlmUSC. uor ;I handicaf~[~cd child or 
a dependent grandchild or child 
tn,.Icr age 26, Ifyour heneficjary is
si =COliC ()tiler than above, then at 
death the value of your RRIF is 
deemed It) be lakcn as income by • 
Ihe deceased. This final year's 
income will be fully taxable - -  as 
income, and not as capital gains-- 
and in all likelihood the lump sum 
will put the deceased ill the highest 
lax hmckcl. 
To prolecl y0tJr estate fronl such 
a loss, you could consider 
purchasing life insurance now to 
protect tile taxable portion. 
providing you are in good healtlL 
This tax at death is simply a fact of 
life since RRSPs and RRIFs have 
always been a method of tax 
deferral, not tux exemption. 
If you have a surviving spouse, 
some attractive optionsare available 
to him or her. If you take out a RRIF 
with a life-insurance ompany, ou 
have the option of naming your 
spouse as the sucecssor-annuitanl. 
This means lhat upon your death all 
terms of the contract and payments 
continue directly t0. your spouse. 
This is an exlremely attractive 
feature, since the transition is a 
smooth one and you are providing 
all income for your spouse. 
If you do not name your spouse 
as a successor-annuitant, you call 
instead name him or her as your 
beneficiary under the policy. (In 
Quebec, this can only be done with 
a life insurance company.) Then, 
upon your death, your spouse can 
transfer the RI7  `IF proceetls I(I his or 
her own RI7`II:. 
Alternately, the RRIF proceeds 
can be used to purchase a life 
annuity. Or, ifyuur spouse is under 
7 I, he or she can transfer the RRII" 
value It) his or her 17,RSP. 
If you purchase your RRIF from 
a financial institution other than a 
life-insurance company and you 
wish your spouse to be tile 
beneficiary, then ynu must name 
him or her specifically as such in 
your will stating that he or she is 
your beneficiary fur your RRIF 
proceeds. 
INSTANT RRSP LOANS, 
AT PRIME IN NO TIME 
 Bank of Montreal 
" I t  is poss ib le"  
4666 Lakelse &venue 638-1131 
ROYAL ADVENT SECURITIES CORPORATION 
1400 - 400 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. V8C 3G2 
Tel: (604) 240-0448 Fax: (604) 943-4093 
To serve your financial needs with a wide range 
of investment choices including RRSP, Mutual 
Funds, Life & Health Insurance tc. 
For your 1994 RRSP consider Mutual Funds of 
solid track record: 




I /AGF  Mackenzie 
V' Working Opportunities Fund 
Contact :  Comfor t  Ose i -Tutu  
Tel./Fax: 635-7667 (office) 
635-3917 (home) 
4626 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V7 
ml lmmm 
For .lore i~!/ormal i.,I o. ATRIMARK 
"rri,n.rl~ RSl MUtll.I I~n,.Is clm.~ct: MUTUAL FUNDS 
WI! MANA(II!. 
"tO 011Hq!RI (ARM. 
Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. 
C.G. (gud) Hallock 
5133 Agar Avenue 635-4273 
All rctlmls, audifrd b3 Entst & Young, CMrlcred Ara,u.ttlnls an. t=Lslorlcd a,nud .,,vp ~ mdc l 
total I'al¢~ t~ Irtlllll alld Ixflecl fh(I,gcs In ,nil valllc alld dtslriblllioll.~ .'i,vr.~trd. Th O, da I1o! fl lip 
bile accol,iI ~tlll's dtal~es el' adllthlislrallve.fees I~kvabh , by ,,ilh,~hh'rs wlflch w,l,hl haw . 'd .ml  
rclllnls, PiiSl Ilelfi)rl~lalltc does ilol gllar(lllh't' flllUlr msulls, Ibur illlll vahie and IiiwSllnelll trll ii1 wi I 
flllrluale. Iml~orlalll In/oplllallol! abo,l any mulualf, nd Is Co,lahwd I,  IL~ Slmldiflrd plv.~lmlUs. Rrad 
yotlr I,mspecl,s caa'flilly h'~me I,vesling. }btl can olllalll ollef111111 Ihcfl laltfh t i v  s'" sl' I ( i iv' 
Designed hy Trim;irk [llVCS[tltcnt Managt'mm~l h,c 
J 
i 
Other languages may be more relevant 
Hold off on French, urges parent 
SPANISH, JAPANESE or 
Chinese will be more relevant 
languages in the future for local 
students than French, says one 
Terrace parent. 
Rob Hargrove says he wants 
Terrace school trustees to consid- 
er having one of those languages 
instead of French - -  taught as 
the second language in 
elementary schools. 
The issue has come up because 
the provincial government is re- 
quiring all school dislricts to have 
second language instruction in 
place for Grade 5-7 students by 
September 1997. 
Second language instruction, 
with the exception of of French 
language immersion students, 
now starts in Grade 8. 
And the school board may 
make its move sooner than Sep- 
tember 1997 
Hargrove said school district 
staff are assuming French would 
be chosen --  likely because of 
tradition and the convenience of 
having qualified French teachers 
and textbooks here already, 
"Let's think about it and 
choose the right one," Hargrove 
said last week. 
He says he's not opposed to 
French. But other languages may 
be more logical and relevant for 
B.C.'s future. 
"We're going to be trading 
with Latin America nd the Pacif- 
most often where significant 
numbers of local people speak 
that language. 
"In Grand Forks they teach 
Russian in the schools because 
there's a large Douldaobor popu- 
lation there," he added. 
Native languages are taught at 
many native band schools, said 
Webb, and Chinese is used in 
areas where there are large 
Chinese populations. 
But Webb says some districts 
are opting to try languages that 
aren't widely used by local 
people. 
Some school districts are now 
experimenting with a Japanese 
language program in Grade !1 
and 12, he said. 
As for elementary school sec- 
ond languages, he said the use of 
French is pretty much expected. 
"There would have to be a. 
pretty compelling reason to 
change the language for the 
whole district," Webb said. "But 
if there was a consensus there 
could bc another language." 
More likely, he suggested, in- 
terested school boards could bffer 
another language -- in addition 
to French -- at some of its 
schools. 
:.  awaiian 
P i zza  P lace  
÷..~ 
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Rob Hargrove L 
Stay for $59*and 





breakfast for 2. 
,Friendly home- 
away-fron~-home 
,Stay'n Save Motor Inns conveniently ocated in 
four of BC's most popular destinations 
'Beautyrest'" mattresses, free sports and movie 
channels, family i'estallraltts ;lll(I PllOI'C. 
'Coupo=~ IlltlSt be presented Upon check-in 
~Single/Do,blo per night b'3si~,. Vahd Nov 1194 to Feb. 28195. 
Avnilable aL all Iocatio.s. ~ublect tO nvailabihty, Taxes oxu,3 
I I I i l ]B~.~ ~ 
- , - ,  ....... , A\\\\\ 
' ........................ 5_tag'n 






FAXlln:, (604) 273-9521 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 





























ic Rim countries," he said. 8 9 1 0 11 1 2 Terrace 1 3Canadian 1 4 TerraceArt 
He predicts French will " -  parents co~on Terrace Little Association 
diminish in relevance in the years ~::~!::!!: forthe Minor Kermode Community Theatre• Paraplegic Youth 
~e.: Advancement Volunteer Soccer ' ahead. "~': i!:; of Education Hockey Friendship Terrace Nisga'a Tribal :, Terrace Figure 
"We're trying to cut back on ::: inTerface Association Society Bureau hlti-Poverty Council-Terrace SkatinQ 
the civil service. We're downsiz- ;!'" 15 16 1 7 18 1 9 Orderer 20 21 ,o,,~Oub 
ing in that area," he said. "How . Royal Canadian 
Parents Coalition Terrace Purple Paraplegic Parents for French many people from District 88 are forthe Minor Kermode Terrace 
Advancement Friendship Peaks Nisga'a Tribal going to end up as civil servants of Education Hockey Terrace 'Terrace 
in Ottawa?" in Terrace Association Soc iety  Gymnastics Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace Skating 
School district director of in- 22 23 24  o=:  Terrace 26 0rderof 27Canadian ~o Yo,~h C=.O Ambassador struction Harold Cox said new r... ,,d Bluebacks Royal 
guidelines are expected from the Parents Coalition Terrace Swim Club Purple Paraplegic 
• for the Minor Kermode 'Kinetic Club 
ministry of education on the is- Advancement Baseball Friendship Kilselas Volunteer Terrace Nisga'a Tribal 
of Education Rescue sue. interface Association Society Fire Department Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace ; Sear h & 
He said the district has not de- 
cided which language would be 29 30 Terrace 31 ' , ' 
'taught. Terrace Minor K'san t:h(e-'--~rrtl 3 ~  Community Baseball House "I think we'll have to look at , Band all the possibilities," Cox said. Association Society 
Education ministry spokesman __  
John Webb said different lan- . .... . ........ , c j~  Sat.  A f te rnoon  Games  Doors  11:30 a .m.  Games  12:45 
guages are in use at B.C. schools, ~'~y Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
-i~!; ...... -, ~ t~" ~ ohm'  4 Thurs . ,  Fri . ,  Sat.  Late  N ight  Games  Doors  9 :30-p .m.  Games  10:00 p~m. 
"1"~11,,,,=-=11 - - sh i  \ . . ' s :  . . . .  :',' ' '~,.i. FamilyBingo Every Saturday Afternoon LastiNednesdayofthemgnth.laDOUB, LEBlNG 0 
/ I!111 T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION JANUARY CLEAN-SWEEP 441o Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
costs CLEARANCE SALI 
soon DAYS ONLY!  : 
committee will have some major . :':~, : '!" = 
decisions to make next month. 
That's when consultant Eugene . :ii.i ii' " x:"~ 
Lalonde will present his projec- : 
tions on the Fmancial implicutions 1 0  % ~ . - " ] ~ ~ m  I , ;  of that community's independent 
incorporation or amalgamation dl ~ 
with Terrace. 'KT 
The analysis will include OFF b t  v 
projected costs for taking direct. "q 4 
responsibility for providing ser- I.L REGULAR ~ t ~ [ i  
vices such as road maintenance [I 
and policing. PRICED 
Road maintenance is currently ERCHANDISE , 
looked after by the province "_  
while policing costs are covered u p [ I  e(~ ~=~ - - - " J " 'OD- -  I by the provincial and federal :.;,i'::;::,i~!;::./.i:,~;;,,:,,:~: governments. 
iO "° rannmg Equ,pment 
Thomhill residents pay for Of_  
those services through a rural tax 
levy but that money does not OFF 
cover the full cost. 
Incorporation or amalgamation " " 
would see taxpayers having to Why have tan lines, when you can have deep, dark, 
coverall of it. ILECTED PANTS, 
Lalonde will also be looking at ,USES, SWEATERS, natural.looking color all over your .body? 
the assessed values of properties 
in the study area to establish the tESSES, T-SHIRTS  
potential tax base. & L I N G E R I E 
Which is where the boundaries e Stand-up Tanner 200 Now Only., .~ . for Thon~ill come into the pic- 
ture, • NO St r ipes"  M,nutes" S l f l~4  9~ The current study Is looking not 
only at Thornhill as currently DON'T  MISS  THIS  n Reg,  - 1 /  
de£med, but also possible expert- • Complete Ta , , , , ; , -  ~ = l =  
sion to take in outlying aress such  BIG EVENT! • No B . g $,,=.=5 ;,, 
as the Copperside Estates and urn ln  i Offer IresJan. 31 
even Lakelse Lake. 
A balance sheet cost of 
providing services versus tax base 
- is being calculated for each of Keep that overall healthy look year-round: 
those areas and those figures will 
shouldbe a factOrctslon expandaS to in thewhetherandCOmmittee'Sifso, Thornhilwh re.de" K~l. ~i~ G--l~y Call for complete information and appointments/ =``  ~: : : ;  
Lalonde's calculations will also 4652 La I Ave ~ 63 include estimates of what would - ze ' le  
happen to Thornhill taxes if it 
chose to amalgamate with Ter. [ ~ /  
race rather than incorporate, CE IN CENT VISA 
Kittmat-Stikine r gional district TERRA SHOPP G RE ~ ,  
staffer~u-ldrewWebbersaJdthe 635" 700 I I Information provided by Lalonde 
will enable the committee to ans- 
wer a number of the quesliom 
raised al last December's public 
meeting. 
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subscription offers from your favourite hometown paper = 
mmmnnlmmmmmmlmmmmmmmmlmmmmmlmmimmmmmmmmm~ 
S D----ARD 
To place a classified or greetings ad, call 638-7283, or stop by our offices 
Monday - Friday from 8 am - 5 pm Classified and THE TERRACE 
STANDARD 
is delivered FREE to 
every home in Terrace & 
Thornhill 





All coupons are valid only 
during the month 




All ads must be in our 
office by Friday @ 5:00 
pm for publication in the 
following Wednesday's 
Terrace Standard, or 
Tuesday for publication in 
the .following weekend's 
Skeena Marketplace. 
* Except before long weekends. 
' 1 
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INSIDE 
SPORTS MENU C2 ' PORTS SECTION C MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROV~'lq 
A perfect guide 
~ FEW YEARS ago fly fishers Ron Cordes and Gary LaFontaine pub- ~.-- lished" an excellent little streamside 
.A. guide containing the essential in- 
formation for a trout fisher. 
Now, Ehor Boyanowsky and Jay Roland, 
members of the Totem Flyfishers of Vancouver, 
have put together a-Pocket Guide To Fly Fish- 
ing For Steelhead. Like the Cordes/Fontaine 
guide, the steelhead version will fit into a fly 
vest pocket and leave enough room for a flybox. 
The paper is as thick as the hide of a shark and 
coated with plastic, an important feature for a 
book intended to be used in the field. The bind- 
ing is wire, also coated with plastic. If I were 
emperor all books would be bound this way. 
Because hard cover books are so damned ex- 
pensive, and the library either does not have the 
esoteric books I crave (and, even if they did I 
wouldn't be able to write in the margins) the 
fishing deparlraent ofmy handy home library is 
filled with pocket books which have been glued 
together in the conventional manner. 
Since knowledge seems to quickly get lost in 
the folds of my graying cerebrum these days, I
find myself returning to favourite books on bugs 
and flies and fishing techniques frequenily. 
After numerous consultations the spines crack 
and pages float to the ground with the in- 
evitability of autumn leaves. These coil bound 
fellows, however, open effortlessly, lay flat, and 
are good for unlimited appointments . . . . . . .  
Everything about his book,~mys ."handy". On~ 
the inside cover is a check list. I've arrived at 
the river without a piece of necessary tackle so 
often, it's embarrassing to write about it. And, 
I'm not just talking about leaving a lunch or a 
box of flies at home; I'm talking of those frus- 
trating moments when you discover you're 
waderless, or rodless or missing a reel. With 
this check list - -  containing a whopping forty- 
four items m you'll not be caught with your 
waders down around your ankles. 
The glossy coating on the pages is a boon 
here: one simply takes the book from one's vest, 
checks off each item with a felt pen, flaen wipes 
the slate clean once the chore is complete. 
There are thirteen tough little tabs marking the 
guide's twenty-six sections for quick reference. 
The first section sets out the kinds of rods you'll 
need to fish steelhead in all conditions. 
Yes, I'm sorry to say one rod will not suffice 
for steeihead fishing ~but ,  you can get by with 
two..Eoyanowsky and Rowland can help you 
make the selection with their terse discussion of 
rod lengths and actions, and their applications. 
There is a similar section devoted to reels. 
With double tapers, and triangle tapers, grains 
and sink rates, the selection of an appropriate 
fly line can be a vexing matter. The authors 
devote two pages to the topic. After reading 
them all will become clear. I guarantee it.
Leaders for trout fishing are critical to suc- 
cess; discovering, then tying the proper tapers 
can be complicated matter. For stcelheaders, 
leaders arc simple. The totems give concise, 
clear directions of what breaking test o use for 
the different situations. 
There are only a few reliable knots needed for 
steelhcading, they're here, all eight of them. 
What fly do you select7 Now, here's a hoary 
conundrum. Rowland and Boyanowsky give 
nine well-known, readily available, wet-fly pat- 
terns, suggest how they should be fished, then 
separate them into patterns for all types of water 
conditions. 
For dry flies, the authors give three basic up. 
preaches, six pattems and suggestions as to 
when they should be fished. Their advice is 
sound, though in both sections they fail to men- 
tion the most common, and often most effective 
approach, of surface and subsurface t chniques, 
namely the quartering downstream. 
For me the most interesting section of the 
Pocket Guide To Flyfishing For Steelhead 
deals with how stcelhead move, and how to dif- 
ferentiate the tell-tale signs of their movements 
from those of other salmon. I've not seen this 
information set out anywhere before, at least not 
this concisely and conlpletely. 
.The most helpful part of this booklet will per- 
haps be the five pages given over to the 
anatomy of a steelhead river. Every part of a 
river is described, along with suggestions for 
the proper approach to each. 
The amount of useful advice packed into this 
tiny book is really amazing. Under the heading 
of strategy there are ten useful tips, which, if 
observed will enhance the anglers ability find 
and catch steelhcsd. How to hook and release 
steelhesd, angling ethics, and how to calculate 
the weight of a fish afte r releasing it, are all 
here. This formula and the check list alone are 
justify the cost of a Poc1£~¢ Guide To Fly Fish. 
ing For Steel/mad. It is published by Umpqaa 
and available at Fish Tales Tackle Shop. 
ZONE WINNERS; Terrace Totem: Ford Midget Reps ~ die Mclnnesi: :(middle row) Jason.Wa:rner;~ Ryan 
. have earned a berth in the B.C. Winter Games to be Stevenson, Steve Downie, Ronnie Cullis, Joe Derrick, 
held in Comox. Members of the victorious teams are Kurt Nester,- Frank Gration, David Bretherick, (back 
(front row, left to right) Ryan Watson, Trevor Johnson; row) coach Rod Mclnnes, coach Bruce Nicholle, 
Mike Vandermeulen, Gordie Armstrong, Matt Nicholls, coach John Sandhals, Joey Hadley and Clint Ferritti. 
Mark Dhami, Victor Basanti, Mitch Hobenshield, Rod- The Games take place Feb. 23-26. 
Mclnn es magic for Midgets 
1T HELPS to be good, but a On two other occasions power play wrist shot high on into a 5-1 loss." 
little luck doesn't hurt either Hazelton players raised their the glove side. Terrace's zone bid hadn't 
as Terrace Totem Ford Midget arms to celebrate goals only to But that was to be the only opened on a high note. But 
• Rep goalie Roddie McInnes f ind  the puck had somehow Hazelton goal as McInnes Nicholls said the 6-4 10ss 
"~:'~" found6fit~f! ..... : :'~t~ :"~?'~"i~.' " " '~hhhagedt6 .~tayout of the net. continued to shine in the final delivered a wake Up Call his ;4  
The lesSOn came iii the final I t  was a continuation:of the period, squad was quick to answer2 ~ 
of the B.C. Winter Games frustration they had gone Meanwhile Hobenshield and Houston felt the effects in 
zone playdowns where Ter- through in the first where, Derrick each added another as the next as Terrace buried 
race faced Hazelton and a when McInnes wasn't making Terrace took the zos/etitle 5-1. them 8-0 before edging 
dynamo named Craig Mor- the stops, his posts (twice) and Not surprisingly, Totem Ford Vanderhoof 5-4 in the semi. 
risen, crossbar (once) did the job. coach Bruce Nicholls credited Vandermuelen scored s ix  
The McInnes-Morrison duel Terrace built their 3-0 lead McInnes with keeping the goals in the playdowns, Der- 
reached its height early in the' on markers by Joe Derrick, team in it. rick and' Hobenshield three 
second period with the Terrace ,Mike Vandermuelen and "Their goaltender came up apiece. " 
netminder stoning Morrison Mitch Hobenshield. big for them," Hazelton coach The Totem Ford Midgef 
on two breakaways topreserve Morrison finally beat John Sanka agreed. " I t  was Reps travel to Comox next 
the 3-0 lead. McInnes late in the second, a really a 3-2 game that turned month for the Games. 
Lack of early jump costs 'Wolves 
SIJ3W STARTS ~ in each of 
the last three quarters ending 
up costing Thornhill Jr. Gir ls 
at a Smithers tournament. 
Facing Buikley . Va l ley  
Christian School in the final, 
the Timberwolves emerged 
from the first quarter up by a 
single, 12-11. 
However, BVCS were all: 
lowed to run up seven un- 
answered points off the break 
on the way to opening up an 
11 point lead. 
Thornhill fought back late 
and went into the half just five, 
adrift, but six quick points ear- 
ly in the third had BVCS back 
in the driver's eat. 
And the pattern was to be 
repeated, the  Timberwolves 
rebounding to close to within 
five only to give up seven un- 
answered points early in  the 
final quarter. , 
This time BVCS were able 
to defend the lead, taking the 
title match 51-40. Aeron Reid 
led Thornhill scoring with 18 ~ 
including two foul shots. 
In earlier games, Re id ,  
Alyssa Wyatt and Frances 
Koehi shared scoring honours , 
as the 'Wolves squeezed out  
Hazelton 24-22 in the opener, 
Kristen Petevello (10 pts,) 
and Bonnie Sigvaldason (6)= 
provided the offensive>punch ~ 
in the next, also a 24-22 ver- 
dict, this time over the 
Smithers 'B' team : 
Thornhill had the easiestride 
of the tourney in their meeting 
t , with the Smithers A team. 
Up !5-5 after one quarter, the 
Timberwolves hut Smithers 
LEADING THE PACK on another attack is Thornhill Jr. Secondary Timberwolf outin the thirdon the way to a 
Kristen Petevello (#5). The Timberwolves hosted Saturday's seven.team playday 25,12 triumph.. Slgva!da~n 
style event which saw each squad play two games. The message at the bottom of netted e=ght in th~ iwlniting} 
the schedule said it all - -  "Have funl" Which is just what everyone did. cause;' . : : :~,:::. , 




F r i d ~ ' -  
CALEDONIA GIRLS host 
Bums Lake tonight and 
tomorrow.  
Saturday, January 28 
KNIGHTS of Columbus an- 
nual Free Throw 
championship for boys/girls 
10-14 years. Starts 10 a.m, at 
Veritas gymnasium. For in- 
formation, phone Gualter 
Rego at 625-7702. 
CURLING 
Friday, January 27 
LEGION BONSPIEL gets un- 
deway, f inals  Sunday 
afternoon. Open to men's, 
ladies and mixed teams. 
DARTS 
Friday, February 3
TERRACE OPEN gets under 
way at Legioh 8 p.m. with 
mixed oubles, continues with 
singles and doubles Saturday. 
MINOR HOCKEY 
Friday, January 27 
TRI-CITY playdowns: 
Midgets in Kitimat, Bantams 
in Prince Rupert, continue 
Saturday. 
Monday, January 30 
GENERAL PARENTS meet- 




9 p.m.- Okies v Timber•on 
10:30 p.m.- Convoy v 
Wranglers 
Thursday, January 26 
~0:30 p.m.- All Seasons v 
Skecna Hotel 
Sunday, January 29 
9:30 p.m.- Skeena k,Coast Inn 
11 p.m. - -  Convoy v Okies 
Tuesday, January 31 
9 p.m~- Skeena VBack Eddy 
1_0:30 p.m.- All Seasons v 
Predisi0n Buil~lers . . . . .  
SNOWMOBILING 
Sunday, February 5
SNOWARAMA '95, starts 10 
a.m. on Big Cedar logging 
road. Pledge sheets available 
from all snowmobile dealers. 
ALPINE SKIING 
Friday, February 3
MASTERS RACES registra- 
tion at Coast Inn of the West, 
7:00-10:00 p.m. 
Racing takes place at Shames 
Mountain Saturday and Sun- 
day. 
x-COUNTRY SKIING 
Saturday, January 28 
B.C. POINTS race in Bums 
Lake. 
CITIZEN Caledonia 
Marathon i  Prince George. 
Sunday, January 29 
BULKLEY VALLEY Open 
at Smithers. 
Saturday, Febuary 4
CLUB DAY at Onion Lake 
trails. Demonsbations and ski 
lessons. Guided tonrs of trails 
at 2:30 p.m. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., 
phone Malcolm at 638- 




Base at top .................. 247cm 
Base at bottom ............ 182cm 
Excellent conditions with 
machine groomed runs and 
packed powder. 
For latest update on snow 
and weather conditions, 
phone 638-8SKI (from Ter- 
race) or 1-800-663-7SKI. 
Onion Lake: 
Easier trails used by Jackrab- 
bits and for skiing lessons 
have been loosened up and 
tracks set. Skiing may be a 
bit Icy if cold weather con- 
tinues, 
For information, phone 
Cheryl or Terry at 798-2227. 
i 
Medal a first for Julie 
SEVEN PERSONAL bests out He  also posted four PBs ~ and up) and Li~im Murphy (10 
of seven swims, another ironically, thepool record was years and under Boys) each.. 
'AAA' qualifying time and not one of them. brought home a silver while 
~:.~,~i~. !  ::::~~ i::%~,;,~'~ , !~:~  ~ ' ::~:] .... !~.~i:::~ .:i~!i~i' '~ ~ : 
her first ever medal. Carlyle pointed out that with Audrey Erb (Girls 11-12 
Julie Vanderlee had good fellow Bluebacks Garth Cox- years) and Jamie Ken'nan: ... . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
reason tobedelightedwithher ford (broken bones in his (Boys 15 years and up) I i 
performance .at the Prince hand) and Chris Kerman (leg bronzed. I ~_ , , - ,¢#'h}~:~ ~,~lP~l l t  I 
Rupert Invitational swim fracture) still out of action, Carlyle said the meet results" I [ ' ~ ~ ] '  [ 
meet. Andolfatto had little competi- also proved the value of train- [ [ e ~  ~ 
"It was an exceptional meet tion at the meet, making the ing. Pointing to Marcie [ ~ ~ ~ i .  
for Ju!ie," coach Mike Carlyle times all the more noteworthy. Pritehard (6 for 7 on PBs) and [ [ ~ . ~ ~  
Jennifer Kester (7 for 7) as ex- | ~  
cutenthused'2 to 5 pointingseconds ff°ut herShe pre-had " - - - - - - : -  ~ ~ - -  amples, he noted, "The hard, . t ~ . / ~  
vious'best in all three of her "Tristan will have an work really paid off." l ~ ~R Welc'~'" 
Freestyle vents, easy  t ime get t ing  /• to  Also putting together perfect " ~  
With two event wins, a see- the top SO rankings PB performances were Kaya UPHOLSTERY CLEANING : 
end and three thirds, Vander- 
lee garnered enough points to 
take the bronze in the Girls 
13-14 years group. 
Taking the silver in that divi- 
sion was teammate Marina 
Cheeldey, another who had a 
strong meet. 
She swam to one win and six 
seconds in her events, posted 
five personal bests (PBs) and 
picked up her fourth 'AAA' 
time with a 2:43.10 in the 
200m I/V•, improving a full six 
seconds from her time going 
into the meet. 
Kevin Andolfatto marked his 
last regional meet as a 14 year 
old with a gold medal per- 
formance which included 
lowering the pool record in the 
200m Breast by more than a 
second. 
when he swims at the 
provincials.". ...... Carlyle 
Another golden performance 
came from Tristan Brown, 12, 
winning five of his events and 
taking the runner-up spot in 
the other two. 
Carlyle was particularly 
pleased with Brown's Fly 
races. He took six seconds of 
his previous fastest 2O0m and 
improved three seconds in the 
X00m to post his fifth 'AAA' 
time, "really quick times we 
knew he had in him," Carlyle 
said. 
"He'll have an easy time 
getting into the top 50 rank- 
bags when he swims at the 
provincials," he added. 
Seth Downs (Boys 15 years 
Downs, Jason Kumpolt, Cole 
Nystrom and Keagan Soutar. 
Looking ahead, Andolfatto 
will be the lone Bheback tak- 
ing on the nation's best at the 
Junior Nationals. 
They're being held in the 
Commonwealth Pool in Vic- 
toria, Feb. 10-12 and Carlyle 
expected some good ' times 
from Andolfatto. 
i"It's a good opportunity for 
him to get a good ranking in 
Canada as a 14 year old," he 
said• 
As for the provincial 'AAA' 
championships, cheduled for 
the first weekend in March, 
six Bluebacks have so far 
qualified in enough events to 
make the trip - -  Brown, Erb, 
Coxford, Chris german, Seth 
Downs and Marina Cheekiey. 
We will gently extract ground-in soil to help freshen 
your upholstered .furniture and keep it looking its best! 
~: :~ Free Est imates ~ "  
635-3558 
~t~i, ] ~a.~ ! : t~ Mall 
"Your Low Price Zone" 
• Radio Control Cars, Planes, 
Gliders, Boats & Ships 
• Model Railroad H.O,.N,. & G. Gauges 







CALLING ALL 10-14 year-olds. 
Saturday, Jan. 28 sees the 1995 edition of the Terrace 
Knights of Columbus local qualifier for the International 
basketball Free Throw championship. 
Open to boys and girls, the competition is also broken down 
into ages groups within that 10-14 range. Local winners go 
on to the district playoffs and from there can progress to the 
"state" and finally international championships. 
It gets underway at 10 a.m. In the Verltas school gym- 
nasium and participants must bring proof of age and a letter 
of parental consent with them. 
For information, contact Gualter Rego at 635-7720. 
Men's Recreational Division 
TEAM GP W L T GF  GA PTS 
All Seasons Lightning 25 17 4 4 120 89 38 
Back Eddy Pub Bullies 26 12 9 5 125 110 29 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 24 13 9 2 136 109 28 
SkeenaHoteISharks 26 .9 12 5 124 127 23 
Coast Inn of the West Blades 27 8 14 5 111 134 21 
Precision Builders Blues 26 5 16 5 124 171 15 
Oldtimers Division 
TEAM GP 
Northers Motor Inn Okies 25 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 26 
Terrace Timbennen 19 
Convoy Supply 24 
January 14 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 1 
January 15 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 5 
January 18 
Northen Motor Inn Okics 5 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 2 
W L T GF GA PTS 
14 7 4 112 82 32 
12 9 5 92 88 29 
11 7 1 88 65 23 
3 17 4 68 125 10 
Northem Motor Inn Okies 1 
Convoy Supply 3 
Convoy Supply 1 
Terrace Timber•on 1 
Prince Rupert Invitational 
Blueback event wins: 
Kevin Andoifatto (13-14 Boys) 
400m IM *; 100m Breast;-200m 
Fly *; 50m Free *; 2O0m Breast *
POOL RECORD; 100m Fly; 
200m IM *. 
Tristan Brown (11-12 Boys) 
400m Free; 100m Free *; 50m 
Free *; 100m Fly *; 200m Free * 
AAA. 
Marina Checldey (13-14 Girls) 
400m Free *. 
Seth Downs (15 up ]Boys) 
100m Breast *; 200m IM * AAA. 
Anna Farreil (7-8 Girls) 
25m Free *; 50m Back *; 25m 
Breast; 25m Back. 
Jamie Kerman (I5 up Boys) 
100m Fly *. 
Jason Kumpolt (I1-1% Girh) 
200m Breast *. 
Liam Murphy (10 under Boys) 
50m Breast *; 50m Free; 100m 
Breast *. 
Julie Vanderlee (13-14 Girls) 
200m Fly *; 200m Free *. 
• = personal best. 
Bluebacks swam 72.5 per cent 
best imes overall 
: "  •" " " "  •"  Save  Th is  Coupon/  I I I I I  I I i 
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Connaught Motor Inn 
Pr ince George ,  B.C. 
1-800-663-6620 
.98 Comfortable Units 
. Non Smoking Rooms 
. Licensed Restaurant 
• Air Conditioning 
Kitchenettes 
Cable TV 
Frldgea In every room 
Direct Dial Phones 
Nightly Movies 
Indoor Pool. Sauna & Swirl 
Subjeclto Availability, One Coupon Per Stay 















and What It Does 
Director of Skier Services 
When you think about your favourite run at Shames, try and remember what the 
slope looks like. The run probably has many changes in terrain. These changes 
affect your skiing by changing the pressure under your skis. 
We can allow ourselves to ski better by compensating and adjusting the pressure. 
Think of your legs as shocks in a car. As the car tire hits a speed bump the tire gets 
pressured up, (the shock absorbs the bump) on the other side of the bump the 
shock pushes the tire back down. 
i 
This is the way we should use our legs, Instead of hitting a bump with stiff legs, 
absorb the bump and extend your legs on the other side. This allows us to have a 
smooth ride and keep our skis turning. 
Next time you're out try this idea on every bump. This will make it easier to ski and 
allow you to discover more terrain on the mountain. 
Shames Mountain Office 635-3773 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
# 
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Skeena tripl,=,= trouble 
IT DIDN'T matter where they Most Valuable Player. Grade 10s, Skeena had the 
came from, what grade they Meanwhile, Skeena Jr. Girls edge again, taking the title 39- 
were or whether they were were hamnaering opponents in 24. Kathleen Gook led the 
boys or girls - no-one was Prince George. scoring with 15 and picked off 
stopping Skeena basketball The squad warmed up for the 18 rebounds against a couple 
teams the Jan. 13-14 weekend. Duchess Park tournament with of much taller Duchess Park 
On the school's home court, 53-21 and 57-24 verdicts over post players; 
the Ir. Boys cruised to victory Lakewood and D.P. Todd Arbuah was named the 
in their eight-team tourney, respectively, tournament's MVP, Roxanne 
Having blasted Centennial They were at their most mer- Chow was selected to the All 
Christian 59-28 in the opener, ciless in the tourney opener, St~r team and Lee-Anne 
the Wildcats handled Charles obliterating Duchess Park,s Critchley was dubbed Most 
Hays of Prince Rupert 63-49 Grade 9s 67-6. Inspirational P ayer. 
to advance to the finals. John McInnis Jr. Secondary And completing the school's 
Facing another coastal fared a little better but were weekend sweep were the 
visitor, Prince Rupert still no match for Skeena who Grade 8 Girls who emerged 
Secondary, Skeena took the stormed to a 63-28 win led by undefeated from a Nass Valley 
title by a convincing 65-51 Felieia Arbuah's 24 points, playday format. 
margin. Wildcat Carlo Although points were harder Skeena dropped Nisga'a 39- 
Desierto was named to the All to come by in the final match, 13 in their first game then 
Star team and Dave Kelly up against Duchess Park blew out Charles Hays 32-8. 
Cal impr:'. emer t continues 
ONE POOR half ended up did. He readily conceded 
costing the Caledonia Girls in PGSS players were a lot taller. 
a recent Prince George basket- But it was the only poor half 
ball tournament. Cal played over the three 
"We came out slow," said game weekend. 
coach Scott Stewart of the Sandwiching that game were 
game against Prince George a 15 point vietory over Colum- 
Senior Secondary. neetza of Quesnel and a mas- 
"We had a breakdown on saere of Prince George's 
offence in the first half and O'Grady ruby $0 points. 
couldn't put the ball in the Linnae Bee and Becky 
hoop." I-leeaan, Cal's top scorers and 
As a result, when the final both grade l ls, were named to 
buzzer sounded Cal had been the All S~ar team. 
beaten by 20, its only loss. The comparative youth of 
Not that Stewart was sug- the team and therefore in- 
gesting the slow start was the experience at this level has 
difference between winning been a factor so far this sea- 
the tournament and finishing son. 
third as the team eventually But, based on the Prince 
Becky Heenan 
George performance, the 
coach noted, "They're begin- 
ning to mature." 
Skiers rise to challenge 
TRE SNOW conditions at the just one second ahead of Mark just over seven minutes and 
Houston Open were testing MacNeil. three positions back., 
but Kitimat Cross Country Ski Kitimat also topped the In the boys 5kin skiing race, 
club competitors rose to the podium in the Juvenile Boys Andrew tIorwood clocked 
17.52 to take 'seventh with 
Nathan Dumas 14 seconds fur- 
ther back in ninth. 
The results from the Houston 
ing the Zone 7 team at the BC 
Winter Games to be held in 
Comox Feb. 23-26. 
challenge. (16-17 years) class, Dale 
Kevin Thorne sped to victory Young's 22.43 time over the, 
in the Mini-Midget division 7.5km tracks leaving him clear 
(10-11 years), taking 9 of the competition. 
minutes and 30 seconds to ........ Ia. the .14-15 yetr;,;'uvenile 
complete the 2.5kin course, di~,iS'i0~S, ' :t[~ie 1"iloj ne;~fin -~ 
Teammate Kyle Rosten was ished the 5kin tracks course in 
two minutes back in eighth fourth with Cheryl Munsen 
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They're Back... 
The NHL is returning to your 
rink or radio after an absence of 
seven months (nine if you cheer 
for the Senators) and you're 
forgiven if you've forgotten which 
team is what and who plays 
where. 
So, to help bring you up to 
speed, we offer this refresher 
course quiz on items from A to 
Zamboni. 
1. This • NHL season will be 48 
games long. Hew many games 
did the season used to have? 
A. 84; B. 76; C. 60; D. 48. 
If you answered all of the 
above, you are correct. The ever- 
changing league last had a 48- 
game season in 1941-42 when 
the New York Rangers finished 
first but the Toronto Maple Leafs 
won the Stanley Cup. Ron's 
grandfather, Bryan Hextall, was 
the leading scorer and the last-- 
place team was called the 
Brooklyn Americans. There were 
no games in Brooklyn, just 
practices and obviously not 
enough of them.. 
2. True or false: The NHLcould 
still play an 84-game season if it 
scheduled doubleheaders like 
baseball. They would not, 
however, be the first twinbills in 
league history. 
True: On Oct. 30, 1937, in 
Saskatoon, the New York 
Americans and Rangers played 
an exhibition doubleheader with 
games at 2 p.ml and 9 p.m. to 
accommodate overflow crowds. 
In 1995, the players' association 
caught wind of it and demanded 
back pay. ~ . .- 
3. Mike Keenan is the c6ach of 
which NHL team? 
A. Philadelphia; B. Chicago; C. 
New York; D. St. Louis. 
Keenan will coach the St. Louis 
Blues this season but he .has 
coached in the other threecities, 
too. It's thought, however, •he'll 
stay longer at this job because he 
finally found a general manager 
he can work for. Himself. 
4. During the lockout, Grant 
Fuhr of the Buffalo Sabres spent 
his spare time golfingwith hopes 
of one day joining the PGAtour. If 
successful, he'll be the first NHL 
player to join the PGA: True or 
Ealse?. 
False: Wild ;Bill Ezenicki, who 
The Voice of 
, The Canucks  
-by Jim Hughson 
played in Toronto, Boston and Luc Robitaille in Pittsburgh and 
New York, retired in 1955 and the other guy in Boston. If you 
joined the PGA tour with some got all four right, you've spent 
pretty fair results. Bill finished the lockout reading back issues 
fourth at the New Orleans Open of the Hockey News and really 
and was second at the Bob Hope must get a life. 
Classic. He might have won the 6. Which is the most powerful 
tournament but took a two-stroke line combination in hockey? 
penalty for cross-checking a A. Adam Graves-Mark 
caddy. Messier-Steve Larmer; B. Bob 
5. Match the following players Goodenow-Gary Bettman-Brian 
with their NHL team: Burke. 
EsaTikkanen Pittsburgh The answer is B. They may 
Wendel Clark Boston not score a lot of points but 
Luc Robitaille St. Louis they're so brilliant defensively 
Mariusz Czerkawski Quebec they can shut down everybody. 
Esa "fikkanen 'now plays in St. Now you're all set, so let's 
Louis, Wendel Clark in Quebec, drop the puck. 
3 4 
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Has your c arrier given you: 
excepti nal service? 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, do 
paper without fail? 
If so, nominate your carrier 
you get :your 
for Terr 
Standard's "Carrier of The Year"! ' 
i i, i 
Call 638 
and tell us/ 
I I 
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340gins / 500gms I 
. 
~~'~ BROCCOLi ~. " ,~~~ Party Platters ~ ~ ~  From Our Deli Dept,-Cheese, | 
~ , ~ ~  Vegetable, Meat or Meat & Cheese | 
i ~!~i~i~ Limit: 2 of each variety I 
i ~ , ~ 0 /  I 
CLIP AND SAVE I 70  I 
~,T ,~.~ "1 ~~ . 
couPo~ ._l_ l .~  °~. 
Fresh B,C U,S. ! Present this coupon to the cashier at time of purchase. Limit one I" 
i •coupon per family, cannot be combined with any other coupon Grown GROWN1 I offer. Coupon valid only at Overwaitea Foods from Wednesday, I 
$3,70/kg LB, $1,06/K6 LB.  I January 25 to Saturday, January 28, 1995. Taxes where applica- I 
_ biD. 
. I i l l i l i l l l l l l i I l ~ l I  - I  
- -  * • i 
i i "  
|EST IS BACK 
d 
I i | 
F TS TODAY ' 
JANUARY 25-FEBRUARY 4 ,~  ~ ~ ; 
FOODS 
DIRECT 
/ ~  REGULAR HOURS: Mon.- Fri. 9 am- 9pm • Sat. & Sun. 9 am -6 pm 
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Family tree yields 
maze of branches 
R 
ECENTLY, a friend of mine 
rented the entire video series 
Roots by Alex Haley and 
stayed up all night watehing it. 
I remember when the novel and T.V. series 
first generated a great deal of interest in fam- 
.ily history. My own interest in family history 
goes back even further. 
I can remember as a boy in Ontario, my 
grandmother telling me stories about her 
brothers and sisters. 
My favourite was great uncle Alfred De La 
Haye, who lived in Port Albemi, British 
Columbia. 
For me, this little island logging community 
was more intriguing than Disneyland. 
It was a world away, and would remain so, 
until long after his death. 
Several years ago on a business trip to Vic- 
toria, I took time off to drive up to Port AI- 
berni. 
I spent an afternoon walking around a 
cemetery looking for his grave. All I got was 
wet. 
This past summer, while I was based in 
Victoria, I tried a different approach. I made 
some phone calls to Port Alberni and finally 
obtained the date of uncle Fred's death from 
the operators of the cemetery where he was 
• buried. 
With this information i hand, I went to the 
university iibrary and found a copy of his 
obituary. It said that he had fourteen grand- 
children and eighteen great grandchildren, 
when he died in 1973. 
I knew nothing about any of these relatives 
but was curious to find out about hem. This 
inspired me to phone one of the two people 
in the Victoria phone book with his last 
name. 
The man who answered was brief. "Sorry, 
I'm not related to him, I'm from the Channel 
Islands." 
I persisted by telling him that uncle Fred 
was also originally from the Channel Islands. 
The man then told me that his brother, John, 
was interested in family history. His brother 
in England that was. He gave me his phone 
number. 
Fortunately, nay wife was in England at- 
tending afamily reunion, so I phoned her and 
Family history is fun because an. 
cestors multiply like rabbits. 
asked her to phone this potential cousin for 
me. I received her reply the following day. 
This total stranger was, in fact, the great 
grandson of uncle Fred's father's brother. In 
other words, John and I had the same great 
great grandparents. 
Further, John was indeed interested in fam- 
ily history and had traced his, and therefore 
my, family back to 1700. 
What a terrific find! Just the type of thing 
to encourage someone to visit a family his- 
tory centre and find out more. 
Fortunately, Terrace has a family history 
centre at 1744 Kenworth and anyone can use 
it free of charge. They are open Wednesday 
and Thursday evenings mid Saturday morn- 
ings. 
Family history is fun because ancestors 
multiply like rabbits. 
Your two parents give you four grand- 
parents, eight great grandparents, ixteen 
great great grandparents and so on. 
Of the two hundred and fifty direct an- 
cestors I have had since 1700, with the above 
information, I now know about twenty. I
have lots of people left to find without con. 
sidering aunts, uncles and cousins. 
Oh, did I mention that my wife, through a 
similar event, has one line of her family back 
to 1015 AD. 
That's thirty generations or a start on a list 
that will include over one billion ancestors 
=Pioneer pens second book . . . . . . . . .  
T 
ERRACE pioneer 
Floyd Frank is 
putting the finish- 
ing touches on 
his second book of local 
history and reminiscences. 
His first local history book 
- -  My Valley's Yesteryears 
became a popular addition to 
many bookshelves after its 
release in 1991. 
The new one doesn't have a 
name yet, but More 3keena 
Memories is a strong con- 
tender, says Floyd. 
The book will be about 50 
pages - -  not nearly as thick as 
the first ~ but it is a larger 
format. 
They hoping to see it printed 
and in local bookstores by late 
February or else sometime in 
March. 
He got the idea after a friend 
was going through some of his 
accumulated papers and writ- 
ings. 
"He said 'You've got 
enough stuff here for another 
book.' " 
I • I 
"'He said 'You've 
got enough stuff 
here for another 
book.'" 
The new book describes the 
thrills and chills of the upriver 
trip by riverboat from Port Es- 
sington to Hazelton, passing 
such colourful points as Hell's 
Gate rock, Hardscrabble Bar, 
Sheep Rapids, Devil's Elbow, 
and of course the Big Canyon 
at Kitselas that literally •tore 
apart one riverboat. 
Then there's the mystery of 
the perfect stone circles in 
Frank's Field. 
Floyd found them after he 
purchased his 50 acres - -  for 
$350 in 1934 2- -up on the 
bench on the west side of 
Kalum Lake Drive. 
FLOYD FRANK relaxes with a proof of his latest book of local history. The new book should be in 
, local bookstores sometime this spring. ~ , . ,  
The land was virtually clean soil over the rocks and planted 
of rock, he recalls, except for atop them. 
small goose-egg sized rocks Also included in the book 
laid out in two large perfect are Floyd's impressions of the readers a second look at some 
circles. 
He never found out what 
the well known Kermodei 
bear shot last year. 
The book promises to give 
native people in ihose days, of the names, fa~ ahdplaces 
the origins of Howe Creek, o f  the Skeena's early pioneer 
Stude 
/ : :• ~ •ii/!i ~ ::;;~!':~(: : 
Science Fest 
up for 30th 
YOU'LL PROBABLY see 
erupting volcanos, miniature 
greenhouses, and a light-bulb 
running on potato juice. 
But the one subject you're 
not likely to see in a science 
display this week is the evolu- 
tion of the festival itself. 
Now in its 30th year, the 
Terrace Science Festival con- 
tinues to evolve and expand as 
a vigorous educational force in 
our community's classrooms,. 
It all happens the week of 
Jan. 30 to Feb. 4 at schools 
across the district. 
One of the big events each 
year is the exhibition of dis- 
plays students have prepared 
at school or home. 
They'll be displayed from 
9:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Sat- 
urday Feb. 4 at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary school. 
"They always show in- 
genuity and reflect a great va- 
riety of interests," says 
organizer Allen Wooton, "In 
the past, students have tested 
the handedness - - or pawed- 
ness- -  of cats, the best way to 
make batteries, or tested con- 
surner products." 
There are contestsfor all 
ages of elementary students 
and one - -  the car race m that 
secondary students can enter 
too. 
Contest roles are in the 
Science Festival booklets 
available at the schools. 
Only the car race contest re- 
quires a pre-built structure. 
The Science Festival is not 
limited to Saturday, Feb. 4, 
however. 
Throughout the week of Jan. 
30 to Feb. 4, there will be 
science demonstrations and 
presentations in Terrace and 
Thornhill schools. 
The presentations will be 
made by about 40 local 
scientists, engineers: doctors, 
health care workers, tech- 
nologists and teachers. 
"The Science Festival Com- 
thiteee has been very gratified 
by the willingness of so many 
people to make these presenta- 
tions," Wooton added. " I t  is 
because of their generous as- 
sistance that there will be a 
science presentation for each 
K-7 class in Thornhill and 
Terrace." 
1:7:•!~ .•/ 
I I  End of the line 
CN RAIL OPERATOR Norm McFarland hung up his hat 
after 38 years In the rall~yards and got a big retirement 
sendoff from co-workers thls month. He got his start as a 
brake man In Smithers In 1957, when the locomotives 
I when complete. I hope that someday my chil- This year there will be  a The speakers help inspire were steam driven and communications were done with I I I dren will be as impressed with that as I am. whole new set of discoveries students and show them the Morse Code, He's beenin'Terrace since 1964. His plans 
Dr. Rag Home ~s a member ofUNBC's I Another nonular nart of the relevance 0f what they study I I now are'to f sh hunt and ski, "Plus, my wife has alotof 
: i t Faculty of.N. at~ral Resources and Environ. I festival ~;  ihe contests that  in the classr°°m t° the wider I . . . . .  I ,  ::choreslinedupforme, hesays, : > ,  ~: : 
mentalStudiesmTerrace. I ~ takepla~ on Saturdayi' :: : iC0ntlnUed Page  B4  : i  i '  '~ : 
tl 
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MUSIC 
& DAVID SEREDA weaves together pop, gospel and folk 
music on Saturday, January 28 at 8 p.m. at the ]R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are $15 for adults, $10 for students and 
seniors. A Terrace Concert Society presentation. 
• TERRACE MUSICIANS ASSOCIATION perform a 
coffee house concert at Don Diego's Restaurant from 7 to 10 
p.m. Sunday, January 29. No admission charge. 
THEATRE 
• LUCIEN, a comedy starring Marshall Button, goes on 
stage at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Wednesday, Feb. 8 at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $15 for adults, $10 for seniors and students. 
A TheatreAlive presentation. 
i 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to 
add yo~ event o the Standard's free entertainment list- 
ings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. 
MOVIES 
• HOUSEGUEST, with Sinbad and Phil Hartman, plays at 
7 and 9:15 p.m~ until Thursday. Also playing until Thursday, 
Jan. 26, is STREETFIGHTER with Jean-Claude Van 
Damme and Ranl Julia at 7:15 and 9:30. 
Starting Friday 
• DUMB AND DUMBER with Jim Carrey and Jeff 
Daniels opens Friday night and plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. at 
the Tillicum Twin Theatres. Walt Disney's version of 
Rudyard Kipling's THE JUNGLE BOOK plays from Jan. 
27 to Feb. 2 at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
ET CETERA 
• SPIRIT BEAR SLIDE SHOW at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
Jan. 31 at the Terrace Inn features the photography of Charles 
Russell. Slides include Kermodei beam on Princess Royal 13- 
1and, grizzlies in the Khutzeymaleen, and a look at the giant 




TERRACE-BORN ballet dan- 
e, er Crystal Pite has been 
named tlae 1994 winner of the 
Clifford E. Lee Choreographic 
Award presented by the Banff 
Centre for the Arts. 
Pite, 23, now lives in Van- 
eouver but began choreogra- 
phing at the age of 15 while 
still a dance student of 
Maureen Eastiek and Wendy 
Green in Victoria. 
She was on tour abroad with 
Ballet British Columbia when 
the award announcement 
came.  
She joins previous Lee 
Award winners from B.C., in- 
cluding Mauryne Allan, Judith 
Marcuse, Jennifer Maseall and Alberta Ballet in 1993), 
Lola McLaughUn. Shapes of a Passing (1994) 
Piles' choreographic works-and Reflections on JBillie 
are toured and performed (1992) for Ballet Jorgea, Of. 
across Canada. They includeA feting the Sky for Ballet B.C. 
Time of Darkness (created for (1992), and Caprice for 
Crystal Plte 
Twelve (1993) for Visions 
Dance Company. 
In her seventh season with 
Ballet B.C., she continues to 
dance a diverse repertoire. 
Royal Canad!an Legion 
Branch 13 Terrace 
~ ~  presents 
 Legionl Bonspiel weekend. 
January27&:28 : 
Bonspiel Dinner Sat, the 28from 4-8 
Band - Northern comfOrt 
Dancing Friday & Saturday 
9 Dm at the Le_oion. 
FOR MORE INFO CALL- 635-5825 
Members & Bonafide Guests Welcome 
SLIDE SHOW 
by Author of"SPIRIT BEAR" 
The astonishing account and amazing slide show of one 
man's quest to forge a relationship with a rare and 
legendary bear. 
Beautiful and incred- 
ibly rare creatures of 
ancient legend - these 
are the spirit bears, the 
rare, white sub-species 
of the black bear, scien- 
tif ically known as 
Kermode bears. 
The presentation will 
include time spent with 
the grizzles of the 
Khutzeymateen Valley 
and photograPhing the 
brown bears of the 
Russian Far East in 
Kamchatka. 
Signed copies will be available at Misty River Books and at the 
Slide Show to be held at the Terrace Inn with tickets available at 
the door at a cost of $5 pe r person (copie s of "Spirit Bear" 
$29.95 + GST) 
JANUARY 31, 1995. 
7:30 P.M. 
Thursday, January 26 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR 
CLUB holds a general meet- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on 
Keith Ave. Contact: Bob at 
635-9214. 
Friday s January 27 
TERRACE LFI-rLE THEATRE 
will hold a fun improv session 
for anyone interested in learn- 
ing acting skills in a relaxed 
environment at the McColl 
Playhouse from 7 to 9 p.m. 
For more info call Catherine at 
635-2706. 
FREE HEPATITIS B vaccina- 
tion clinic will be held by public 
health nurses at the Skeena 
Mall from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday, January 28 
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 
annual Free Throw 
Championship open to boys 
and girls age 10-14 takes 
place at 10 a.m. at the Veritas 
School Gym. Entry forms at lo- 
cal schools. 
Sunday, January 29 
TERRACE MUSICIANS AS- 
SOCIATION holds its annual 
general meeting and coffee 
house at Don Diego's 
Restaurant from 7 to 10 p.m. 
WEEK OF PRAYER for Chris- 
tian Unity concludes with a 
service at 7:00 p.m. at Knox 
United Church. 
Monday= January 30 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
holds a general parents meet- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
Wednesday, February 1 
SKEEINA PARENTS Advisory 
Committee hosts an informa- 
tion meeting on new school 
graduation requirements with 
Geoff Slraker at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Jr. Sec school li- 
brary, 
Friday= February 3 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an in- 
terdenominational Christian 
men's ministry, meets at 8 
~.m. at St. Matthews Anglican 
Church at 4506 Lakelse. 
Saturday I February 4 
TERRACE SCI ENCE FESTI- 
VAL culminates with displays 
and contests from 9:15 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary. 
TERRACE PRO-UFE Associ- 
aUon presents a large-screen 
multimedia presentation on 
abortion "Massacre of In- 
nocence" at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Church on Eby St. 
at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, February 5 
SNOWARAMA, hosted by the 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile 
Association, starts at 10:00 
a.m. at the Big Cedar Logging 
Rd. Pledge sheets available at 
snowmobile dealers. 
Monday, February 6 
LEGION LADLES AUXIL- 
LIARY hold their February 
meeting at the legion at 8 pm 
"ruesday~ February 7 
PACES DAY CARE Society 
holds its annual general meet- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. at the Fireside 
Room at the Pentecostal As- 
sembly, 
BREAST FEEDING support 
group meets at 8 p.m. at the 
Mills Memori~ Pk)spital educa- 
tion room. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS 
meet at 7:30 p,m, at the Ter- 
race Inn. Contact Diana at 
635-5905 or Linda at 638- 
1856, 
ALL NEW HYUNDA! ACCENT! 
AL L NEW 
' Rack & pinion steering • , 
tires . Full independent sus 1 
brakes . 1.6 Litre Alpha O 
MPI engine • Reclining fronl 
seats • 5 Year/100,000 km 
warranty • 24 Hour 
roadside assistance 
AVAILABLE WITti 
6 YEAR MILLION MILE WARRANTYi 
ALL NEW 
• Power assisted rack & pinto 
. All season radial tires . Ft 
suspension . Power  brakes .  
OHC Multi-Valve MPI engine 
• Reclining front bucket seals 
• 5 Year/100200 km warrant 3 
• 24 Flour roadside 
assistance 
*Limited time offer. Prices are MSRP less promotional discount based on 48 monlhs O.A.C. wilh $2020 down, tst and last 
months payment. Taxes & documentation extra. 
HYUnDRI  
Where The Smart Money Goes, 
TERRACE HOSPICE 
SOCIETY holds its annual 
general meeting and elections 
at 7:30 p,m, at the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. Call 
hospice office at 635-4811 for 
more info, 
Wednesday, February 8 
CALEDONIA PARENTS AD- 
VISORY COUNCIL holds their 
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
at the school library. 
Thursday, February 9 
READY OR NOT m a six 
week parenting program be- 
gins at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. It's for 
parents with children 8 to 12 
years. Call Candice at 635- 
2116 for info or to register. 
EL SALVADOR: Peace At 
Last - -  a slide show presenta- 
tion by Patti Barnes of the 
Northwest Development Edu- 
cation Association. It takes 
place at Northwest Community 
College's library seminar room 
at noon and later that night at 
7:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr, 
Secondary school library. 
Saturday, February 11 
LEGION/LADIES AUXIL- 
MARY hold the installation of 
the 1995 executive at 7:30 
p.m. at the Legion. 
Tim Terrace Standard offers 
the What's Up community 
calendar as a public service 
to its readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended for 
non.profit organizations and 
those vents for which there is 
no admission charge. 
Week aims to create unity 
By PdgV. MICHAEL HARE 
ONE OF THE scandals of 
Christianity is our tendency to 
fighting among ourselves which 
sometimes i  so intense that it 
leads to factionalism, and, at its 
worse, development of 
breakaway groups. 
This is not a new phenomenon. 
This appears to be something 
that has plagued the Church since 
its earliest days. There are those 
who would argue that the 
Johanine Biblical texts (the Gos- 
pel of John, the Epistles of John 
and the Book of Revelation) are 
written to a community that is ei- 
ther in the midst of e fight or 
recovering from a split in that 
group. 
Those who would hold this 
position would argue that this is 
the origin of injunctions such as 
"love one another as I have loved 
you" or the petition in John 17, 
where Jesus prays "May they all 
be one". 
For a variety of reasons, some 
cultural; some theological; some 
political; divisions have arisen in 
the Church and denominations 
Hammond to  
p lay  here  
NEW YORK blues legend John 
Hammond has been booked for 
a northwestern B.C. tour that 
includes a stop in Terrace. 
Hammond is slated to play 
View Point 
have been created. Somehow the 
Church has survived. 
But near the end of the last 
century, the Church intensified its 
programme of sending mis- 
sionaries to various parts of the 
world, particularly Africa and 
Asia. 
Denominations" felt that they 
were not being faithful to the 
Gospel unless they had mis- 
sionaries in some part of the 
world. 
Invariably missionaries dis- 
covered when they arrived on 
their field that there were either 
missionaries from another 
denomination there or nearby. 
By necessity or desire It became 
important o cooperate and such 
cooperation was accompanied by 
prayer and consultation. 
At the same time, groups of stu- 
dents from a variety of denomina- 
tions were meeting in Europe and 
North America for prayer, Bible 
study and ways to respond to the 
challenges of overseas experi- 
ence. 
From such pragmatic begin- 
nings grew the Ecumenical 
Movement which is usually dated 
from the Missionary Conference 
of 1910 held in Edinburgh, Scot- 
land. As a result of that Confer- 
ence, the Church asked itself how 
Jesus' prayer "that they. may be 
one" could be fulfilled. 
A variety of movements within 
the Church thought hat an inten- 
tional programme of prayer for 
the mission and unity of the 
Church would be one way of 
living Out this intention. 
Now,. churches in over 75 coun- 
~rles come together in a Week of 
Prayer, usually held between Jan- 
uary 18-25, to pray for the unity 
of the Church as well as for the 
world using a theme developed 
by an international team of 
scholars working from draft 
materials prepared by a local 
ecumenical group. 
The theme for 1995 is "Sharing 
God's Life", using the images of 
the vine and branches in John 15. 
Daring this week we will reflect 
on the characteristics of the 
divine life we share in Christ, and 
with each other in the community 
of Christ's body. Each day, dif- 
ferent aspects of this communion 
will be the focus of our prayer. 
The Churches in Terrace this 
year are celebrating the Week of 
Prayer for Christian Unity Janu- 
ary 22-29. 
The Week began January 22 
with a service at 7 p.m. at the 
Terrace Christian Reformed 
Church. 
Throughout he week, we will 
be having services each lunch 
hour at 12:15, and the Week con- 
eludes January 29 with a service 
at 7 p.m. at Knox United Church. 
All, are invited to join in this 
time of prayer and fellowship as 
we pray for the unity of the 
Church. 
Bey, Michael Hare leads the 
congregation of Knox United 
Church. Viewpoint is a column 
written on behalf of the Terrace 
Ministerial Association. The 
opinions are those of the authors. 
[ A New-  
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SAY CHEESE[ 
dh41 ~*~)~t~ - f - /  Formerly , 
11t |~ ..1~' ~: ; "  I r~  Panagopoulos Pizza 
I . i !  "~P~'r~" ~1) The Old- New Place- Same Owner 
Last 5 Years 
We specialize in: Mexican (Taco), 
Cheeseburger, Tropical Hawaiian & 
New Yorker Pizzas 
PIZZA HOUSE 
635-2401 
Free delivery in Terrace & Thomhill - Discounts for Pickup 
4720 B LAZELLE AVENUE, TERRACE, B,C. 
the 1LE.M. Lee Theatre in Ter- 
race Wednesday, March 14. 
Tickets will be $18 but they 
haven't gone on sale yet. 
Northwind Productions Peter 
Turner says the show will be a 
fundraiser for the Terrace 
Little Theatre building fund. 
"This guy's one of the biggest 
blues eats in the States," 
Turner says. "He's right up 






The Skeena Health Unit 
DID YOU KNOW that teenagers 
at risk for Hepatitis B can obtain 
free immunization from the 
Skeena Health Unit? 
Hepatitis B is a serious descase 
caused by a virus that attacks the 
liver. 
Anyone with the Hepatitis B 
virus in their body can pass it on 
to others through sex, or by 
blood-to-blood or blood to body 
fluid contact. 
About half the people recover 
from the disease, up to 10 per 
cent of the people infected with 
hepatitis E becon~e carriers and 
are capable of passing the virus 
on to others for the rest of their 
life. 
Children infected with the virus 
are more likely to become car- 
riers. 
You are at risk if you: 
[] Have unprotected sex with 
one or more partners 
[] Share needles or other items 
that may have blood on them, like 
toothbrushes, razors and a nail 
files. 
[] Travel to a country where 
Hepatitis E is very common, and 
you slay with the local people 
(e.g. India, South America, Asia, 
etc.) 
[] Come in contact with blood 
frequently. 
You cannot get it from cough- 
ing, sneezing, hugging or sharing 
dishes. 
At present here is no proven 
drug to lxeat Hepatitis B, but 
there are ways to protect yourself, 
including practicing safer sex 
(use condoms or abstain), never 
sharing needles or other items 
listed above, or by avoiding con- 
tact with blood. 
If you are at risk of contracting 
Hepatitis B,  the best protection 
available is the Hepatitis B vac- 
cine. It is effective and safe - -  it 
does not contain blood products 
or living viruses. It takes 3 shots 
in the arm over six months to be 
protected. 
Hepatitis B vaccine has been 
used in Canada for over 10 years 
and more than 30 million doses 
have been •given worldwide. 
Adults can purchase the vaccine 
from l~harmacies. 
Free clinics for teens will be 
held in the Skeena Mall on 'rues -~ 
day January 24 (4-7 pro) and Fri- 
day, January 27 (4:30-8:30 pm) at 
the raall and at some high 
schools. 
For more information, call 
Heather at the Skeena health Unit 
at 638-3310. 
Medium size. Fancy grade. Product 6 litre.UIt~a or 12 litre. Ii!!iTi:::: Sliced. White or'60 ~o whole li;i::il ~o,,,,,,-~ 77 '~='Z  =, .... ,. I!ilil 
of Canada. F,[I L,m,t of 1. wheat. H ";:/2.;227'; . . . . . .  I]ili 
1.08 /kg  :::!ii[ _._ ,97 H . , so ,  H ""'"' " ' l iiiiii!l I 
i~ i i i i : i i~ i i i i ! i  pri .s. do not include G.S.T: Some items may be subject o G.&T. Mort.- Fri. g am- g pm iitma.%en.ara)[)il " ' " "  _lTiiiiiiil 
~;i PN~E~li~:~i::i~!~!!!i!i A,r Miles Internati~n:~HdO2d~gsANihVorLIGlYseMranagement Group Sat. & Sun, g am -6 pm iiii!~!i ): iiiiii}iiiiiii 
CALL FOR i;iiiil;:i!ii ! 
Customer ~:~ 
Service ..... 6354206 ! :17171: 
Manager .... 6354280 ~i~c~;i~! 
Dell ........ 635.1374 :;:;~*~:~ 
Bakery ..... 635.1372 ili,:iii~!~ 
Floral ....... 635;1371 ~ 
Pharmacy .635-1375 ~ 
Fax ........ 635.4S6g ~i~ 
*• . : . -:< [ : ) [  
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" h h ' ~'L "% '' ~ ' ~" "~:" :'": ~:'~'- ' ' DUNDLE8 
" .... ~ ~ O1 ~ JOY  ': 
. . . .  ;: Ilaby's Name: ', I 
.: i". ' '  i!ii$:i~ 3 Desiree " ' : ji";'; :'''~ ~ ' "~ ' -~: '~  " ' !  Marie Earl 
':" " ' "( : ~"  #/'~ - " 'fi'~: Baby's Name: Date & Time of Birth: .i~., .:~. :i'i...' December 26/94 at 3:43 a.m, , 
Date & Time of Birth: Parent~: Lucy & Allah Earl , 
~ ~: ...... " " " :!'"!."' October 13194at ll:17p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 14 ozSex: Female ', 
Parents: Dominique Crouse & Baby's Name: ', 
":~i. ~!: ' , .i;!, ::! -" ,!i! [ Clayton Hanson. ' Shelby Montana McCann 
' : ' "  ~ ' , .i '!.!: '~!! Date & Time of Birth: 
~~" ": ' " ~ Baby's Name: Michael James December 28/94 at 12:29 a.m. i 
" "~"  ~' "-: ~, . ~i:i:,,'~! i Date &Time of Birth: Weight: 8 Ibs 14'1: oz Sex: 
November 19/94 at 9:05 a.m. Female , 
Weight: 7 Ibs 9.5 oz Sex: Male Parents: Boyd & Stelia McCann ' 
, Parent: Margret & Lyle. A brother , 
for Mark. Baby's Name: i 
Paige Dianne Homer 
Baby's Name: Bo Kinney Date & Time or Birth: ' 
: . Date & Time of Birth: December 29/94 at 1:28 a.m. 
• ,: December 19/94 Weight: 6 Ibs 7 oz Sex: Female 
~ , ~  :,~t ,, ,~,-~ Weight: 7 Ibs 5 oz Sex: Male Parents: Dean & Sylvia Horner. 
,. - - I lm l~p Parents: Deva & J,'~on Kinney Our thanks to Dr. Somanai. 
ARTS & CRAFTS SALE!  
. .ow t.is,s muc.  o,,er 15% o ..s ooo , 
. ~ THE PHYS IOTHERAPY department at Mills Memorial Hospital has a new lreatment table January25.31 
.... ~-~ courtesy of Branch 13, The Royal Canadian Legion, And that's legion director Frank Bowsher , ~ 
:.)_:?)/:~:: helping demonstrate the new bed. It can be raised or lowered electrically, has comfortable Pick.up your $S Cash Coupon Today/ l ;  ~i~>:-:'£-~'q~h'×j'_ 
" i!~!/: )-;.: :~":: ',":: ' partmentPadding forwhichVariOUSstalfempOsitiOnSpolitelyandcallCanantiques.be us d i  more different ways  ~han old ones  in the de- 1 -800-661-2990 Skeena Mal l  635-5236 , 
FROM B1 , ' :: 
Science Festival 
world outside. • Science &: Math activity :, 
Everyone's invited to this room - -  10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. '" 
year's Terrace Sc ience Festi- room#t08 , 
val to see some of  the work of • Egg Drop - -  10 a.rn. checkin ii 
at gymnasium; contest at 10:30. the children of  Terrace on dis- 
play Saturday, Feb. 4. • Recycling challenge 11 ' 
a.rn. to 3 p.m. room #6 
Contests that day at • Foil boats (intermediate) - -  ',, 
Caledonia school include: 11.:30 a.na. room #2; primary ,--  2 : ; 
p.m. room #2 .~ '.! 
• Scavenger Hunt (intermedi. • Block Tower - -  1 p.m. office ~:~ .. ~ ', 
ate) ~ 9:30 a.m. lecture theatre hallway " 
• Scavenger Hunt (primary) ~ • Car race - -  1:30 p.m. room .... ,~: . . . . .  :- ii 
11:15 a.m. lecture theatre #9 , '  ~ ':"~" ' 
• Tree aging ~ 9:30 a.m. to 3 • Straw tower ~ 2 p.m. room ',, 
p.m. room #3 #12 O ,. 
Forbo r r rga  s 
i 
~ S ~ ~ ~pe9 :i , LARGE CAPACITY !ii 
the  ... FROST-FREE REFRIGERATOR ' 
$AVE L E - 
• 2 ice t rays  • 2 full w id th  cant i lever  cab inet  ,, 
she lves  • 2 spec ia l l y  des igned h igh  and  low . 
vegetab le / f ru i t  pans  • Tempered  g lass  c r i sper  
cover  • 1 meat  pan  • Textured  s tee l  doors  • ;; 
Ad jus tab le  ro l lers  ,,: 
h 
!: 
Wallpaper Sale ':': 
ii 
May[air  - I@gfisher "',,,,,, 
h - q 
~ Ma~air 11 ~ Nix & Match 7 \ ,:: 
*t 
Selections ~ Kitchen & Bath 6 SEE  THE JANUARY PRICE BLAST FLYER i 
~ Natural Living 5 :, 
Bed & Bath 4 ~ Sunset Traditions 4 FOR MORE G.£. & MOFFAT SAVINGS :: 
Reflections 7 ~ Kitchen & Bath 5 
P 
Contour Tiling on a roll - -  :: 




COUNTRYWIDE • ® 
Your  Decor  
FURNITURE AND APPL IANCES 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. SINCE 1963 [ ~  - \ 3202 Munroe Street aHwy 16 W, Terrace CHARGE PLAN 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 Owned and operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
'i t 




TELEPHONE COMPANIES  
Jim Dillman, Prince George 
, : .  . . . . .  : ~ ~ :~, - .~  ~- ,  : :  
" . . . . . . . .  - : "  :7 
..i 7 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ '~•T! i . .7 . i : • ! ! ! i l i~? . / '  ' " - 
. . , :  
,:~ IL•_!-•-' ••:,C.i/! k 
7: 
• J - 
o .  • Dear Jim. " 
- , . 7 : ; . .  • " 
If you want to save money without i:ompromising 
service or quality, it makessense I~o switch to 
Westel, the only 100% B.C. owned and operated 
telecommunications company with its own 
network, You'll save nloney over BC Tel's North 
American and international regular long-distance rates, including 
time-of-day discounts, no matter where or when you call. In l:act, 
40 Below saves you 40% over BC Tel's discounted rates when you 
call anyone, anywhere in North America between the convenient 
" • • "•  "H . 
times of 6 p:imi ~iii:d '::1 
fees, no mortthly minimumcharges, no con{rad 
no installation needed, no obligation to sign:;1 
friends and no effect on your local ser~icei. 
• , . . -  
SO come on, Jim, and talk for 40% less until the coWs COlne:bi6r 
Switch to Westel today. " . . , , ,  
1.soo. 668 .93  
C,~;  VERY OWN Long-Distance T lephone 
Q:~- . /~:  i ¸  ~i~!i~ i, ~i~:~  !!!!i/.~! 
? 
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EAL 
• o 
g , ,,;: 5 
SPECIAL FEATUR ES: 
,.- fashionable two story home is ideally ,.. gourmet kitchen opens to breakfast bay 
suited for a narrow lot. and family room with fireplace and rear 
,t open floor plan designed for a flexible patio access. 
lifestyle. ;:,. expansive master suite boasts private 
,t living and dining room with vaulted sitting room, large dressing area and 
ceilings, round-top window and f i replace. .  : sizable walk.in closet. 
- [  • , 
~ s ' '~  ' ~ 
" i  
i . . . . .  !1  
,00,., ~": ~,~| 
,<,:* C H E t:  , 




'9  '~  ,. 21 '6  
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
u I - 
i~=' f , * -~- . - .  - . - -  * . , -m= 
.MAIN FLOQR PLAN 
1240 SQ. FT. (115.2 M =) 
ii i! 
- !0 
. . . .  j - "  
.IPPER FLOOR PLAN 
912 SQ. FT. (89.4 M =) 
1 52 SQ. FT. 1204.6 M ~) 
40'0" (12.2 M) 
56'0" (17.0 M) 
I 
arts Availablt Through 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
t 
=o. I .  ~ , .  • 
3207 Munroe, Terrace -,~-. 
635-6273 
IVER FRONTAGE[II ,~l ~ t  ' '  .-.~i 
LOT 1-1.26 acres $14,500 I USK STATION ROAD COMMERCIAL PROPERTY #9.1978 QUEENSWAY 
LOT 2..84 acres $12,500 MLS I $59,900 MLS MLS $37,500 MLS 
EBY STREET LOT 
1/2 Acre in good location just 
outside city limits. $27,500 EXC, 
Call Wanda 
• " ~ "~,,i - - - i  KALUM STREET , ,  
OLD REMO ROAD I RIVERSIDE GROCERY I Good investment potential, Lot is I KALUM LAKE ROAD 
$169,000MLS I 1998QUEENSWAY, MLS i suitable for single dwelling with EXCLUSIVE 
legal suite. $24,500 EXCL. Call 
~ ]= -- - -~nu~=e ~n^nn nT ~ Wanda, $225,000 
. . . .  from ~ IR"~,O00 EXCL. ~ 1st Ave. & McBride Blvd. 
~ t  Call W--ael¢ ~ LOT LOT .52 acre - 130 ft. t. 
BEAM STATION LOT 1 :.. 2 Frontage on 1st Ave. 
Offers a view of the lake serenity 
4908 HAUGLAND | of the West Side, $22,000 MLS. PRP 13441 $34,500 MLS 
EXCLUSIVE I Call Derick, IZ&l ~U 6S.9~ CALL DERICK 
NRS PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  
Jose Ventura ~ Owner) 
635-3908 





OF TERRACE 638-1 




~,.=..  . . . .  635-7068 
Magnificent (EXC) 8.5 Acres richard evans  
• 41 , , .  






~ IENCH PA~Kt  
Keith Estates MLS $173,900 
Horseshoe EXC $265,000 





ER IKA & D IANA 
Pacific Heigl 
F n 






: , , , !~ * ' ~ . ~ .  
real estate. I 
635-2697 "L: ;: 
joyce findlay [ 
Bench MLS$314,000 
I experience in ~ ~i~ 
I leal estate, ~L,~ ~: ,~,y' 
1635.3389 
I verne ferguson 
Horseshoe EXC $199,850 Thomhill MLS $58,500 
Copperside MLS $67,500 Keith Estates MLS $23,900 





Downtown Retail 1,606 sq. ft. 
Thornhill MLS $36,000 
Bench MLS $298,000 
Nil', e 
Horseshoe EXC $56,000 
---- 5years i i . ,~ 
experience in ........ 
real estate• ~ 
638-8198 
suzanne gleason 
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EAL E STATE 
Spacious and stylish + ' ' I ,-+ . : . v . .~  ~.~×'-'-° ~r~ l! I - /  / ' / ' • ~ ~ '  + ! 
• " ,i ~ ~.  I,.~ . /~  ~1 ~l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - ,  
v ~ . =~-L~ . . . . .  1 
., ['-"-"~ ~ "~ " '---'.o×-,-oF"tl 
:~'-~"×,; L'-O ' ,.=~.=~ ] 
,,3.J 
Plan no. U-895 
BY M. TYNAN 
A gable roof design with 
dormers and a charming 
covered veranda create a 
unique exterior look for this 
efficient two storey home., 
Enter into a foyer 
brightened by an over head 
. window. Decorative columns 
frame the entrance to a stylish 
living room which also boasts 
a vaulted ceiling and feature 
windows. The dining room is 
partially open to the living 
room, and can be closed off 
from the kitchen area by a 
sliding pocket door. An open 
plan for the kitchen, family 
room, and nook creates a 
spacious country kitchen 
style atmosphere complete 
with a cosy gas fireplace. The 
cook in the family will enjoy a 
gourmet style kitchen 
complete with a handy work 
island and a pantry. 
Upstairs, a good sized 
games room features a 
vaulted ceiling and a boxed 
out window seat. The master 
bedroom provides a walk-in 
closet and a four piece 
ensuite with a swirl tub. 
Plans for U-895 may be 
obtained for $440.00 for a 
package of five complete sets 
of working prints and $39.00 
for each additional set of the 
same plan. Allow $15.00 
extra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling (B.C. 
residents add applicable 
sales tax to plan total) (All 
Canadian residents add 7% 
GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling). 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in our. 
home plan catalogue for 
$13.85 includinq p0stage 
and handling and 7% GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
• money orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizations 
payable to: Terrace Standard 
Plan of the Week, 13659 - 
108th Avenue, Surrey, B.C., 
V3T 2K4. 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
CODE 
Self-suff ic iency t hrou~]h 
l i teracy in the d¢velop~n9 wor ld  
For information,  call 1 -800-661-£b33 
TOT,~L FLOOR AREA 2297 5~. FT. 
=.~.['" "9 .  LC" ;,',,CL. -;.;TC;-+) 
MAIN FL~R PL,~N 1290 5~, FT. 
. +..,,~ c* *oc~.-,~ el..o~ 
~ ~. .V -P /N" . . r .o '~  | . i - .  . ;  . 
. ,  / . . .ZL'- ,4"-I- I  ½ IO-O~.+G-6" : I  ' 
~ S  RCk~ 
UPPEI;~ FLOOR PLAN .!.007 SQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... I . . .  
. .  ~ ,~ ' (~ '~ ' /~, ;  . . . . .  
Rusty Ljungh LisaGodlinski Ralph Godlinski 
635-5754 635-4950 635-4950 
$95,500 





2407 PEAR MLS 
, ~i]~ 
, / ,  
$94,900 
2512 S. KALUM MLS 
$112,000 
4626 SCOTT EXC 
Joe Barbosa Lynda Boyce Ric White David D. Hull 







• . . . . . . . . .  
/ :i ¸ 
TEMPLE STREET 
SUBDIVISION 
PHASE,  i 
i i ++ 
lS I ? ; 
- ;7 -13  + i, 
[~OLO i+
I 
Call Gordie Olson 
for more 
information. 
BE READY TO 
BUILD BY 
SPRING. 
OFFICIAL AIR MILES Tm SPI 3NSOR 
GOOD  +,O ' - - '  . . . . .  P . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ........ ............. . . . . . . . . . .  • ............. 
$136,000 EXCLUSIVE I $109,900 MLS I $169,900 MLS i $157,900 EXCLUSIVE 
CALL SHAUNCE CALL HANS CALL GORD CALL GORD 
t ! ", 




This 4.34 acres in town with 
subdivision possibilities makes 
it an attractive package. Call 
Shaunce for details. $115,900 
EXCLUSIVE. 
SOUTHSIDE RANCHER 
Newly constructed 3 bedroom 
rancher on large lot. Home has 
whirlpool tub, large country 
kitchen, single garage and Is 
covered by "The ,5' Year New 
Home Warranty". i Asklng 
$128,900 MLS. Call Dennis. 
EXCELLENT EXPOSURE 
Thls .98 acre lot with excellent 
highway exposure and great 
access for e commercial 
adventure. Call Shaunce fol: 
more Information. Asking 
$102,000 MLS. 
HOME/REVENUE SUITE 
This newly renovated home has 
3 bedrooms on main floor and 
one down end also a 2 bedroom 
suite. Close to city shopping on 
a fairly quiet street. Listed MI.S 
at $154,500. Cell Ted today at 
635.5619 evenings or 635.6361 
days. 
ONLY 3 LOTS LEFT 
74'x130' fully serviced, on 
paved street R2 zoning, $27,500 
ea. Call Dennis 638-8093 MLS. 
IN CITY ACREAGEI I 
1.2 acres In s developing area of I 
Kelth Estates. Listed $40,000, I 
MLS, Call Ted today at 835-6361 |





Check out this weekend get- 
away property, 24x28' cabin 
located on 8.6 park.like setting 
acres. Call Jim for more 
Information on this property 
listed st $36,000. MLS. 
ACREAGE 
18 acres border on the Skosna 
River, level and cleared. City 
sewer and water available. 




A good Investment opportunity 
to get Into your own business. 
This 5,000 sq. ft, building 
Includes an established muffler 
business with office and storage 
space, and three lots. Call 
Shaunca for more information. 
$160,000. EXC. 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
MOBILE OPPORTUNITY 
This 12xSS'j 3 bedroom mobile In 
excellent condition mskse a 
good way to start. It must be 
seen to bo appreciated, Call 
Shaunce for rmore information,' 
635.6361 days or 636-6362 
evenings. Asking $27.000 MLS i 
LOCATIONI LOCATION! ' 
A four bedroom, ho;ne In the 
: im 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
$19,900 EXC 
CALL CORD 
+ [ ]  _
Qoo. STA.TE. I 
Good starter, 2 bedroom mobile l 
on an 60x120 ft. lot, Set,up for l 
privacy. Frldge' and stove+I + 
Included. Minutes from town~ i
Asking $ ~  
SMALL ACREAGE ~" 
4oblle on,i,75 acres, Many Check out these 2 lots in n quiet Horseehoe~ 1232 eq. ft. end full 
l a res  on the bench. Each Iotle | basement, Has s large 
75'x112' and has city water and I Woi'kdhop and garden shed. 
sewer to the propertyJiCell | Asking $135,000 ML..q. Csll Ted 
Shaunce for more ~lnf0finntlcn. | st 635.5610 evenings or 63S. 
$32,000 esch~ Sxo us re, I 5362 days for more Information. .... 
• | i I 
en0vatlons including wiring, 
plumbing, kitchen cabinets and 
. \ vinyl stdlng. Asking $65,000 
exclusive. Call Hans, ..... . .  
~ li I i  'i;("~+ ,~; i ] i  ' ]'= 
. . . .  : 
~ ' 2 2  
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When as ta t  holiday falls one 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p,rn; 
for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash Visa or 
Mastercard, When phoning in ads. please have your Visa or Mastercard number 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED ~/ORD ADS 
20 words or less 
1 insertion- $5.00 
3 insertions - $12,00 
6 insertlons - $15,00 
*Additional words 15¢ each 
LEGALADVERTiSING - 
$10.36 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$25i53 for 3 inches, includeS 1 photo. 
•/'Additional t $9.51 per inch 
OBITUARIES 
CLASSIFIEDDISPLAYADS : : :  i~ $20.53for3in(:hes 
$9.51 per column inch ~ ' : *,~dditi0nai at $5.51 per inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $520 
For regional coverage place your ad In the Weekend edition of the Skeena 
Marketplace. OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24, Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3, For Rent 14. Boats & Marine O pportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27, Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc, 17, Garage Sales : 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19,: Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9, Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & LiVestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
11 Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
' The Terrace Standard reserves the right Io classify ads under approprtate headings . 
andto set rates therefore ~'nd to determine page location.- , : - - ~ - . .  ' 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertlsersthat Is is against the prov nc a Human 
, Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, maritai status and employment when 
placing "For Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference 
; The Terrace Slandard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
:~ advertisement and to retain anyanswers directed 1o the News Box Reply Service, and 
', to repay the customer the sum 10aid for the advertisement and box rental 
'. Box replies on "Hold"Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received, Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not Io send original documents to arc d Des 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the pub sher w h n 30 
~. days after the first publication. 
It is agreed b~, the advertiser requesting space that the gability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish anadvertlsement as pub shed sha be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one ncorreot nserton for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 




KLEANZA ACREAGE - 
$112,500 MLS 
Room to roam In this 1,500 square foot 
home. Pine tongue and groove walls in 
country kitchen. Sunken family room with 
cozy woodstove, targe master bedroom 
plus 2 more bedm0ms, updated 4 piece 
bath. All of this and more is located in a 
quiet country setling, 
4842 LAZELLE AVE. - 
$86,500 MLS 
Affordable starter home located in the 
Horseshoe. 1,260 square feet includes 
large kitchen with character, 3 good size 
bedrooms, large livingroor~ an~ cozy 
alcove. Investors don'l overlook the R3 
zoning. There is lots of potential in this 
home. 
For more details call 
SUZANNE at 
Re/Max of Terrace 
638-1400 
KENNEY ESTATES 




• 1,284 sq. ftl 
• Full basement 
638-1313 or  635-3653 
21"47 QUEENSWAY 
DRIVE 
$129,900 - MLS 
:? ,  . . . .  
-Large Lot 
-1056 Sq. Ft. 
-Full Basement  
-New Roof 
-Large Sundeck 
-Satel l i te Dish 
-3 & 2 Bedrooms 
-Natural  Gas  Heat 
Call Lisa at 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
638-0371 
l $1$1 , , , , , l , I  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
l l l $ l l l l l l l [ l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
CTI ON 
1. REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE OR TRADE - Ocean view 
home on Vancouver Island. 2 br. up, full 
bedroom suite in basement, Quality built 
home. One hour to Victoria, 1/2 hour to 
Nanaimo and ferry. Will consider trades 
down or acrosswith house with acreage 
or waterfront inBurns Lake area. Value is 
$178,000, 1.245-7884 after 6 pm or Jim 
Hall, RR 4 Ladysmith, BC, V0R 2E0. 
BE IN FOFt NEW YEAR. Large family 
home on 1 acre on southside, n.g, heat & 
hot water, Newly renovated. Must be 
seen, 635-9530, Immediate occupancy. 
$138,000. Will consider offers. 
FOR SALE: LOVELY 6 MO. old home in 
quiet cul-de.sac lose to uplands chool. 
Energy efficient 1720 s,ft., 2 storey with 
large garage and many extra features. 
Phone 635-4672. $187,500 
: 3 -~ 1 BEDROOM HOME IN Thornheights. 
5 yrs old. 2 bathrooms, large family room, 
dishwasher, built-in vac, blinds. N.G. heat. 
$145,000. 638-8090 
2500 SQ.FT HOUSE 1 YR. OLD, 3 
bedroom, 2 baths, rec. room with gas 
fireplace, 2 car garage, blinds, 
appliances, sundeck. 1320 Sunnypoint 
Dr., Smithers. Reduced - $195,000. For 
appt, 847-3605, 662-0732. 
1/2 ACRE LOCATED IN TELKWA. 3 
bedrooms up, 1 down. Municipal sewer; 
18x20 shop, IDle of recent renovations. 
$98,500. 846-9337 
WANTED: FAIRLY NEW HOUSE with 
basement. In Horseshoe •area preferred. 
Others considered, 842-5306. 
5 BEDROOM HOME ON KLEANZA DR. 
Asking $130,000,00. 2.07 acres, 1440 sq. 
ft, plus full finished basement. Recently 
renovated. Owner leaving town, Early 
possession. 638-1492. 
FROM $64,700.00, 5% DOWN 
PAYMENT, Lakeview Condos in Salmon 
Arm, B.C., guaranteed rates: 1 yr, at 
8,25%; 2 yr. at 9.5%; 3 yr, at 9.75%. 






Saturday, Jan 28 
2 p.m.. 4 p.m. 
Ric White in attendance 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
638-0371 
l l l l l l l ] l l l i l l l l l l l l l l l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
l l l l lU l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
~~l l l l , l l l lm, I ,  NETWORK 
Choice Location 
Totally renovated "LIKE NEW" 
Home. Features 4 bedr. 3 Baths, 
Fireplace, Large Rec-roor~, dbl. 
garage, paved drive. 1872 sq. ft, 
plus 1/2 basement. A very lovely 
home in top location and condi- 
tion. ASKING $199,000. 
5340 Mounta in  V is ta  Dr ive  
P r ivate  Sa le  
. ............. : :~.:...:~ ..: ;~:-i l 
Location: ............. Bench Lot Size: ................. 80'x100 . . . . .  
Area: ................... 1050 sq. ft, Basement: .............. Full 
Heat: ................... Natural Gas Schools: ................. Uplands 
Bedrooms: .......... 3 Carport: .................. Yes 
Great family home in prestigious location. Double paved driveway, carport and 
deck. Fenced and landscaped yard with established trees: New carpets and lind 
throughout main floor. 15'x16' living room with open fireplace. Kitchen/dining room 
including fridge/freezer and stove. 3 bedrooms on main floor. Full basement 
including open fireplace. 
Tel: 635-2288 ASKING PRICE: $I35t000 Tel: 635-0911 
Chlmdemash Acreage 
25 km east  o f  Ter race  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ... i:: " :%, :, ..;~...(: . . . . . . . . . . .  :"i: . . . .  ~" " " 
:~ii. " ................ ~i,:~:::;!:~. 'i '~ : :  ' ~~ :~ . . . . .  i.., 
4,600 square foot rancher only 15 months old, 
Lots of potential for the purchaser to enjoy river frontage 
(500'), mountain views and easy highway access, 4,92 
acres. 
For an appo intment  to v iew call 
OLGA POWER at 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 638-14OO 
635-3833 (evenings) 
This 4 bedroom home's list price includes all the furniture - 
Just move in and enjoy. 
SPECTACULAR SCENERY $495,000 MLS. 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
WE WORK TOGETHER FOR YOU] 





Modern family home on 4800 block 
of Straume Avenue-Th is  home 
features 4 bedrooms and 2 baths, 
New carpeting in livingroom, large 
country kitchen featuring new 
arborite, ceramic back splash, new 
lind and ample cupboards, Two 
natural gas fireplaces, bright and 
spacious family room, newer roof 
single carport ,  fenced and 
landscaped. Once you see it, you'll 
want to own it. 
$134,900 MLS 
1,700 square feet on the main floor, 
full unfinished basement and a loft. 
WANTED - a handy person with a 
large family. This 2 1/2 year old 
home has great potential. Main floor 
has 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, 
OWNER SAYS SELL end will 
consider a trade, 
D 
1, REAL ESTATE 1, REAL ESTATE 
CLUCULZ LK., .5g ACRES, waterfront, 1212 SQUARE FOOT BUNGALOW on 
new cabin, power, southern exposure. 60'185 ff lot. Home is completely 
Evergreen trees, boat, motor, trailer, renovated throughout wilh 3 arge 
$34,500, Financing available. 690.8218. bedrooms and 1 ~athr0om. Built-in 
Excellent fishingl dishwasher and microwave, Double 
4,68 ACRES ON BENCH ACROSS river 
form Silverking,views Kidd Flats, Bulkley 
River, Hudson Bay, All services, 
excellent, unlimited supply pressurized 
water. $85,000 obo, 847-8855 
INTERESTED IN TRADING house with 
acreage & timber in Vanderhoof area for 
homestead in Terrace area. 567-9769 
2 NEW YEAR OLD IN NEW 
SUBDIVISION 
On bench, 3 bedroom, 1,584 sq. [1. 
ranch, double garage, ensuite, iaccuz- 
zi tub, built-in vacuum, gas fireplace, 
paved driveway. $179,000. 
Coxford Construction Ltd, 
635-3653. 
OF  TERRACE 
638-1  400  
ACREAGE 
158 acre at ~( f~)d  of Lakelse Lake. 
$79,900 MLgJ. v 
61 acres on Highway 37 near Lakelse 
Lake. Possible commercial zoning $99,000 
~LS. 
16 acres for $10,000 and 48 acres for 
$15200 north of Alice Arm on Kitsault 
Ri~,er. MLS. 
20 acres near Alyansh, close to the Nass 
River $10200 MLS 
lS 9 acre"~P '~ EO . ~ Fl~ts with potential 
for subdMsion. ~"~--- I LS .  
Call Diana & Erika 
Re/Max of Terrace 
638-1400 
".Dedicated to Your Success" 
$159,900 MLS 
Looking for a desirable ne=ghbourhood? Do 
you desire a kitchen Ihat has an abundance 
of oak cabinets, garbuerator, Maytag dish- 
washer, parquet llooring plus a breakfast 
bar? Would you enjoy a view of the moun- 
tains, or relaxing by the fire in your living- 
room? Do you need 4 bedrooms, 2 baths 
and large family room plus lots of storage? 
Is a welt groomed and fenced yard 
important? 
Then check out: 
3902 Westview Drive 
For an appointment to view this 
warm and inviting home, call: 
JOHN EVANS or 






Prices in effect until January 31/95 
Completion ot required 
until Spring of '95 
Lot #1 $34,863 
Lot #2 SOL[~34,863 
Lot #4 $43,461 
Lot #5 $40,596 
Lot #9 $37,252 
Lot #10 $37,252 
Lot #11 SO.L~7,252 
Lot #13 $37,252 
Lot #15 $56,356 
Lot #16 $71,640 
Lot #18 $75,460 
Lot #22 $34,387 
Lot /~CEPTED ~ 8 7  
I 
Call 
Erika & Diana 
635.4773 635.6236 
"Dedicated to Your Success" 
paved driveway with carport. Detached 
Garage, 16x25 ft, Utility shed, 8x10 ft, 
Drive by 4834 Graham Ave. $137,500. 
638-8492 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
LAST OF THE 94'S at Bouldenvocd 
MHP, 14'x68', fully set up, ready for 
occupaqcy, vendor will carry o.a.c, Call 
Gordon. 638-1182 or Mary to view 638- 
0800, 
1980 14X70 EXPANDO. 2 ADDITIONS, 3 
bdrms, 4 pc bath, fireplace: Spacious 
living room, Island in Kitchen, dishwasher, 
fridge, stove included, k, lust be seen. 
Asking $45,000. 635-9040 
1982 14X70 3 BEDROOM, shingled roof, 
wood siding, $26,500, 1973 14x70 3 
bedroom, F/S, $16,500. Free delivery. 
Call 1-306-694-6282, 
i 
3. FOR RENT 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Quiet. clean, 
security entrance. On site management. 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
638-7725. References required, . 
RETAIL AND OFFICE SPACE available 
at the Houston Mall. Reasonable rates. 
For information call: 1-604-635-6316 
N/S CLEAN 2BDM, 2 BATH condo with f 
& s, dishwasher, fireplace,: security 
entrance. Sorry no pets, Security deposit 
+ references required. $725 month. 
' Available Jan. 1. After 4:30 635-4640, 
LARGE FURNISHED ROOM, Full 
facilities and utilities, For responsible 
adult or student. 6 km or 5 min from 
Terrace. 635-3772 
FOR RENT OR LEASE: Two offices, 2nd 
floor at 4610 Greig Ave. (across from 
Terrace Co-op). Ph. 635-5531 
SHARED ACCOMODATION + 1 BDRM in 
house $300 ruth including Utilities. 635- 
6169 or 635-1236 
ROOMMATE WANTED. 8300 MTH 
References required. 638-7610 
2 BEDROOM SUITE, CLOSE to school & 
hospital, suitable for quiet working couple 
or single parent. No pets. non smokers. 
For more into. please call 635-3208 after 
6 pm. 
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX. 2 bediooms, all, 
appliances full basement laige backyard 
Horseshoe area - quiet. No smokingl no 
pets. References required, $950 ruth: 
635-9544 - available Feb. 1. 
CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMMATE to share 
2 bdrm condo. Fireplace, dishwasher, 
cable, close to downtown. $400 mth, 
utilities included. Jeff 635-0849 leave 
message. References required.- 
ROOM FOR RENT with kitchen facilities, 
635-2258 
CLEAN N/S STUDENT OR working f/m 
to share 2 bdrm parUy furnished suite 
near hospital. $325 includes hydro and 
cable. 635-1288 (work)" Tracey or 635- 
1413 evenings, 
TWO BED. BASEMENT SUITE inc. gas, 
hydro, stove, triage, wash & dryer, no 
pets, non smokers. Ref. required, $700 
per month. 638-0303 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE for 
rent. Fridge & stove included. No pets, 
non smokers. References required. 638. 
1967 
3 BDRM. NEW DUPLEX IN Terrace. 
$800 ruth. no pets. References required. 
Damage deposit, Available Feb. 1/96, 
Utilities not included. 632-4406 Kitimat. 
FOR RENT 
Centrally located in attractive building. 
Warehouse or Retail space 
in Thornhill 1,080 sq,ft. 
Reasonable rent Available Feb. 1st 
849-5080 
Summit Square 
Apar tments  
1 & 2 Bedrbom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
Racquetball Courls 







Limited Time Offer/ 
Our 'Guests' will receive: 
• Mature Adult Oriented Aparlment 
Living 
,Free Cable "I"V (Inst, incl,) 
• Free Heat, Hot Water & Heated 
Stcrage 
,Applt~,nces & New Venetian Blinds 
(incl. coin laundry facilities on 
premises), 
,References required. 
FOR APPOINTMENT TO,VIEW 
632,2822 
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3. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: 2 BDRM BSMT. SUITE, 
close to school & downtown. $725 per 
too. inc. util & cable, washer & dryer, 
fridge & stove. Must have referencesl 
Phone 635-6214 after 6 pro. 
FURNISHED ROOM WITH kitchen 
facilities. Avail. immed. 635-2258 
DELUXE 2 BDRM SUITE, Laundry 
facilities included. $800 ruth. 635-6795, 
Available Feb. 1/95. 
ROOM FOR RENT FOR A Working 
person with full facilities, 638-8293. 
2 BEDROOM & DEN CONDOMINIUM. 
Security entrance, dishwasher, fireplace, 
laundry facilities. References required, No 
pets. Available Feb. 1/95, 635-5893. 
ROOI~ AVAILABLE - Access to full 
facilities. Convenient Iocalion, 635-7113. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY small 2 
bedroom house. Close to downtown, non- 
smokers. Pet okay. 4 appliances. Written 
reply to File //3, 4647 Lazelle Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION IN 
HOUSE. One room available. Bench 
area, Call 635-1236 or 635-6169. 
IMMACULATELY CLEAN 2 BDRM & 
storage room mobile in SunnyHill Trailer 
Court. 4 appliances, available 
immediately to non-smokers. $610 ruth. 
635-2126 
2 BDRM DOUBLE WIDE IN Adult Park. 4 
appliances. No pets. References required. 
$550 ruth plus damage deposit. 635-7411 
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE 
suitable for a single person. Utilities 
included in rent of $450 month. No pets. 
Please call after 6 pm. 635-2806 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
NO. 1 SINGLES LINE. HUNDREDS of 
guys/gals n your area. 1-900-451-3560 
ext. 1285, $2.99 per rain. Must be 18 yrs, 
Pro call Ltd, (602) 954-7420. 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
BIRCH FLOORING. TONGUE and 
groove 4 sides. 3/4 in. thick, 12 in. and 
longer. Rustic grade $3,10 per sq. ft, 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq. ft. Francois 
Lake Woodworking. 1-695-6616. 
PRE-FABRICATED WOOD constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops, 
Joeyshacks, etc. Phone • Dirk Bakker, 
638-1768 after 6 prn. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Guitar Shop, 
632-4102. Call today. Fax 639-9879 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale. Trades 
welcome. Now dealing in Ovation and 
Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 632-4102 
Call today. Fax 639-9879. 
FOR SALE - PLANT STAND/tv stand, 
Sturdy const. $50 obo. 635.4238 
FOR SALE - ONE TWIN bed with frame. 
$150 obo. Phone 635-4238, 
PIONJAR - BERGMAN • BORR Jack 
hammer, Wanted to buy model BRH 50 or 
120 for parts. 846-5683 
FREE! FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, roses• 
and perennial catalogue, Quality plants, 
reasonably priced. We ship anywhere in 
Canada, Boughen Nurseries, Valley 
River, MB, R0L 280, Phone (204) 638- 
7618.. 
BROWNING STAINLESS STALKER, 
.375 H + H open sights and Leupold Vari- 
X III scope, Leupold mounts & rings new, 
$1200. Phone 638-1035 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
SEASONED FIREWOOD FOR sale. 
Birch, Hemlock, Pine delivered to Kitimat, 
Terrace, and Pr. Rupert, 638.0605 
9 LOADERS. BUCKET OR GRAPPLE 6 
excavators, all sizes, 8 backhoes, 4x4 
and 2x4 single axle dumps, Single axle 
water trucks. 6 motor homes, 21 ton tilt 
trailers, new and used, 8 compactors, 5 
service trucks, Tandem Axle water tanker. 
3 Tandem belly dumps. Gravel pups. 6 
Lowbeds. Call Vic, 604-493-6791, 
COUCH AND LOVESEAT G.C, Neutral 
colours. $450 obo, 638-1956 
FOR SALE: ONE TRAP line at reduced 
price. Ph. 638-0020. Serious inquiries 
only, 
YAMAHA PIANO 12 YEARS OLD, one 
owner, who is piano tuner, very good 
condition, includes humidifier and first two 
tuning. Asking $4,000,; 635-3788. 
BELL PIANO FOR SALE $1600. Evening 
635-2274. 
THREE TIERED N DOOR lloral lights, 
Never used $300. Ph. 635-7843 
LARGE STOCK OF NEW APPLIANCE 
PARTS for sale. laundry, range, etc. 1/2 
price of wholesale cost. For sale as whole 
lot only. 635-5549 for informalion. 
WIN AN ORIGINAL PAINTING of your cat 
by renowned folk-artist John Simpkins, No 
purchase or entry required. Contact 
Process 4 Gallery at 1-604-692-3434 for 
entry form. 
AVOID ILLEGAL TAXES! Original Hart 
System shows how legallyl 46 years in 
operation. 2 book set. For more 
information call or write (204) 837-2138, 
Aasland, 10 Thackery, Winnipeg, R3K 
0H1. 
STORE FIXTURES, DISPLAY cases, 
clothing rackl shelving, glass cubicals and 
framing supplies, (training conditional) 
627-1039 Pr. Rupert, Mon.- Sun., 7:00 - 
10:00 pm. 
HAND-INLAID WOODEN "DUTAR", two- 
stringed guitar - like instrument from 
nodhern China. Will take offersl Call to 
view this special art piecel 635-6248 
FOR SALE: ONE SINGLE BED with 
frame. $150 obo. Phone 635-4238. 
6. WANTED MISC. 
WANTED MOUNTAIN GOAT and sheep 
capes. Life size skins, antlers, either sets 
or sheds. Wolverine, wolf, and Linx skins 
and skulls. 847-3188 
=l i 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
'88 TOYOTA CAMRY 4×4 5 SPEED, 100 
K, power windows, locks, cruise, new 
tires, $10,300. '90 Ford F350 crewcab 
4x4 460 auto, $15,300. 635-9121 
1984 FORD CROWN VICTORIA 
8tationwagon, dual fuel, propane 
gasoline. Asking $2800 OBOI Ph. 635- 
4944 after 5 or 635-9158. 
1989 NISSAN MICRA, 4 DR,, 
AUTOMATIC transmission, .sunroof, 
am/fm cassette, white, .e/c, reasonable 
mileagel asking $3900 obo. 638-7269 
1988 FORD MUSTANG 2.3 LITRE, a/c, 
cruise. $4000. 638-1822 
1987 HYUNDAI PCNYCX 1600 4 door, 5 
speed, excellent condition, Very low krns., 
am/fro stereo cassette, $2800. 635-1549 
1991 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM V6 AUTO, 
air, tilt, am/fm cassette. Excellent 
condition. $8500 obo. 696-3384 Topley; 
FOR SALE: 1994 PONTIAC Sunlo]rd, 
$10,000 obo. 635-2658 
BAILIFF SALE 
1990 Ford F150 pickup 4x4, extended cab, good condition. 
Standard 5-speed transmission, 220,000 km. 
For an appointment o view, call 635-7649. All sales are on 
a "as is-where is" basis, no warranties or guarantees are 
implied or given. 
R. Smith 
CTION D 
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8. CARS FOR SALE 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL. 50,000 
ORIGINAL miles. Good running condition. 
Selling $2500. Call 567-9813 Vanderhoof 
1979 PONTIAC LEMANS, FOR PARTS, 
Good motor, body rusted. $200, Call 638. 
1363. 
1991 OLDS CALAIS 4 DOOR, auto, 
am/fm cassette. Only 56,000 kin's. New 
tires, perfect family car, $7895. 638-8171 
dlr# 9662. 
1991 HONDA CIVIC CX HATCH-BACK 
5 speed, Only 66,000km's. $8495. 638. 
8171 dlr# 9662. 
1986 BUICK F~IVlERA, LEATHER. 
cassette, auto, power seats, locks & 
windows. $4495. 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 PONTIAC SUNBIRD SE, Cruise 
control, auto, am/fm cassette. $5495, 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1992 FORD RANGER s/b with new winter 
tires. One owner, 43,000 kin. Lots of 
extras. Still on warranty, $11,000.00, 
OBO. Call evenings, 635-0905. 
DUE TO MODIFYING OUR operation we 
are selling our single axle cab over 
machinery truck. 1980 Magierus 6 cyl, 
Fiat diesel, 10 spd, Air, good rubber, 24' 
deck plus beaver tail, hydraulic winch, Hi. 
Ab, 2 underslung storage boxes, 2 fuel 
tanks. Lots of new & used spare parts 
incl. Complete ngtne, pump, trans,, rear 
end dif,, drive line, etc. Asking $18,500, 
S.I.T. New & used, Smithers, B,O., 847. 
2519. Closed Sundays and Mondays. 
1985 F350, DUALS, STEEL AND 
aluminum 10' flatdeck, 460 standard, 
good condition. Without Nautral gas 
conversion $5900. 846-5505 
, . . ',I "! 
t l  LI " LI . 
I lit 
If you are rel iable and want  to earn  some ext ra  cash  in 
your  spare  t ime,  then we have  an exce l lent  oppor tun i ty  for 
you.  If you or someone you know i s ~  .. : 
in terested in becoming  a Daper  ~ . i :': 
car r ier  g ive us a call ItL.~ ~ " (:~: ~1 
todayl 2 ~ / F .  "_,~- _~ " ': ::- i 
r'~ CARRIERS ARE " 
" ~  J lWt r . NEEDED FOR, :  
. .  ('~=~ (  ~ , THESE AREAS:  
( ~  Kofoed/Dejardines 
~ , .~  [ Keith/Haugland 
• I! i 
I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 6 3 8  7 2 8 3  
Deal On A Business Level 
I am specifically trained to serve the Business 
Community. If you need one car or a whole 
fleet I can find the vehicles to suit, your needs. 
Norm Flann 
. . . .  phone 635"4941 Co,,m,,c~, & Fleet 
1-.800-8MCEWAN (1.800.862.3921 Mar age r 
I [- COHHERCIAL IMcEwan 
I r • ,~, " T R " I s,.,s,a~,v,c~ Terrace i i I 
i.p :IF .H :11 ~IJLWI~.JJ~ ~ j~~i~l r~~' -a~ :.-~ Hwy, 16West ~ i  ~rl Terrace ! " YOUR B,C. DKA.LE  
FOI  ATION 
LIABLE AS T I lE  CARS THEY SELL ' : .  
This Foundation Is committed to f inancia l ly  supporting : .... 
community recreation projects and programs including the  ;:,; 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P,O, Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6,  
The Rick and Paul  King foundation is a registered non-profit' 
society and has,applied for registration as  a charity,with 
Revenue Canada,  
I ! 
B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 25, 1995,  
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9.!TRUCKS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 1961 FORD 4x4 with lift kit, 
35 Inch tires, Good shape, good running 
condition, $3500 obo, Phone 638.7203, 
1993 LUMINAAPV. 7 PASSENGER van, 
Fully loaded Anti-lock brake system, 
57,000 kms, $18,500 obo. Call Randy 
845.2143, 
LOST: MAN'S BALCK VARNET 
prescription sunglasses with case. 
Outside of Tim Hortons - Mohawk area on 
Sat, Jan, 7/94. Reward offered. 636-1127 
1987 F-150 XLT LARIAT 4X4. $6995. 
838.8171 dlr# 9662. 
1989 CHEVY 3/4 TON 4X4, 5 SPEED, V- 
8, $11,995. 638-8171 dlr# 9662, 
1991 F-250 XL 4X4, 5 SPEED, V-8, 
$11 995. 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1988 CHEVY 1/2 TON. AUTO, new tires, 
brakes, exhaust. Only $6995, 638-8171 
dlr# 9662 
1980 CHEVY 3/4 TON PICK-UP, Auto, 
rebuilt 350 V.8, only $2500. 638-8171 dlr# 
9662 
1993 MAZDA B2200 EXTENDED CAB, 
pickup, auto, cassette, Only 20,000 km's. 
$12,995. 638.8171 dlr# 9662. 
1987 GMC SUBURBAN, 170,000 
highway kin., g.c. Seats 8, great for 
family travel. Asking $9500. 635-8442 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1973 26' TRAVEL TRAILER TANDEM 
axle. Fully self contained. Will make a 
good camp trailer, $4800. 635-9180 
1980 GMC BUS. MIDSlZE, camperized, 
366 industrial motor, good condition, 
mechanically sound. 30,000 miles. $6000. 
847-3998 
WANTED: . TRAVEL TRAILER with 
working stove and heater, Handyman 
fixer Okayl 638-8703 
12, MOTORCYCLES 
HARLEY DAVIDSON FOR SALE: 1992 
XLH Sporster Hugger. Comes with 
Mikuni, Super-trapp, and Andrews gears. 
Plus extras. Phone 632-6279, Jeff. 
13, SNOWMOBILES 
1991 550 EXT SPECIAL E.C Fox 
shocks, ski skins, $4400 obo. 635-9180 
1989 530 C.C, ARCTIC CAT EL TIGER 
Long paddled track, g.c., $3600 obo. 
Ken's Marine, 635.2909 
~1994 SKIDOO GRAND TOURING SE 
670 Rotax, 325 kin. Electric start, reverse, 
Excellent family roaching. $7900. 847- 
3060 days, 847-2212 evenings. Smithers. 
93' WILDCAT MOUNTAINCAT 700 E.F.I. 
Brand new 2" paddle track, Elcomb 
Aluminum skis. Showroom condition. 
Comes with cover & picked racing track. 
$7000, No joy riders, Serious enquiries 
only. Call 846-7289 after 5:00 pm. 
1993 900 THUNDER-CAT, 1000 MILES, 
skins, good shape, good for one who likes 
speed, 847-9835. $6500. 
'87 SKI-DOe STRATA, 500 cc, warmers, 
skins, Daddies, Ex. family machine $2500 
obo. 635-9238 
15. MACHINERY 
1978 LW KENWORTH 3408 CAT engine 
RTO 12513 tran 44 Rockwell rear ends 
with 1976 peerless trailer. All exc. cond 
842-6530 evenings only, 
15. MACHINERY 
VAN TRAILERS 5X8 SINGLE axle, also 
triple axle 5-wheel Iandem flat deck. 847- 
3000 
4808 TIMBERJACK LINE SKIDDER 5000 
hrs. with job in Hazelton area. Contacl 
Steve at 842.5395 after 6 p,m. 
D.7-E CAT FOR SALE or hire, c/w blade, 
winch, and fairlead. Leave message at 1. 
845-7308. 
393 N.H, TUBGRINDER, EXCELLENT 
condition. Has always been stored inside. 
Asking $10,000, Call 1-845-7193 or 1- 
690-7226. 
1980 JD 510 BACKHOE, EXTENDED 
hoe, replaced transmission, $17,000 obo. 
GMC 6500 fuel/water truck, 10 spd 
Roadranger R.A, 34,000 Ibs, c/w 4. 500 
gal tanks, S3500. Int. 4T farm truck, 2 
excavator attachments, wrist.a-twist, fits 
200 size. 1980 Chev 1/2 T, 4x4 $4800 
obo. Willis Jeep - offers, 1-604-692-3423 
or 692-7292. 
1988 668F CLARK LINE SKIDDER, front 
wheel chains, 2700 hours, original tires 
65%. Like new, 636-9027,. 
16, FPRM PRODUCE 
HAY, ALFALFA, ALFALFA- BROME, 
Timothy square bales. Cummins Ranch 
Hwy 16 west, South Hazelton. Hauling 
available. 842-5316. 
HAY FOR SALE. Large round bales 
approx. 1500 Ibs. Alphalfa grass $66, 
Clover grass $55 (no rain), Buy now and 
save. 690.7431 
HAY FOIq SALE. Good quality. No rain, 
$3,50 per bale. Delivery available. 635- 
3380 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
ATTENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confidential, 
professional bookkeeping service, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592, 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES. Backhoe, 
earth auger, angle broom, snow removal, 
angle blade concrete breaker, pallet forks, 
t~'acks, 5 ton dump. •638-8638. Mobile 
636-3808. 
SNOWCLEARING. HAVE YOUR 
driveway or parking area cleared by a 
Bobcat or truck with blade. For more 
information phone 635-1238. 
LADIES: IF YOU WANT that one of a kind 
dress or outfit, phone a professional 
seamstress. Call Angle 638-7966. 
Guaranteed. 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE SERVICE, 
resumes, typing, Call C.J. Secretarial, 
636-8006, 
Skeena Driving School 
' ~imat, Terrace& 
Prince Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Northwest 
Over30 Years" 
Professional Driving Instructors 
v' Gift Certificates Available 
v' Vehicles Available for Road Test 
V' Winter Driving Instruction Available 
For aPDointment call 
Terrace 635-7532 
1-800-665-7998 
21. HELP WANTED 
Subway is now accepting applications for 
PART-TIME POSITIONS 
Personal resumes will be accepted between 
9 am - 11 am and 2 pm - 4:30 pm each day. 
Mature responses welcome. 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
i, as !ox B I) cot NciI  
COMP. _5, SITE K, R,R, #1, HAZELTON, B,C. VIIJ IYO 




Location: Kispiox Band Office 
Qualifications 
. Must have experience in accounting or have a diploma in accounting 
from a College or Institution of be a 3rd level student in a professional 
accounting program 
. Must be able to work independently under the supervision of the Band 
Administrator. 
. Must be experienced with computer accounting. Programs in use include 
Ace Pac- General Ledger, Payroll, Accounts Payable and Lotus 123. 
° Must be able to complete monthly financial statements, bi-weekly payroll, 
monthly accounts payable, monthly bank reconciliations and other 
related duties, 
, This is a 40 hour per week contract for 1 year, 
Please submit resumes by I=ebruarv 3, 1995 at 4:00 Dm to the 
attention of Llnda Peterson at the following address', 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
COME 25, SITE K, R,R,//1 
HAZELTON, B.C,, VOJ 1Y0 
KALUM TIRE SERVICES LTD 
is now accepting resumes for full t ime 
Office Management 
APPLICANTS MUST: 
- Enjoy working with the Public 
- Have flexibility to work some Saturdays 
Must be computer literate with respect to Accts. 
Payable/Rec. and Bank Deposits 
Previous knowledge of the automotive industry 
is a definite asset. 
Resumes may bedropped off or sent to: 
Kalum -13re Services Ltd. 
4808 Hwy. 16 
Terrace, B.C 
V8G 1 L6 
D .41 | IN  ~ ' l ' /~ l  All 
W' lkU EEEE I~- - l i  • I rK  U 
SI',c'E 195:; 
TRANSPORTAT ION 
- -SYSTEMS LTD~- 
Bandst ra  Transportation System's, Terrace, B.C. 
Is seeking an experienced furniture mover. 
We are looking to hire on a full time basis a driver with the following 
qualifications: 
. Valid Class I license, clean drivers abstract, minimum 2 years highway 
driving experience moving household effects. Fully knowledgeable in all 
aspects of household relocation. Able to be away from home for extended 
period's of time. Home base would be Terrace. 
We are members of a union and offer an excellent benefit package. 
Please forward resume, copy of drivers license and abstract to the 
attention of: 
Mr. SId Bandstra or Mr. Joe Clarke 
3111 Blakeburn Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3J1 
Tel. (604) 635-2728 




Lomak Transport Corp. has an opening at its 
Terrace maintenance facility. 
Applicant must have a valid Commercial 
Transport or Heavy Duty Mechanic's Ticket and a 
Commercial Vehicle Inspection Certificate for air 
brake vehicles. Preference given to applicants 
with experience in steel and aluminum welding. 
Resume may be dropped off at: 
3550 Hwy. 16 E, Terrace, B.C. 
: Or Fax 638-8955 Phone 638-1000 
Attention Maintenance Manager 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see i f  we may be of 
ass is tance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
P, INTERCONNECT 205-4650 Lazelle Ave.. Terrace. B.C. VeG 1SE 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Repap Enterprises, Our operations include a woodlands and 
sawmill operation in and Terrace, B.C. and a two-line, 1,400 
tonne per day kraft pulpmill in Prince Rupert, B.C, 
We currently have an opportunity at our woodlands operation 
for an: 
Area  P lanner -  Wood lands  
To qualify, you will boa results-oriented team player with 3 to 
5 years' layout anO/or forestry planning experience and 
membership, or eligibility for registration, with the Associ- ,=11 
atlon of B,C. Professional For.esters. '11 
Responsibllitlesincludethe supervision of consulting layout ' 
crews on cutblock location, road engineering, cuttin q 
permit applications, procurement of approvals and 
stumpage appraisals for an annual volume of 
approximately 350,000 m3 and 50 km of new road 
construction, I iq  
The successful candidate will be located in Terrace, 
B,C, agrowlng communitythat offers excellent educa- 
lional and medical facilities, as wel as super or 
recreational opportunities, ql 
Skesna Cellulose Inc. offers a competitive salary _ ;  
with an excellent benefits plan and the opportunity 
for career development and advancement within 
the Repap organization. .~  
For confidential consideration, send your resume 
by January 31, 1995 to: ,~lB~ 
~ Mr'A'MacD°nald 1 
Forestry Manager 
4900 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, 
V6G; 5L8 ,~I 
Fax: (604) 635-579E '., 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
LADLES: IF YOU ARE unsatisfied with a 
standard fit in a garment, have something 
custom made to your figure type, Bridal 
formal evening professional, casual. For 
appt. call 638.7966. 
I WILL ORGANIZE your photos into 
albums. 638-0318 
i 
19. LOST & FOUND 
LOST: MAN'S FILA WATCH at Mt. Layton 
Hotsprings, 3 pm Sun. Jan, 8/95. Reward 
offered. 635-1127 after 4 pm. 
MISSING 1983 (APPROX,)"FARM SAW" 
recent bar and chain. Reward. 635-8940 
FOUND 3-4 MTH OLD puppy, Lab cross, 
no collar. Birch Ave. area. 638.8006 after 
4:30 pro. 
J 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
DOG AND PET GROOMING, 635-3772 
TWO PUREBRED BOSTON TERRIERS. 
Female - show stock, Ready to go Jan 
30/95, Restrictions apply, 638-8430 
REG, CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER 
puppes. Parents O.F.A'd hunting stock 
background. Sire C.K.C. Champion. 
Approved homes only, 847-3485 
evenings, 
9 YR. OLD 1/2 ARABIAN GELDING, 14.3 
hh, quiet, gentle, no vices $1800. 1-694- 
3376 
TWO SIAMESE KITTENS born in Aug.94. 
Friendly and gorgeous. $75 each 1-692- 
3722 Burns Lake. 
REGISTERED MINIATURE STUD COLT; 
19 months old; dun-flaxen mane & tail; 
$1000 obo. Draft horse nylon driving 
harness-adustable leather collar. Like 
new, $500. One 14 black saddle; $200; 
two inch tan brown saddles $600; rear 
cinche one homemade cedar cart single 
$250; phone: 845-7739 after 6 pro. 
CKC REGISTERED LAB puppies for sale. 
For more informatior~, 635-3265, 
BABY LOVEBIRDS - $25 AND UP. Male 
red factor canaries -$55 each. Purebred 
Rottwoiler pups, German bloodlines, 
ready the end of January. Serious 
inquiries only- approved homes. Phone 
daytime 9:00-5:00. 635-6770 ask for 
Jeanelte. Evenings after 5:30, 638-1246, 
FOR SALE: CKC registered Dalmatian 
puppy, t0 .months old, has been 
neutered. Excellent health, all 
vaccinations to date. Ear tattoo, some 
training. Lovable, good natured, and 
smart, Must go to a good farm home with 
children. $650 firm. Serious inquiries with 
good lovable home onlyl Call 567.9846 
eves for interview after 7:00 pro. 
Vanderhoof. 
12 BRED CHAROLAIS/SIMMENTAL 
cows, calve Feb. & March. Top quality 
cows selling at $1300 each. Call 567- 
9813 Vanderhoof. 
WE SELL HORSE AND livestock trailers. 
New 16'x6, $4475. 2 - Horse, $4775, 
Gooseneck 16'x6'8', $6675. Nothing 
down, no payments for 1 year. We 
deliver. Uomar Farms. 1-403-672-6807 
PUREBRED SCOTISH TERRIER for 
sale. Female, 2 mths old, $600. One left. 
624-4475 
REG. POLLED HEREFORDS, Bulls and 
bred Hereford Heifers, for fall 1995. 
Commercial & Reg. Contact Lone Fir 
Ranch, Fort Fraser, 604-690-7527. 
21. HELP WANTED 
EARN UP TO $20/HR if you are a 
certified mechanic with your own tools. 
Must be able to work on most makes and 
models, Alignment, exhaust and brake 
work expenence a must. Submit resume 
to Kitimat Husky Service, 884 Lahakas 
Blvd., Kitimat, V8C 2H9, 632-5559 
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION SEEKS 
self-motivated individual for short-term, 
part-time employment. Send resume to 
File #10, c/o The Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazelle Ave. Terrace, BC, VBG 1S8. 
HAIR STYLIST WANTED, Min. 3 years 
experience full or part time. Send resume 
to Fourth Ave, Hair Design and Boutique, 
Box 3100, Srnithers, BC, V0J 2N0 or call 
Laurie 847-3182. 
PHONE TODAY, START TOMORROW, 
Looking for neat, self starting people who 
like dealing with the public. Commission 
c, salary. 635.2165 
START YOUR OWN 
BUSINESS 
on the right foot. 
No charge to set-up. 
FREE: Tote, samples & brochures 
Join AVON 
Limited offer 
Jan. 23 -27 inclusive. 
Call 635-9138 
• ; ;:Xxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzx: 
Look ing  for 
Chi ld  Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program can he!p you make 
the right choice for your chi:d. 
For information on choos!ng 
care and available options, call 
Coco at 638-1113. 
A flee service provided by the Tdrreco 
Women's Resource Centre and funded 
by!he Ministry of Womefl~ Equ~dity. 
;x_x.xx_.Rxx~ Xxx~xxx~:xx: 
lUl 
21, HELP WANTED 
ENJOY PARENTING? HOW ABOUT 
being a Foster Parent? Ministry of Social 
Services. 
SEEKING QUALIFIED PEOPLE to 
expand established travel company, Any 
area. Excellent earnings. No exp. 
necessary. Large market. Repy to File 
#22, c/o The Terrace StandarD, 4647 
Lazelle Ave. r Terrace, B,C., V8G 1S8. 
WANT TO WORK? Full time or part time 
positions available with electrolux 
Canada. Phone 635-3066 
ARMSTRONG & ASSOCIATES 
CONSULTING Foresters Ltd., located in 
the beautiful resort community of 
Invermere, B.C, have job openings for 
t~o dependable, self motivated Forest 
Resource Technicians. Applicants must 
be certified silviculture surveyors. 
Preference to applicants with recent 
surveying experience, Wages based on 
experience and abilities, Starting date 
April 10, 1995. Please submit detailed 
resume with references to D. Armstrong, 
Armstrong & Associates, Box 2217, 
Invermere, BC, V0A 1K0. 
TRANS CANADA CREDIT has an 
immediate opening for manager trainee. 
Candidates hould be career minded and 
enjoy meeting people. You must~be 
transferabl =. have a class 5 drivers 
license and grade 12. Preference given tO 
business diploma holders, We offer on the 
iob training, an excellent benefit package 
and good working environment. If you are 
the person for us, please drop off or send 
your resume to: Attn: Darren M. Smith, 
Manager Trans Canada Credit, 4548 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. 
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO earn a great 
income! Tolsec Canada Inc. has an 
immediate opening for a Telemarketer, 
The successful applicant must have a 
proven track record a definite team 
~layer with excellent people skills Some 
travelling may be necessary, vehicles and 
expenses reimbursed, Please send your 
resume and a handwritten cover letter to 
k,'lr Ed Graydon, 3238 Kalum St., 
Terrace, 8C, V8G 2N4 or fax to 638- 
0210, 
C0-ORDINATION FOR AN ADULT DAY 
CENTRE. Health or Social Worker type 
background preferred. The successful 
applicant would also work on the initial 
selup, Closing date Feb. 3rd. Send 
resume to: Terrace Home Support 
Services, 1-3215 Eby St., V8G 2X6, 635- 
5135, 
ON CALL WORKER FOR THE QUICK 
RESPONSE PROGRAM Must have a 
Health care background and a wide range 
of available hours, A combination of co- 
ordination and field work involved. For 
information call 635-5135. Closing date 
Feb. 3. Resume to Terrace Home Support 
Services, 1-3215 Eby St. V8G 2X6. 
DISCOVERY TOYS EXPANDING!! 
Clothing and personal care products 
Vlarch 1st. Award winning software now! 
Top-rated toys, games, books, Managers 
and PT sellers required immediately. 
Excellent commission and bonuses. 
Flexible hours. Free kit option. Winter sale 
unlil Feb. 28. Margo Groue Manager 
(604) 727-9800. 
MEDIUM SIZED HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
repair company requires heavy duty 
mechanics for general repair as well as 
engine overhaul. Applicants hould have 
journeyman heavy duty mechanic 
cetificate, Preference will be given to 
applicants with Caterpillar repair 
experience, Positions available for diesel 
engine repair in Prince George. All 
applicants confidential, 
LOVING & RELIABLE BABYSITTER 
reouired for our 2 young children. Monday 
- Friday, 8:00 am. 4:30 pro. References 
required. 638-8492 
SEEKING A LOVING CAREGIVER for 2 
mo, and 32 mo. old children on part-time 
basis (may be full time) to start possibly in 
February, Will consider daycare, 
babysitter or in my home care, Call 635- 
1814 (Margret), 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: OFF 
highway logging trucks, top rates, short 
haul. Call 564-9321 days or 564-4378 
eves, 
m iii 
23, WORK WANTED 
i 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience, General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) 
635-4200 Gary, 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. Yes it's 
1995 already, time to have those 
renovations done that you keep putting 
off, Bathrooms, basements, ceramic tile, 
you name it, Please call Lonny 638-0017, 
ARE YOU SEEKING SOMEONE 
RELIABLE to provide quality cleaning for 
your home or small office, 638-8285, 
CARING MOM WILL BABYSIT one 
. preschool aged child weekdays. 635.1391 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY home. Copperside 




PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia, Student 
enquiries welcome, Call 635.3646, 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons~ Fact or 
Fiction, Shadow or Reality, Phone 847, 
5758 for recorded message, 
/ 
i ill 
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24. NOTICES 
HEALING CENTRE 
Open Channell readings include aura, body 
alignment, past, present, future, spiritual guidance, 
life ex!~erience understanding, tarot, questions, 
taped, Quiet, confidential and Iowng atmosphere, 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
Peter's Tat Chi 
Every Thursday Night 
Jan, 12 thruto mid May 





4907 Laze l le  Ave  
635-6014 
1 0:30 am Sunday  Schoo l  
and Worsh ip  
Minister  
The Rev. Michael  Haru 
Place: Kermode Friendship Centre AROMATHERAPY & 
(upstairs) REFLEXOLOGY 
Cost: $10 forthe whole season 
For further info, call Bonita 1635-7670 - H edith E nhonclng 
between 8:30-4:30 Mon.-Fri. - Physically, emotlonalty 
and mental ly relaxing 
F0R APPOINTMENT 
I Every Monday Night 
I Jan. 9lhthruto mid May 635,2192 . 
I _ . .1 - _  line: 6!15-7:15 pro 
I Place'. Kermode Friendship Centre ~ I ~ ~ ~ V ~  
I Cost: $1,50 per drop in 
II $1Oforthe ja°r-Mayn_ Session. V Terrace Mus ic ians '  ~ 
Associat ion I For further info; call Benita at ~ proudly presents 
I 635-7670, 
t Men.-Fri, 8:30- 4:30 pm . V VALENTINE'S V 
~ : DANCE- : 
music by  
. .  : HIGHWAY 16  : 
v WEST v 
INFORMATION & II 
MEMBERSHIP II ~p Recovering Couch Potatoes 
Write to: II ~ The Nomadics 
R.R,#3, S-6, C-A7 II ~ In Step 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R6 It ~ 13ckets$15 Available at 
or call 638-8900 JJ _=_ Sight &: Sound & Braid Insurance 
'~  Saturday, February I1 V 
Thornhill Community Centre 




PACES DAY CARE 
SOCIETY 
will be held on 
TUESDAY FEB. 21, 1995 












January 30, 1995 
7:30 pro. 
Happy Gang Center. 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
• 4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635.9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 




Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
~ Sunday's C001 Club 9:30 
for ages 2-12 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhill Community Hall 
First M.U.M.S. Program 
9:30 a.m, on the 1st Tuesday 
Cubby's All other 
Thursdays at 9:30 am 
Adult Mid.week Bible Studies 
Teens Youth Group 
College & Careers 
Pastor Ron Rooker 
Assistant Pastor Rob Brins0n : " " 
Phone 635-5058 ' 
Must by 19 years : 
Proceeds to the 
Terrace Musician's Association V
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
. LAD~( R EMING'[ON. NEEDS reliable 
~i sales reps we train you to show th~ latest 
,': ew]e'~i, in'h~Gn~e,f~sflioh~Iini01 StartqGur 
.,:,own business with no investment, Earn 
free jewellery, beautiful prizes and 
glamourous trips as well as the highest 
commissions in direct sales. Calt (collect) 
Mr, Beier at 1-604-469-9820. 
FRANCHISE- PROVEN PROFITABLE: 
Dr. Specs Optical now accepting 
applications for Franchise locations 
throughout British Columbia. Seeking 
sales.oriented people. No optical 
experience required. Turnkey operation, 
$89,000. Call Brian at (604) 922-3504. 
NATIONALLY FRANCHISED RETAIL 
electronics tore located iv the beautiful 
Nicola Valley. One of the fastet growing 
regions of SO. Owner retiring, Write to: 
P.O. Box 28501 Merritt, BC, V0K 2B0, or 
phone: 604.378.2151, 
BEGIN YOUR OWN BUSINESS, selling 
personal growth books, tapes and tarot 
cards in your neighbourh0od, Call 800- 
762-0262 for our catelogue, 
WELL ESTABLISHED LOCAL truck- 
mount carpet cleaning business for sale, 
Inquiries please phone Jackie 638-0743 
evenings till 11 prn, 
CREATIVITY A MUST! SMALL sewing 
shop with large clientel includes all 
notions and fixtures, equipment. Serious 
inquiries only. Call 638-8762 eves, 
HAIRSTYLING SHOP 
FOR SALE 
Modern, efficient, well maintained 
salon with four chairs & two sham- 
poo sinks in good 'location. 




Well estab l ished Salon & 
Barber  Shop. 
3pod location, excellent clientele. 
For further information phone 
635-2653 or write to 4823 Scott 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 2B6. 
Serious enquiries only. 
[ SKEENA~UM HOUSING SOCIETY 
/ 4616A, HAUGLAND AVENUE 
[ P'O. BOX 969, TERRACE, B.C' VSG 4R2 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
The Annual General Meeting of the Skeena Kalum 
Housing Society will be held on Saturday, February 11th, 
1995 at 1:00 p.m. The meeting will take place in the 
Lbrary at Skeena Junior Secondary School; 3411i 
I Munroe Street, Terrace. : .. 
I New members are welcomed, i ,  , ;  
I P ease ca 635-1996 for more information orcontact 
I any Director, : :: , , . .  : 
CTi()N D 
. ,  o , 
26. PERSONALS 
LOOKING FOR NORTHWEST STAMP 
collectors, to buy, sell, trade or just chat. 
Write to: Stamps. P.O, Box 673, Terrace, 
BC VSG 4B8 
IF YOU ARE happy with your 
investments, that's your business. If not, 
that's our businessl Great Pacific 
Management Co. Ltd. 6133 Agar Avenue, 
Terrace, SO, VSG 1H9, Call 635-4273. 
SERIOUS ABOUT MEETING someone? 
The hottest singles for romance or 
friendship 1-900.451-401 O ext. 3630 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALL. LOVE! Successl 
Futurel Moneyl 1-900-451-3530 ext. 
1185, $3.99 per minute, Must be 18 
years. Pro call Ltd.(GO2) 954.7420. 
TYPES). Business, Personal, criminal, 
civil, personal injury claims, missing 
persons, appl icant screening. 
Government licenced and bonded (22 
years), Spectrum Investigations. Call 1- 
604-567-5484. 
Lose Up To 
10 Ibs i. 3 Days! 
' With the . 
Supplemental Diet Plan 
Try it/It works/ 
Using All Nature/Ingredients. 




4741 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-6555 
For info. call 1-800-361-4720 
Father, husband, brother, and son, 
his I!Ie !sp'~ oyer, not qd?done,: 
He's at the start of his fourth'decade, 
and to say this, we are not afraid, 
He's had more fun than most people should, 
and plenty of times he was up to no good, 
He had all the toys, you can bet, 
some lasted longer than the corvette, 
He's a great guy, beyond compare, 
can even outrun a big black bear, 
Though he's over the hill. and thinner on top, 
he's our Froggy and we love him a lot. 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
VAI . ,~E '~ DAY """:' "t 
GOT YOU A LITI'bE r . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - -  - - - - -  '1 
Here's my buck. Semi 50 cents Io Kormode Friendship Centre and I 
~ . IOON~? put my personal Valentine's Day message in the February 8issue of 
the Terrace Standard and the Fcbnmry 12 issue of Skcena Market- 
Take heart. Now a meas ly  I plsce. My,~o,ty words aro: I 
buck puts your personal I I 
20-word message in the I I 
February 8 issue of the I | 
TERRACE STANDARD and the I .I 
February  12 issue of ! , ! 
SKEENA MARKETPLACE. Even : ..m~ Drop err/Mail coup. with pa;m:~; ,o: 
better w^'ll " iv -  h"'f" ^' r ' TIlE TERRACE STANDARD II 
9 ~ ~1 1= ol  yuu | 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IS8 I 
Ioon ie  to  T i le  Kermode i Orders must be received by 5:00 p.m. Friday February 3, 1995. I 
. . . . . . .  e Not to be combined with any other offer, n 
I-rlenasnlp uemre. , - - - - . . .  - - - -  - - . -  . . . - . -  . - . -  - - . .  m- .  - - - - . i  
The Kermode Friendship Centre is a non-profit community service organisation which offers counsel- 
ling, youth academic assistance, and social and cultural support, among other services. For more 
Information, contact the Kermode Friendship Society at 3313 Kalum Avenue, Terrace, or 635-4906. 
vVvvvvvvvvv ; ; ; ; ;vvvvvvv  
V ' ',: U 
U " " U 
V " ' '- V 
v S v v V 
U I missedyour call: ., U 
V I love your smile, now I 10Ve your name. U 
U V Valerie, I will wait for you in A&W, 
Skeena Mall at4pm Fr iday . .  
U .. Anxious to meet  you .  ...... : :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =::.~:-~ ..... / - -~ 
635,2546) U v 
U 
CANADA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
!!"'!~1 ° Autotel Rental 
. Marine Security 
i , Home Automation/Security 
..... ~ '"  , No.. 4 - 5002 Pehle 638-0261 
TOLSEC 
LOCK l KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
• Terrace, B.C, 
638-0241 
TOLL FI~EE - -  1-800-661-2676 
Phone for experienced and Speedy Service ~'~ 











Cube Van-1 Ton 





COZY CORNER ! ~:~:'~-:::"~'-~=~ 
FIREPLACE ~ ,~, , , ,  
SPECIALTIES LTD. ~ ~  
R~al & Barb LaFrance ~ ! i ! i i : q  
3756 River Dr ive  ~ ~  
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 
FIRST RESPONSE 
First Aid Services 
Update your kit to new 
WCB standards: 
$8.76* Personal kit 
$39.48* Basic kit 




, WCB Level I First Aid 
. Convenient t imes /~ 
. Group rates L~, tn~ 
638-1831 /'"' i  °" \ 
VIe TOn g HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Srnithers and Houston) 
Business Directory 
ADVERTISING 
Present Your Business Card 
Every Week ~ 
l /Highly Visible ~= 
=/Affordable ~ i  
I/' Effective 
i i  i u 
For on ly '26 ;84  perweek  (billed : 
monthly- 3month contract) your  i ~ 
bus iness  Can be part of  the 
Terrace Standard 's  Business:  i 
Serv ices  Listing ' 
OVER 7500' 
COPIES IN  
PRINT EVERY 
WEEK 
Call OurAd  Department 
Today 638-7283 
J • :•i~• ¸ /~!  :• i: ¸ ,•:I•I~:; :•: 'iiiill i/• 
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26, PERSONALS 
LOVE ADVISOR, THE LATEST gossip, 
discreet, ntimate live 1 on 1.1-900-451- 
:4812. Something on your mind? Let's talk. 
Call today. $3.99/min. 
WHITE CHRISTIAN MALE, 5'9" TALL, 
• 180 Ibs, physically fit, dark hair, blue 
eyes. Considered good looking. Marriage 
.minded. Seeking., attractive Christian 
woman in 20-30s for courtship. If 
interested please send brief description, 
~hoto and phone number to file #12, c/o 
.The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, 9C, V8G 1 $8. 
MAKE EXCELLENT MONEY. Meet 
exciting and friendly people. Most of all 
have some fun. If this sounds good to 
you, call me at 964-0991 Carol, 
NO MORE LONELY nights! Find romance 
Dr friendship. Call the Action Dateline for 
the hottest singles, 1-900-451-4010 ext, 
3633, $2,99/min. 
LOVE ADVISOR. THE LATEST gossip, 
discreet, intimate, live 1 on 1. 900-451- 
4812. Something on your. mind? Let's talk. 
Call today. $3.99/min. 
SWF, 29, BLONDE, FAIR, HAZEL eyes, 
5'S", Florida teacher, very attractive, 
shapely easy going Christian who loves 
fishing, camping, football, kids and 
i'omance. Looking for serious relationship 
With SWM 21-40, tall, outgoing, non- 
smoker who enjoys same, write to me, 
Jennifer, P.O. Box 951242, Lake Mary, FL 
32795-1242. (Coming up in June 95, 
please send a picture). 
FUN-LOVING 30 YEAR OLD couple 
looking to meet an open-minded single 
female for outings, friendshi p , romantic 
encounters and travel. Reply to file #17, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 
1S8 
CHIOUITA, SEPARATION IS SO HARD. 
Then I think of you living in Lotus land and 
get a bit annoyed. Miss. you still. XXX 
ooo. 
PBRSERVERANCE 
The difference between success 
and failure is will power. 
Find Your Power. 
North Coast Health & Fitness 
4550 Greig • 635.6500 
33. TRAVEL 
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS AND 
readers: When purchasing airfare through 
private parties, please be aware that 
airline companies may ask for appropriate 
identification when boarding and may 
deny boarding privileqes, 
29. IN MEMORIAM 
Thorsen 
In Loving Memory 
of 
Olaf Sr. 
Who passed away 
January 22, 1987 
We think of him in silence 
N O eyes can see us weep 
But still within our hearts 
His memory we keep 
Love from 
Marjorie and Famil[/ 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
i 
LAND TITLE ACT 
N THE MATrER of Duplicate Certificate of 
Title No, H4790 to Lot 2 District Lot 777 Casslar 
O,3trict Plan 6224 
WHEREAS, proof of less of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No, H4796 to the above 
described land, issued in Ihe name(s) of 
Calre Industries Ltd. Incorporation #169345 
has ~een filed tn this office, notice is hereby 
given that I shall, at the expiration date of two 
wee~s from the date of first oubfication hereof. 
issue a Provisional Certificate of "lille in lieu of 
the said Duplicate, unless in Ihe meantime valid 
objection be made to me in writing. 
DATED this 11th day of January, 1995, 
Kenneth Jacques 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBUCATION • 
JANUARY 18th. 1995. 
Province of B~lsh Columbia 
Ministry of Hea;lh and 
Millistry Responsible |or Seniors 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATI ST1CS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, purstJant to 
the provisions of the "Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Samantha V. Nisyok 
ADDRESS : 157 Mercer St., Box 95 
CITY: NewAiyansh, B,C. 
POSTAL CODE: VOJ 1HO 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 633-2587 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY MINOR UNMARRIED 
CHILD'S NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Gosnell 
GIVEN NAMES: Sarah Louise 
TO: 
SURNAME: Nisyok 
GIVEN NAMES: Sarah Louise Margaret 
DATED THIS 17th DAY OF January, A.D. 1995 
24. NOTICES 
30. OBITUARIES 
MacKaY's Funeral l 
;i  Servicesl Ltd!i , i :: il 
:: 4626Dav is ;Avenue ! :7: 
• i Terra~e;:S.C[:.? m m m:L m' ' ~ 
635,2444 '  : Fa x 635:.2160 
In Memoriam 
.~r !c:'i,,g ,.er~tory of 
Jose Mateus DaCosta 
Aug, nst 3r, 1934 to ]arrr,mj 26, 1994 
A heart of gold stopped beating, hard 
working hands at rest. God broke our 
hearts Io prove 1o us he only takes the 
best. The leaves and flowers may 
wither, the golden sun may sel, but 
the heart that loves so dearly, are the 
ones that won't forget,...this day i s 
remembered and quietly kept, no 
words are needed., we will never for' 
get, silent thoughts, tears unseen, 
wishing your absence was only a 
dream. To da); tomorrow, our whole 
lives throngh, we will always love 
and remember y0u. 
Sadly missed and always remem- 
bereti by your Wife Maria, daughter 
Susie (Norman), Son George (Tamila), 
Alvaro (Dana) and gt;andchildren, 




Date of Death: January 11th, 1995, 
Kitlmat General Hospital. Services 
held January 16th, 1995, United 
Church, Kitimat. Cremation, Terrace 
Crematorium. 
BEAUCNAMP, Gladye Evelyn 
(76 years) 
Date of Death: January 12th, 1995, 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Services 
held January 17th, 1995, MacKays' 




Baby Alexandria Katrlna 
(2 months) 
Date of Death: January 14th, 1995, 
Terrace, B.C. No Service. 
Cremation, Terrace Crematorium. 
The preceding notices are 
comp/iments of 
The Terrace Standard & 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
i :i ;¸~! i: ¸  ' • " / . . . . .  
i~iii ~ ~ ~ ~ - 
CTION 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
Notice to Creditors 
in the Estate of 
Mary Alice Neilly, 
deceased, ate of Terrace, 
who died December 24, 1994. 
Take notice that all persons having 
claims upon the estate of the above 
named must file with the undersigned 
Administrator by the 10th day of 
February, 1995 a full statement of their 
claims and of securities held by them. 
Brian Short, 
Administrator 
SS3 Site 8, Cutup. 31 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 2S7 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATrER of Duplicate Certificale of 
Title No. M3809 to Lot 2 Distdct Lot 6250 Range 
5 Coast District Plan 5463 
WHEREAS, proof of Ioss of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. M3809 to the above 
desuibed land, issued in the name(s) of 
Delmar George Ryley & Lorraine Eva Plyley 
has been filed in thls office, notice is hereby 
given that I shall, at the expiration date ol two 
weeks from the date of first publication hereof. 
issue a Provisional Certificate of "Stle in lieu of 
the said Duplicate, unless in Ihe meantime valid 
objection be made to me in writing. 
DATED this 19th day of January, 1995. 
Kenneth Jacques 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBUCATION 
JANUARY 251h. 1995. 
G.W, WAYNE BRAID 
Notary Corporation 
4648 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1R2 
(604) 638.1965 




t BRITIStl COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
Phone: 731-5864 
DS ( "i~ ¸¸ ii¸ :¸ i'~  ¸;i ;i ii ~ i ~ ~/i ~ iiii~li~ i 
I -  ...... 
t 5 |R CIIONADS,  
Accounting 
Arts & Crafts 
• Babysitt ing 




Produce & Flowers 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Will do finishing, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
painting. Also will build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak, Available in natural and various 
colours. (No sanding required) Size 3/4" x 21/2'or 31/4 • 
CALL  635-6277 (leave a message) 
Home Based Bus iness  Listing 
To book our space, or for more hfforma- 
tlon call the advertising department at 
JUDITH APPLER Pottery 
--. 638-7285 :e  F Sales Rep, 
Regal B CE Tupperware 
, Watktns 
Weaving 
Unisex-  100% Cot ton  C lo th ing  ?7???? 
Home Shows, Trade Shows, etc. 
Call For Appo in tment  
Harmony C lowns 
638 8608 ~,~,  If you own a Home Based Bus iness ,  
Jake& Jacquie Terpstra ~, , , ; i~  be sure to have it featured in our 
987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~,;4"~f~/,. 
"Gyzmo"  and "Pebb les"  '~ '~ 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES- PICNICS- STORE PROMOTIONS ~"!/ 
8 =o, DECO T,  -SEC, 'O CAS,0NS 638-  7283.  
Let Us Add the Color and Fun to Your Event "q," 
i i li i ~(i ~ 
( 
"Ll'ldr IOi 
• Economical Charters • Contract Work 
• Sightseeing Tours 
$40.00 per person 
(Based on 3 Pasenger Occupancy) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
Phone (604) 635-1852 Fax (604) 635-7355 
Desktop Publishing by Lee 8urkitt 
k . J  
/~, ,,~ 638-0877 
IC'£ J 
2 "" ~ Business Image Design " SmatIVolume Publishing 
Computer Tutoring 
MICKEY 'S  SUPPLY  LTD. 
Paint Specialists for 17 Years 
• CommercialAut°m°tive' Mar ina,  A i rcraf t  & ~  
• Endura, PPG & S ikken Pa ints  
If You Need It, We've Got It 
3037 R iver  Dr. Ph. 635-7726 
Terrace, BC Fax 635-7746 
 " IPRIMERICA 
Fina.ciai Services 
PETE ARCADI 635-7800 
#1-4619 Lakelse Ave. 
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY 
Insurance of feted through Ptlmerlco tire Insurance Company of Canada 
Mutual Funds offer through PFSL Investments Canada Ltd. 
Head Offices: MlssLssougo, Ontario 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Ph. 635-9280 
Site 41 ,R.R. 2, Camp. 18 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
. Unique Gift Ideas 
• Terra Cotta 
. Bird Baths & Feeders 




• Garden Supplies 
• Wicker Baskets 
Phone 638-7697 
Fax 638-7671 
l Sa,dra Lenuik Business Servicesll 
Affordable & Reliable Computerized Ill 
Accounting for Small Business Ill 
• General Ledger • Subledger Mainienance '~=lll 
Monthly Financial Statements " Ill 
• Year End File Preparation III 
• Payroll • Personal Income Tax III 
I I I  
635-4500 By  Appo in tment  Ill 
irt 
January ~, • • I specia, Highlights 
. . . . .  
Create Some Excitement 
. . . . . .  .~ : ,  Craft Supplies & Accessories 
__~[ .~-~ ~!~ Plastic Models 
~ ....... !i: '"~,)jRadio Controlled Planes & Cars 
" . '~  .... %-2 . . ,~  Tale Painting Supplies 
Something for Everyone. 
The Creative Zone 
Skeena Mall 635-1422 
ClUEEHSWAY CUSTOM 
LEATHER WORKS 
Person.al Leather Sewing 
Chaps • Pants Jackets • Vest, Saddlebags 
• Camper & Trailer Cushions & Curtains 
Load Strap Repairs • Boat Cover Repairs 
4493 Queensway Or. 635"7721 
I 1 
i ! ' 
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 .ii 
Due to the Ministry's tendering procedures, TAKE NOTICE "~"" =" " :  
INVITATION TO BID A Notice of Motion asking for 
payment of monies out of court has 
been filed in The supreme Court of 
British Columbia on behalf of Her 
Majesty The Queen in Right of 
Canada, .naming you as a 
Respondent under No. 7927, 
Terrace Registry. If .you wish to 
defend the action you must file an 
Answer tn the Registry at 3408 
Kalum Street, Terrace, BC, within 
thirty (30)days of the publication of 
this Notice, In default of an Answer, 
you will not be entitled to notice of 
any further proceedings. A copy of 
the Notice of Motion and supporting 
material will be mailed to you upon 
receipt of a written request o the 
above named Registry. 
Terrace Standard  
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1S8 
contractors may be chosen from Select Lists for 
both direct award and select invitation bidding for 
all silviculture activity contracts. 
The Prince Rupert Forest Region is now 
updating its Select List by requesting alllisted 
contractors to resubmit or confirm their 
previously submitted requests and information, 
and invitinq newly established contractors to
submit the necessary inf0rmation, 
Contractors who are inlerested inbeing placed 
on the list for silviculture work in the Prince 
Rupert Forest Region are adviseJ tO contact: 
Prince R0pert Forest Region 




phone: (604) 847.7764 
Fax: 604)847-7217 
Your request must indicate which districts and 
specific silvicultural activities you are interested 
inl Funhermore, your equest must list he labour 
and capital resources at your disposal, indicate 
qualifications, experience and previous contracts 
or references. 
Information must be submitted tothe above 
address by March 31, 1995. 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
32, LEGAL NOTICES 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBL IC  NOTICE  
LOAD RESTRICT IONS 
Pursuant to Section 26 of the "Highways Act", notice is hereby 
given that load restrictions may be placed, on short notice in 
the near future, on all highways in the Skeena (Terrace) 
District. 
Restrictions will be imposed as conditions warrant. 
The restrictions will limit vehicles to 100 percent, 80 percent, 
70 percent, or 50 percent of legal axle loading, as allowed 
under the Regulations pursuant to the Commercial Transport 
Act. 
Overweight permits will not be granted. All term overweight 
permits are invalid for the duration of the restrictions. , 
The public, and trucking and transportation companies should 
govern themselves accordingly. 
Your co-operation in adhering to the above regulatl0ns will be 
appreciated: 
i 
Linda Zurkirchen ~ ~ 
District Highways Manager i i i 
FOR: Jackie Pement 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways ~ j ,~lr~ 
DATED: January 16, 1995 . . . .  ~ ,  ~ ,~ '~ i ,  ~1 
AT:Terrace, B.C. ~ / g  I 
and Highways ~ ~ - ~ 
Governmunt of British Columbia " 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "PACES DAY CARE CENTRE - CALEDONIA SENIOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL" will be received by Barry Piersdcrff, Secretary-Treasurer at 
the Board office of School District No. 88 (Terrace), Terrace, B.C. up to 2:00 p.m. 
local time, Wednesday, February 22, 1995. 
In general terms the project consisfs of a single storey wood frame building of 
approximately 2,900 square feet and a crawl space. 
: ,  : 
General Contractors may obtain a set of construction documents from the Architect 
on deposit of $200.00, refunded only upon return of the :documents in good 
condition within ten (i0) days Of close of tendersl 
Documents will be available for inspection from:, i i 
Teirace Pan Room .... 
Kitimat Plan Room 
Northern B:C. Construction AssociatiOn 
Bulkley Valley Lakes Distiict C0nstru(:t!on Ass0ci~t[o~i ' /  
Amalgamated Constru(:tion AssociatiOn<; 
1, General Contractor's Suretv . . . . . . . .  : ,, ..... , 
!. Tenders must be accompan!ed by a bid bonO ~ c6"rtified 6heque in the 
amount of thirty thousand ollars ($30 000.00)as noted in the specifications 
Section 01 100 Instruction to"renderers 
2. The successful tenderer is required to furnish a 50 percent Performance 
Bond within fourteen (14) days after notification of : 
award of the contract, or the $30 000~00 certified I I===qp~=l 
cheque noted above will be retained as security until 
total comoletion of the work. 
i : 
2 . ~  . . . .  
11 All sub-trades hall submit heir tenders directly to BuildingB.C 
General Contract Bidders. 
, :  for tile 
3.The rules of the bid dep0sitory system SHALL NOT APPLY. 21stCentury 
Royce Condie Architect incl : : ~foP: School District No. 88 The Ministry of Transportation and Highways would like • 
to let the public know of the deadline of March 15, 1995 
for the registration of hired equipment in the Skeena 
District. The time between March 16 and April 1, i995 
will be used to compile the new seniority lists for the 
1995/96 fiscal year. The office will try to make personal 
contact with currently registered owners who have not 
yet re-registered. Letters and forms Will be sent out to all 
currently registered owners, 
Registration received after March 15, 1995 will be 
recorded on the late registrations list, and consequently 
may not receive a share of the available work. 
If you would like to register your equipment, forms are 
available at the:Ske.e.0aiDistrjct::officei~30Oi; 4.546 ~ark ~. 
Avenue Terrace BC i i : ;  : i i l  i i; : /i ';~' ..... 
L. Zurkirchen 
A/DistrictHighwaysManager, Skeena District a l l ,  ~ . j l  r A 
_ , J l l f lt  
Government of British Columbia ~ ~ " " 
i < , i : i<~. i  ~ BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH ' ' 
COLUMBIA  
AND YUKON 






Fire Department 50th An- 
niversaryJuly 1,1995. For 
detailed Information call: 
1 (604)885-9346 or write: 
P.O. Box 944, Sechelt, 
B.C. VON 3AO. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. ENGINE 
remanufacture from$995. 
6 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 warranty. Bond 
Mechanical building en- 
gines for 28 years, 872- 
06__~, 8-8, 7 days, 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd. 
Quality remanufactured 
engines 6 cyl from $995. 
V8 from $1,095, 6yr 
120,000km limited war- 
ranty. 580-1050 or 1-800- 
665-3570, 12345-114 
Ave. Surrey. BCAA Ap- 
proved. 
TRUCKS STARTING 
from $199 per month, All 
makes, Fords, Cummins 
Diesels, Explorers, 
Cherokees. Low rates, 0 
down. Free delivery. 
Phone: Grant collect 538. 
9778. D#8367. 
CUBE VANS, Crewcabs, 
Supercabs, Regcabs, Ex- 
plorers, Pathfinders, 
~,erostars, Cargo Vans. 
Financing available OAC. 
Call Collect 390-1313. 
Jack Wlndle, Budget Car 




Profitable: Dr. Specs Op- 
tical now accepting appli- 
cations for franchise loca- 
tions throughout B.C. 
seeking sales oriented 
people. No optical experi- 
ence required. Turnkey 
operation $89,000. Call 
Brian at 922-3504. 
START YOUR own home- 
based buslnessl Watklns 
Is today's best business 
opportunityl For free in- 
formation contact: rnde- 
Marketing Dlrec- 
r, 218 Meglund Cres, 
cent, Saskatoon, Sask. 
S7H 4Z61.800-263-2999. 
WE NEED a limited 
number of Independent 
distributors to establish 
their own routes dlstribut- 
Ing and restocking store 
counter displays, $198, 
minimum Investment re- 
qulred (604)520-7377. ] 
p 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604)669-9222. 
BUSINESS OPPS. 
FLOWER AFFAIRS: The 
most innovative concept 
in yearsl Our retail flower 
business is revolutiQnlz- 
ing the industry. Proven 
profitable and growing 
fastl Created by the 
founderof Rent-A-Wreck. 
Thts is the best thlng 
slnce...Free Info (604)868- 
8816. 
SMALL TROPHY/EnD rav- 
Ing Business In Sidney 15 
miles north of Victoria. Well 
established with great po- 
tential and priced to sell. 
Good location (604)656- 
2345.. 
INNOVATIVE BUSINESS 
looking for active or Inac- 
tive Investor to service 
rapidly expanding market. 
Going public In future. Call 
1(604)860-1262. 
LOOKING TO Create a 
profitable, people-moli- 
vated business? The revo- 
lutlonarygulde-book,"Dlrt 
on Success" has showed 
thousands howto achieve 
success, wealth & oppor- 
tunityl Lorralne/Patricia: 1- 
.800-993-9902, 
PEPPER SPRAY/ Bear 
Spray Dealers Wanted. 
New to Canada, large prof- 
its to be made. No mini- 
mum order. Effective per- 
sonal security. Phone: 1- 
800-563-1110. 
IN THE Shuswap. 10 Unit 
Motel with R.V. Park and 
Amusement Park, In- 
cludes 1200 sq.ft 3 bdrm. 
reside rice, all on 7.4 acres, 
bordered by Trans 
Canada Hwy and Salmon 
River. $745,000, Phone: 
1 (604)832-3065. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
FULL/PT CAREER. Love 
Victorian & country In- 
spired fashions? Laura 
Jane s a direct sales com- 
i~any Is Iooktng for you. 
est commission In the 
Industryl Call Trlna 1-800- 
665-5569 day or 




ING Institute of Vancou- 
veroffers correspondence 
courses fcr the certificate 
of Counselling Studies to 
beginon the 15th'of the 
month, For a brochure 
Phone. T011-free 1-800- 
665-7044. " " 
394 
$250 for25 words 
$5.00 each additional word 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. PERSONAL 
ANEWCareer?ManyJcbs 
available. Trained Apart- 
ment, Condo Managers 
needed - all areas. We 
can train you nowl Job 
fpi lacement assistance and 
nancing available 681- 
5456/1-800-665-8339. 
BE A Successful 
Wrlter...and write for 
money and pleasure while 
learning how. You get in- 
dividual tuition from pro- 
fesslonal writers on all 
aspects of writing - Ro- 
mances, Short Stories, 
Radio and TV Scripts Ar- 
t cles and Children's sto- 
ties. Write, Call or Fax to- 
day for our Free Book, 
"How To Be A Successful 
WRiter". Toll-free 1-600- 
267.1829. Fax 1 {613)749. 
9551. The Writing School, 
38 McArthur Ave. Suite 





Supplier Is expanding with 
a new branch store In 
Courtenay B.C. Into Snap- 
per Lawn & Garden Com- 
merclal & Residential 
Power Products. We are 
seeking 2 Individuals, male 
or female experienced In 
the above products. 
Please submit resume. 
Drawer #394, Ccmox Val- 
ley Record, P.O. Box 
3729, Courtenay, B.C, 
VDN 7P1. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
FUTURE STEEL Buildings 
Quonsets 25'X30' 
$5,462.00, 30'X40' 
$6,593. 35'X50' $8,478. 
Stralghtwall Quonsets 
25'X30' $5,922. 30'X40' 
$6,999. Endwalls, sliding 





For Sale. Mountain grown 
In Kamloops B.C. 100% 
pure Ginseng, guaran- 
teed. For Information and 




EARN EXTRA Income. 
Homeworkers needed to 
make stylish beaded ear- 
rings, year round at home. 
Info: Send a self-ad- 
dressed stamped enve- 
lope to: Accex Craft, 829 
Norwest Road, Ste 813, 
Ext, 3625, Kingston, On- 
tarlo K7P 2N3. 
EXPERIENCED JUNIOR 
Meat Cutter required Ira- 
mediately In Whistler 30- 
40 hours per week. Apply 
In writing: P.O, Box 652, 
Whistler, B.C. VON 180. 
Attn: Kathy 
SERVICE ADVISOR re- 
qulred for modern G.M. 
Dealership. Send resume 
to: Salmon Arm Motors, 
Box 58, Salmon Arm, B,C. 




Chicks. Over80 breeds of 
chickens, exotics, turkeys, 
waterfowl. Fore free col. 
our catalogue call 
1 (403)698-3965,  
Rochester Hatchery. 
MOBILE HOMES 
FACTORY DIRECT, "The 
Ultimate In Modular and 
Single Wldes". Trades 
welcomed. Quality Manu- 
factured Homes 1:800. 
667-1533, 
BUY FACTORY Direct, 
Let Noble Homes team of 
architects design, the 
home of your dreams, 
Unique In every wayl TOp 
Dollar for Trades 
1 (403)447-3414. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stralghtwall 
9uonset, Structural Steel 
uulldlngs. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1.800-565- 
9800. 
LIVE PSYCHICS. Police 
use us...Harness your 
destiny. Yourpresent and 
future revealed. *Love, 
*Success, *Money. Find 
out now. Call 1-900-451- 
~,055. $2.99/mln. 18+. 
KARAOKE - MR. Enter- 
talnment, Canada's larg- 
est Karaoke dealer, has 
the larges selection of 
slngalong tapes and re- 
lated Karaoke products. 
Call now for our free cata- 
logues 1.800-661-7464. 
CONTEMPORARY 
PIPES Grafx, waterplpes 
meta, ceramics, 
handplpes, seeds, Herbs 
and accessories, Fcr Free 
catalogue, wrltecrphone: 
Enigma Creations, #296, 
7231-120th St, Delta, B,C, 
• V4C 6P5, (604)596-4038, 
ii:, .... < .... ...... i 
**MEET SOMEONE 
New** Casual, Romantic, 
Intimate encounters: 
100's of women, men & 
couples In B.C. Call 1-900- 
451-6655 Ext. 8 $2.991 
mln. 18+ Women call free 
1-800-900-2292. 
TALK LIVE tcthe glrl next 
door. 24 hour action. 1- 
900-451-4099. (Must be 
18+). $4.99/mlnute. 
**PSYCHIC CONNEC- 
TION** Gifted Psychics 
tell your futu're. Love, Ro- 
mance, Money, Career. 
Live/24 hours 1-900-451- 
3530 Ext. 2293. $3.99 
minute/must be 18 years+. 
Newcall (604)954-7420. 
SINGLE MEN Hundreds 
of Beautiful Russian La- 
dles are now waiting to 
meet single Canadian 
Gentleman for friendship 
and marriage. We've just 
returned from our office In 
Moscowwlth the 95' Photo 
books and video tapes. 
For further Info (604)669- 
9750. 
LIVE PSYCHIC. Call 
Canada's most gifted 





For Sale by Owner. Small 
lots to large acreages. 
Oceanfront, lakefront, 
streams, ranohland - lo- 
cated throughout BC. 
Terms available. Free bro- 
chure. Niho Land & Cattle 
Company Ltd, 521-7200. 
SERVICES- 
WE TAKE The Fear Out 
Of ICBC. Major ICBC In- 
jury claims, Joel A, Wener, 
trial lawyer for 25 years. 
Call free 1-800-665-1138; 
Contingency fees. Simon, 
Wene, r & Ad er. 
LEARN THE Secrets of 
chording on gultar.,New 
home study course, Fast, 
easymethod, GUaran- 
teed/ Free Information. 
PoDularMusleStudlo G42{ 
10~-1054 E lie, Ke owna, 
B,C Call t -800-667~0050 
INVITATION TO BID 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders endorsed "GYMNASIUM ADDITION AND RENOVATIONS • 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL" will be received by Barry Piersdorff, 
Secretary-Treasurer at the Board office of School District No. 88 (Terrace), Terrace, 
B.C. up to 2:00 p.m. local time, Friday, February 17, 1995, 
In broad general terms the project consists of gymnasium addition of 2,268 square 
feet (210 sq, m,) extensive mechanical upgrading and renovations to the interior 
sudaces. 
General Contractors may obtain a set of construction documents from the Architect 
on deposit of $100.00, refunded only upon return of the documents in good 
condition within ter~ (10) days of Close of tenders. . . . .  
Documents will be available for inspection trom: 
Terrace Plan Room 
Kitimat Plan Room 
Northern B.C. Construction Association ' 
Bulkley Valley Lakes District Construction Association 
Quesnel Construction Association 
SIOA- Kamloops Plan Roonl 
SICA- Kelowna Plan Room 
S CA- Pent ct0n Plan Room 
Amalgamated Construction Association 
1 General Contractor's Surety 
1. Tenders must be accompanied by a bid bond drawn in favour of the Owners 
in the amount of $30,000.00 which will be forfeited on failure of the tenderer 
to enter into a contract when required, 
2. The successful tenderer is required to furnish a 50 percent Performance 
Bond wilhin fourteen (14) days after notification of award of the contract, 
2.Bid Deoository ' 
.1. The mechanical sub-contractor bidders only shall 
submit bids to the Prince George Bid DepoSitory not 
later than Tuesday, 3:00 p,m. February 14. 1995 in 
accordance with Bid Depository rules. These 
mechanical contractors are to include mechanical, 
ventilation and plumbing, BuildingI~C. 
for the 
2. All other trades shall submit heir tenders directly to 21st Century 
General Contract Bidders. 
Royce Condle Architect Inc. for: School District No, 88 
#200- 3219 Eby Street (Terrace) 
Terrace, EkC, 3211 Kenney Street 
V8G 4R3 Terrace, B.C. 
;B14- The Terrace Standardl Wednesday, January 25, 1995 
Group provides help 
for troubled mothers 
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
builZ:wginner of the first prize ,
a gourmet food hamper, was 
Colleen Ziegler. 
The second prize, a lovely 
dried flower wreath, went to 
Paula Kuemper. 
The third prize was a hand- 
knitted sweater for a child. 
When the winner ~ Father 
John Smith of Sacred Heart 
Parish ~ was told of his good 
fortune, he promptly donated 
the sweater back to Birthright. 
In case you are unaware of 
Birthright's activities, I'll tell 
you a little bit about hem. 
The group began in October, 
1968 when a Canadian yeoman 
focussed on the problems that 
face those in a distressed preg- 
nancy who were increasingly 
being offered abortion as the 
only solution. 
With the belief that suppor- 
tive concern and care were all 
that many women needed to 
bring their babies to term, 
Louise Summerhil i  started 
Birthright. 
The basic philosophy of 
Birthright is that every woman 
or girl who becomes pregnant, 
whether she is married or 
single, has the right to give 
birth and to be given the help 
she needs to carry the child to 
term. 
Birthright is not allied to any 
particular church or govern- 
ment agency. 
The help offered is non- 
judgmental and absolutely 
confidential. Services include 
free pregnancy tests, the loan 
of maternity clothes, and a 
layette for the baby when s/he 
is born, 
Shelter homes are available 
if the woman has no place to 
live. 
Most Birthright volunteers 
offer their time and energy to 
help in whatever way they can 
listening and caring axe two 
of the most important ways 
they help. 
Birthright subsists wholly on 
• "i ' ' - "  -" | 
YVONNE MOEN 
donations and the efforts of its 
volunteers. 
The office can be reached at 
635-3907 and the office is 
open from 11 a.m to 1 p.m. 
Monday to Friday on the see- 
end floor of the Tillicum Twin 
Theatre building. 
A L IT I~E more  encouraging 
news: yes, maybe spring is just 
around the comer! 
I received aphone call the other 
evening that someone has spotted 
some pussy willows out in bloom 
in Thornhill. 
They even had to turn their car 
around to have a second look to 
make sure. 
So cheer up! Start thinking 
spring! 
.k ¢r ~gr  ~ 
CONGRATULATIONS are in 
order for Brian Archibald at 
Tim Hortons, for taking the big 
step of having the Lakelse Ave. 
PALILA KUEMPER won the 
second prize wreath in 
Birthrighrs raffle. 
location (:across from Safeway) i-l-i,:::~'~*i'~,'-:i:~ 
go non-smoking. :,~ ~ ~,,~ : 
It's a big step in the right direc- ~,:"i. :~;~ti: 
tion. : ::i v,*: : ;~< 
Maybe one day we can see the ,!;i~i,~:,~ 
£t 
Skeena Mall a non-smoking mall. 
It certainly would be a far ;~:i 
cleaner place ~ rather than now 
watching some people butt their '~i':. 
cigarettes out on the mall floor. , :,: 
Some people have no respect. 
BY THE WAY, would the lady 
who phoned me about he pussy 
willows please call me back (at 
638-0423). I would like to talk to 
her more about he albino moose Dam 
in the Houston area. 
Also, I'm looking for a couple 
that has been married at least 60 
years. Anyone who can help 
please call. 
Everyone have a nice day. I'll 





Quit Smoking Program 
Volunteers should be ex- 
smokers, have some time to 
share and want o have fun, 
Learn group skills and gain 
confidence working with 
others 
Call your local Canadian 
Cancer Society office or call 
1-800-663-4242 
i " 'V t /AGON " " I 
I • • SINCE 1930 / 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
had a new baby, 
or are getting 
married, just give 




Elaine C. 635-3018 
Elaine Mc. 638-8733 
Kelly V. 635-7797 
Gillian W. 635-3044 
~anK.  635-292~,/ 
[ _ ~  H. Freeman Wouldn't: 
I - ~ ~ ~ . , , " . '  w,,h. 
I ~ : , o , ~  ,,,o,,,,,, 
I ~ ~ , k : 1 :  .... I ~ , ~ , t , , , ~ ,  
l ~ , , : , o ¢ , s ~  
I ~ . % : ,  
I ~ . c s a n d  bdghwn 
/ ~ ~ F  ~ ~l~.Sh°uldn't Y ~?
1%~ ~. .  - "q~lB I  _ oumrr  
I ~ ~ '  ~,~J  DFIYCLEANIICG 
.... ~ 4736 L~ else/~ ve & RET;R51,O20 
; : i Valent nes 
 ifor 1 Special_ . .  
: iBuya punch card o f ,0  & bring ~.  I I i , _  ~ 
! ! ]  ql  . " - your friend to work out for FREE! r  I l l  
~ (offer  exp i res  Feb. 14, 1995) ) 
Addition: Our Newest ~ b Pr¢¢qrTro,.dmilH! 
Seniors Always receive 
.50*/0 off regular membership ~ 
Gym Hours 
Mon.-Fri,: 6 am - 9 prn 
Saturday: 9 am - 6 prn 
Sunday: 10 am - 5 pm 
North Coast Health & Fitness 
4550 Greig (Across from Terrace Inn) 635-6500 
MI-O dea  
Year alter 
" 01~ C ,A!  
IALL UU 
o CLEARANCE o. 
The )ut savings conti  ,  e, a iirnlted tlrne... So hurry. 
O 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FORD & MERCURY DEALERS 
4631 KEITH AVE,, 
TERRACE 
635 4984 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-463-1128 
